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Pros and Cons of
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Ledger & Times News Editor
A decision will be made in two to four months regarding a
proposed barge terminal in the Anderson Creek embayment
of Kentucky Lake according- to Col. William F. Brandes,
district engineer for the Army Corps of Engineers, Nashville
district.
The corps conducted a hearing last night at the Murray
Middle School to gather opinions on the proposed terminal.
Hutson Chemical Company of Murray has requested a
permit to build the barge docking facility.
A rather large audience of interested citizens heard about
30 different persons express their views on the barge facility,
with proponents of the terminal outnumbering opponents
three to two.
The hearing. which Lasted 31.2 hours, was requested by
Kentucky Western Waterlands, Inc., which took a neutral
position on the issile.
The reason KWW requested the hearing, according to the
organization's executive director, was "to give all of those
affected, a forum to express their views."
Organizations expressing views supporting the construction of the barge terminal included the Murray City
Council, Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce,
Tennessee Valley Authority TVA,Kentucky Farm Bureau,

Bureau,
Calloway County Farm Bureau, Trigg County Farm
Adult
Trigg County Chamber of Commerce, Lynn Grove
Council.
re
Agricultu
County
Calloway
Farmer Class and the
inOrganizations and groups opposed to the terminal
Sport
cluded: the U.S. Department of the Interior, Division-1S
Fisheries, the division of Fisheries of the Kentucky DepartGreen Bass
ment of Fish and Wildlife Resources,the Bowling
Department
Club, the Murray State University Biology
chapter cif.
faculty, Kentucky Lake Bass Club, and the MSU
the Wildlife Society.
the MSU
A letter from Kenneth Harrell, chairman of
, was read
Research
and
Studies
nal
Institutio
of
e
committe
view of the
by Clell Peterson, The letter expressed the
be
committee, requesting that the decision on the terminal
delayed until the impact of the barge facility on the $450,000
Murray State University Biological Station, located within a
ed.
half-mile of the proposed terminal site, could be determin
facilities
two
the
that
reveal
will
tion
investiga
s
"Perhap
hope so."
are compatible." Harrell said in the letter. "We
27-foot
The proposed terminal would consist of one
cluster
pile
steel
six
cell,
diameter
ot
16-fo
one
cell,
diameter
about 550
mooring dolphins, 7,700 cubic yards of fill, and
initial conlineal feet of riprap shoreline protection. The
struction cost of the facility would be $150,000 to $200,000.
centered
The majority of the objections to the terminal
on the enaround the impact the facility might have
possibly
virorunent and the adverse effects the facility might

have on the MSU Biological Station.
The proponents of the barge terminal listed lower costs of
fertilizer to local farmers and higher profits on grain sales
for local farmers due to lower transportation costs.
The proposed site of the terminal in the Anderson Creek
embayment opposite Tennessee River Mile 45.0, has been
designated for industrial use since 1957 by TVA. TVA
representative Mike Foster said that the site has been listed
on TVA land use forecast maps as a proposed barge terminal
site since that time and that it is "one of the few places on
Kentucky Lake where the water is deep enough" for a barge
terminal.
Foster said the barge terminal would "put a new light on
some of the inland transportation that we (TVA ) have long
dreamed of for Murray."
"TVA will not permit the terminal to become an undue
impact on the environment in its judgment," Foster said.
Charles Bowers, director of the division of fisheries of the
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, read a
letter from Arnold I,. Mitchell, department commissioner.
The letter urged that the permit not be granted "on the
basis of its impact on fish habitat, fisherman use and its
adverse effect on the MSU Biological Station, which is
located on shore directly above the secondary channel to be
used by the . barge."
(' D. Wilder, Jr., associate professor of biology at MSU said
that possible damage to research and teaching facilities of

the
the biological station "might scare off grants" from
federal government and other sources.
Hunter Hancock, chairman of the biology department at
the
MSU said that he was not aware that TVA had designated
site for industrial use when the biological station was built
"It appears inconceivable that the increased activities (of
ena barge terminal) could have other than adverse
vironmental effects," Hancock said.
Charles Blalock of Murray, a local farmer, presented a
the
petition signed by 468 persons supporting the approval of
permit.
Billy Smith, vice-president of Hutson Chemical, pointed
oot that the sitefor the proposed barge terminal was chosen
by TVA and not by Hutson Chemical Co.
Dan Hutson. president of the fertilizer firm, said that if the
not
terminal would hurt recreation on the lake, he would
want to build it. He expressed confidence that the facility
would be compatible with the surrounding area.
Col. Brassies said that his staff would review everything
concerning the issue, including oral and written statements,
on
and that an analysis of the effects of the barge terminal
navigation, the environment and the general public Welfare
will be made.
The colonel said that a complete report would be forwarded
to Washington, through channels, and the final decision
of
would be made in two to four months by the Department
the Army.
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Red Cross Directors
Review Chapter Service
spokesman said. Although only
about $7800 has been raised so
far it was felt by the Board that
money would continue to come
in, since some sources in the
community have not been
reached yet.
Simmons was appreciative of
all those who have worked in the
campaign, he said. He mentioned the youth groups who
the
helped, particularly
Vocational School students who
typed pledge cards, Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority who
collected $670 and Lambdi Chi
Alpha fraternity who collected
$302. He urged that all donations
be made as soon as possible so
that service can be continued
next year.
Stuart Poston administrator
hospital, reported
Mrs. S.V. Foy brings in a of the local
and proposals of
changes
the
on
bloom
a
with
plant
a
branch of
Division Red
's
Kentucky
the
it.
on it to see if we can identify
of which he is a
We racked our feeble brain but Cross Council
Calloway County is
failed to come up with it, so we member.
providing total Red
of
those
one
of
gardener
called the master
at the present
the family, our mother, who Cross service
many counties
writes "Down the Garden time while
service
Path." She identified it im- provide only military
s he said.
mediately as Viburnam. There provided by volunteer
The council is interested in
are several of the Viburnam's
more uniform service
providing
to
belongs
Bush
the Snowball
weaker
ing
encourag
and
ams
this family). Virburn
first aid,
characteristically have blooms counties to provide
which are flat around the edge
(See Red Cross, Page 12)
and in the center have some tiny
blooms that look somewhat like
Queen Ann's Lace. Anyway this
is what this particular plant is
Mrs. Foy. If you plan on rooting
this from the mother plant, the
best way is to bend a branch
down and cover the lower part
of it with rich dirt. Let this
James Harmon, office
branch root, then clip it loose
at Taylor Motors, was
manager
from the parent plant. It can be
president of the
as
elected
rooted in water like Sultana and
Murray Lions Club at the dinner
a
but
plants,
other
many
meeting held at the Murray
stronger plant will result if you
Club • House on
Woman's
root it the way she says to do it.
Tuesday evening.
Harmon has served as vice"If you can imagine it, you
and secretary of the
president
can plissess it.
Murray Lions Club and district
can
you
it,
dream
can
If you
cabinet secretary-treasurer for
become it.
43-K of the Lions Club. He is
•
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12) state treasurer of the Kentucky
Woodmen of the World, vice-

service
and
Directors
chairmen of the Calloway
County Red Cross met for the
regular quarterly meeting
Tuesday, April 10 with Robert
Moyer, chairman, presiding,
and 12 members of the board
present.
A.W. Simmons, Jr. was
cominended for his services as
Fund Drive chairman, a

Seen&l:leard
Around

Murray

Although county judge Robert
DAVID HILL
0. Miller offered a subsidy to
Ledger & Times Writer
Local funeral homes turned, the local firms to offset any
down a request Tuesday night losses they might incur in the
by the city-county ambulance extra year, the funeral hordes
catimittee to continue am- —were still not interested.
The committee then decided
hulance service operations in
recommend to the fiscal
to
year,
for
one
Calloway County
past their self-imposed deadline court and city cou&il thattley
.40(ertise for bids from private
el July 1, 1971,
concerns for the operation of a
city-county ambulance service.
If no suitable bids are offered,
the committee decided, then the,
city and county will be forced to
set up some type of system
themselves.
Representatives of the local
funeral homes were present at
the meeting, held at the. old
hospital. The representatives
seemed to think that no type of
subsidy program would be fair
to all the homes, and would still
force the firms to be operating
at a loss.
The meeting was called after
the
on
"
pat
a
"Charlie
gives
II,
Henry,
Debbie
her
pet
hamster
holds
Gore
state licensure board
the
Betsy
ld
eleven-year-o
A FURRY FRIEND—While
of Mr and Mrs. Don Henry, all are from
postponed rigid regulations for
nose. Betsy l the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Gore while Debbie is the daughter
(Photo by Wilson Woolley )
state ambulances, which had
Murray.
been set to go into effect
January 1, 1974.
Marsha Sledd
Three of the local funeral
homes, Blalock-Coleman, J.H.
Churchill, and Max Churchill,
entered into a contract on
December 18, 1972, saying that
they would "cease and desist
figure,
political
the operation of their
from
Kentucky
A
president of the Toastmasters
Tickets will be on sale at the
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey of
as
Frankof
service
d
ce
Waterfiel
ambulan
Lee
Harry
Club, and a member of the
Church Women United an- door for the lectures in the
heretofore operated in and out
will introduce Eagleton
fort,
at
um
Christ.
of
symposi
Church
Plain
Green
nounced that used books, Insight '73
Miss Marsha Sledd,- daughter of the City of Murray, and assist in monitoring a
The new club president is preferably paperbacks of all Murray State University and
session of Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Sled, Calloway County, Kentucky.
-answer
-and
question
married to the former Jo Ann kinds would continue to be Thursday and Friday evenings.
his lecture. Currently. 1657 College Terrace Drive, The parties to this Contract
Elkins and they have two sons, received .at First Christian
Admission will be $2 per followine of the university's attended the Phi Beta Lambda
agree upon and understand that member
a
the
Kent and Joe Kim, and one Church, 111 N. Fifth Street, to person for non-students for
Waterfield is a State Leadership Conference in on and after July 1, 1973, that
regents,
of
board
daughter, Leigh Anne. Mrs. be taken to Rev. Robert Planck, two nights. Students will be
former two-time lieutenant Cumberland Falls State Park, they will refuse to accept emHarmon is nutritionist for the Chaplain at the Eddyville State admitted on identification
March 29-31.
ployment as to ambulance t,
governor of the state.
State Health Department Prison.
cards.
Miss Sledd is second vice- service and will not engage inprogram
first
the
for
Topics
To begin at 8 p.m. on each
serving the counties of
Chaplain Planck indicated
historian of the ambulance service for the
will be "Liberalism in Domestic president and
Calloway and Marshall.
that paperbacks are most. date in Lovett Auditorium, the
on and Murray State Unisersity general public."
Donalds
by
Affairs"
Other new officers elected to helpful because they are proptem,will include tvitilleers
on chapter of Phi Beta Lambda. As
(See Ambulance, Page 12)
the .''Liberalism's Effect
from
be installed in June were Ken smaller and do not have to be commentators
Koppel.
historian of this chapter she
by
Affairs"
Winters, vice-president; Steve accounted for. Most kinds of American Broadcasting Foreign
scrapbook, "The
their
prepared
gained
who
Eagleton,
Sexton, treasurer; David paperbacks usually are in Company--Ted Koppel and
Beta Lambda", Local Women Sponsor
last Fruits of Phi
nce
promine
speakers
n—as
A.
Sam
Donaldso
national
science
Lanier, secretary.
westerns,
but
demand,
first place over
won
which
was
he
when
Rummage Sale Here
Joe Dick, president of the fiction, astrology, detective, Thursday and U.S. Sen. Thomas summer
twelve other chapters. Miss Of
Bank of Murray, was the guest and best sellers are popular F. Eagleton (D-Mo.) as the nominated by the Democratic Sledd was one of two voting
The United Methodist Women
featured speaker Friday.
Party for vice-president and delegates representing the
speaker for the evening and was items right now.
ticket,
of
Martin's Chapel Church will
the
from
Harmon.
Lion
dropped
by
d
said
then
introduce
Chaplain Planck also
Delta Gamma chapter.
sponsor a rummage sale at the
will speak on "leiberalism and
Dick spoke on "Banking and that another item that the men Rummage Sale Planned
business
re
sophomO
The
American Legion Hall on
Practical Politics: The Two Are
Finance't: and explained how can always use are special day
education major at Murray
, April 14, starting at
Saturday
CoMpatible,'
this section of the country cards, such as for Easter, At Building Saturday
State University was active in seven a.m.
would be able to hold up under Mother's Day, Father's Day,
ion
organizat
the
school
of
the high
The overall theme
All types of items will he on
The Murray Student Home
the rising inflation due to the etc.
program" hi "Liberalism vs. during three years at Univer- sale and the public is urged to
Economics Association at
different types of business inPolitics."
sity School but no chapter was attend, a church spokesman
Murray State University will Practical
namely,
here,
volved
active at Murray High School said
student
the
by
d
Sponsore
sponsor a rummage sale at the
agriculture, education,
DAR CHAPTF.R
where she graduated in 1971.
y,
Universit
manufacturing, and resort and
The Captain Wendell Oury Bulk's building on the west side government at the
The Murray girl, along with
was initiated
recreaticfnal area.
Chapter of the Daughters of the of the court square in downtown the Insight series
HAZEL CITIZENS
others, was acthirteen
to
-1969
of
spring
the
Dick, a Rotarian, urged the American Revolution will meet Murray on Saturday, April 14, during
Mrs. Lanette
Hazel Senior Citizens will
The
by
d
companie
prevalent
expose students to
group as individuals and as a Saturday, April 14, at 1 - 30 p.m. from six a.m, to two p.m.
Mrs meet Thursday, April 13, at 1:30
and
advisor
,
Thurman
Persons who would like to ideas in today's Society and to
club to worlt diligently to do all at the home of Mrs. gorge
at the home of Mrs.
Ryan, Murray state
ge provoke, thought and un- laVerne
in our power to get Highway 641 Hart. Mrs. Wesley Waldrop will donate items'for the rurruna.
•Roberta Brandon
of the group.advisor
derstanding.
sale may call 767-3387.
be cohostess.
(See Lions, Page 12)

James Harmon Elected As
President Of lions Club

r3234C7-7

The Weather
Fair and warmer tonight, low
in the low 30s. Thursday partly
cloudy and warmer, high in
mid to upper 50s. Friday partly
cloudy and warmer.
Kentucky's Extended Outlook
Friday through Sunday
Partly cloudy with moderating temperatures Friday and
Saturday. Mild with a chance
Early
of showers Sunday
morning lows in the upper :Os
to mid 40s Friday, and in the
• •
405 to around 50'Saturday Snd
Sunday. Daytime highs in the
601s Friday and in the upper 61k
and low 70s Saturday and Sunday.

James Harmon

Books Collected By
Church Women For
The State Prison

Insight '73 Program To
-Marsha Skald
e
Stat
Be Held At Murray
Attends State
Conference
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Progress On Source Law
Step by step, progress is being made in obtaining
the legislation to prevent the arbitrary exposure of
confidential news sources.
The Tennessee Senate passed a qualified source
protection bill by an impressive 28-2 vote on Monday. The question quite likely will come up for a vote
in the House in the next week or so. And although
there are some who want to amend the bill to provide
absolute protection. , we think the measure with
qualification, as approved by the Senate, should"be
adequate. Certainly it is the more realistic approach.
In Washington, 15 days of hearings by a House
subcommittee have convinced the group that the
free press does need protection. and-it is-about to
start writing a bill. Representative Robert W.
Kastenmeier (D-Wis.), chairman of the subcommittee, noted a pattern of press harassment by
governfment and law-enforcement agerrles, and
said: "It is impossible to overstate the importance
Of newsmen's privilege legislation to the operation of
'a free press in our society."
The need for Tegislation is increasingly obvious.
The important thing now is to get it enacted.—
Memphis (Tenn. Commercial Appeal.
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State Government Reporti

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER 4 TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc., 103 N 4th St , Murray, Kentucky 42071,
Phone 753 1916
W P Williams, PreSided 11941 1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheOn, News Editor and
Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising.
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, areLetters to the Editor.
not for the best in
terest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer Co., 1509
Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn.. Time & Lite Bldg., New York, N.Y.,
Stephenson Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray: S.35 per week, $I
52 per
month, 1,18.20 per year. By mail in Calloway and
adjoining counties,
$750 per year; other destinations within 150
miles of Murray, $15.00
Per year: more than 150 miles from Murray, $1800 per year
All mail
Subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered da,iy at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky,
for transmission
as Second Ciass Matter
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is ttie Integrity of its Newspaper
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MAYFIELD, Ky. — More than 10,000 teachers and
-other educators across the state will meet this week
(beginning Wednesday night through Friday morning)
for the 101st annual convention of the Kentucky
Education Association at the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center in Louisville. The delegates will
consider organizational matters and elect officers.
Among the items of business is action on a
committee report recommending that the KEA not
ask the parent National Education Association to
impose sanctions on Kentucky. Sanctions, a form of
blacklisting by NEA designed to discourage teachers
and industry from coming to a state, were strongly
considered in Kentucky after a statewide teachers
walkout in 1970. The proposal to remove sanctions is
expected to be approved without major opposition.
Other agenda matters will be a resolution that
would, in effect, break the KEA's ties with NEA
(probably won't pass), discussion concerning the
1974 Kentucky Genera/ Assembly's budget as it
affects financial support for the state's secondary and
elementary schools and legislative proposals
concerning professional negotiation rights for
teachers and the funding of the state's Teachers'
Retirement System.
Mrs. Lotiied Hite, a Middlesboro elementary
teacher, Will take Over.as president of KEA during the
convention, succeeding Michael kixier of Floyd
County. Two candidates seek to succeed Mrs. Hite as
president-elect, namely Mrs. Martha Baker, a Paducah
teacher whose husband is Carlisle County School
Superintendent, and John Basham, a teacher in the
Daviesa County school system.
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what your outlook is,
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ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
New opportunitie•
-- some not obvi•
Keep searching.
meantime, howev:neglect regular

GEMINI
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As with Aries,
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will be a big fac
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Japan's bullet trains
run into safety snag

Japanese Boast

Conclusions Jumped
To By Many Peopte

*'2.0 Years Ago Today

a shunting switch.
The motorman, noticing the
unswitched point, had pulled
the emergency hand brakes,
but it was too late.
What shocked JNR authorities was the fact that the ATC
had not stopped the train autoniatically before the motorman did anything.
A further check showed the
train's own ATC system,
alarmed in time against the
switching failure, had actually ordered the brakes to work.
-For some reasotf, however„.
the ATC circuit failed to opera
ate.'
A chief JNR engineer, who
headed the investigation, was
still reluctant to admit an
ATC failure as the cause of
the derailment. "With our
ATC system,that kind of accident could not have happened," tie insisted at a press
conference.
latlers of the national railway workers union, on the
other hand,said they had kept
questioning the "myth" of the
Shinkansen safety ever since
the superexpress service began in 1964.
They claimed their own investigation has found 32 cases
of ATC breakdown in the past
although none of them had resuited in a serious accident.
The union leaders also
pointed to what they called
the "rapid fire operations" on
the trunk line. "The Shinkansen started out with 30 daily
runs. Five years later in 1969,
they increased to 81. Now 219
bullet trains run at a minimum interval of five minutes," they satd.
Despite the increasingly
tight schedule, the maintenance work has been reduced.
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SABRLNA TUCKER, senior
at Calloway County High
School, was named as first
place winner of the Murray
Milan Club
essay contest
conducted
recently. Her
English teacher, Mrs. Betty
Riley, presented her with a
check from the club.

1 billion people
are going hungry
Colorado State University's
"Pesticide Pipeline" reports
that 2 billion people — twothirds of the world's population — have an insufficient
food supply, leading to 10,000
deaths from starvation every
day.
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LEO
(July 24 to Aug.
Solar influences
Dovetail activities
associates. Joint •:
properly planned,
getting.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept.
You may be able
good deal, conclud
agreement. At
toward this end c•
But don't press
cautiously.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. •
It may be a
slacken your gal
detect error of
details overlook •
stop dead. Keep w•
t.v

Robert
Redford
'Jeremiah
Johnson-

(

CANCER
June 22 to July 23
Mixed influences
advantages possibl.
be important to
budget and not to
yourself to future e

JANEY KELSO, senior at
Calloway County High School,
was named as second place
winner of the Murray Chitin
Club essay contest held
recently, She was presented a
check from the club by her
English teacher, Mrs. Betty
Riley.

His Mountains. His Peace. His Young Bride.
With all tha it should have been different.

Isn't It The Truth!,

A

Frances Dr

TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Emphasize tea
lend a hand to
use it. Don't shunt
jobs because you
unimportant. They
future gains.

Considerable fuel was
Kyodo -Copley News Service
added to the lingering fears
TOKYO — How safe is the
This legislator appreciates the mail being received
when the Shinkansen had its
Shinkansen, the 130-mile-perfrom the readers of this weekly column in 20
first serious accident on Feb.
hour railway artery in which
21. A Hawn superexpress was
Kentucky. newspapers. lt is impossible to comment
It seems that no automaker in the world can meet
, Japan takes great pride?
pulling slowly into Shin Osaka
(as requested) on all the various issues mentioned in
anti-pollution requirements of the Environmental-Station from a marshaling
the lettere. However, it appears that the issue most __.5.7;The question has been a reProtection Agency-except the Japanese. And so,
- . curring one since the superexyard when its lead coach deare concerned about and eager for is the
press service made its swishrailed.
challenge is facing the American,
another
restoration of the death penalty in Kentucky.
ing debut as the world's fastOnly the train crew was
cc.
manufacturers.
est railway nine years ago.
Jackson W. White, director of Kentucky's
aboard and they escaped in.
Two Japanese automakers testified Monday that
The "bullet trains" on the
scathed, thus saving the -no
Legislative Research Commission, said last Friday
trunk line have since run a tothey could mass produce cars that will meet the 1975
casualty" record.
that the county fee system committee, headed by
a
miles
—
million
tal
of
128
anti-ppliution,requirements. Their testimony
But the accident, beside
chairman Ralph Graves (State Representative from
distance equivalent to 266
leaving the train schedule ex• Bard well), is "the best functioning legiakative
'marked the first time a major world automaker told
round trips to the moon.
tensively disrupted through
committee" working between sessioos Ai the
the EPA panel that it could meet its standards.
More impressive is the fact
the next morning, set off a
legislature.
•
It is another example of the aggressive, technical
that the streamlined superexfresh alarm against the safety
*'a
the
455
now
covering
presses,
;wizardry of the Japanese. The Japanese firms base _ __There will be at least seven new senators and 424
of the Shinkansen, especially
miles between Tokyo
—because it involved the rail.
their claims on test performances of cars equipped
House changes in the 1974 Kentucky Genera-- Okaeama in 4 hours andarid
30 way's supposedly fail-safe
with engines that are currently being mass produced
Assembly. Those senators not running are Walter
have carried 525
minutes.,
iAn
Automatic Train Control
e--44addieseate 1.14a,ale4ath-tAxgra,- oast- Kentitekae.s,
(
pae
.opl
:Tin the triiited-RaleS.
—•
Worthville,
now
Harris,
S.
Senator;
freshman
Tom
U.
•
casualt)r;
passenger
gle
No one at this moment can foresee how the big
An investigation by JapaMate's
Department of Natural
commissioner for the
Despite the perfect record, nese NaUonal . Railways
:challenge from the Orient is going to be met. But it is
Resources and Environmental Protection; C. Gibson
the question of the ShinkanJNR I experts revealed that
i-ft certainty that Detroit is not happy with the
sen's safety has persisted
Downing, Lexington; James Hicks, Albany; Mack
the derailment had been
,*iastful claims of its competifor. There will doubpeople.
some
among
Harrodsburg;
Shelbyville;
Freeman,
Walters,
Edwin
caused by a failure to operate
41ess be renewed activity at Motor City drawing
Ray White, Bowling Green; and Scott Miller, Jr.,
Louisville. Of the representatives not seeking
Oxiards now. —Monroe (La.) News-Star.
According to Boyle
re-election to the House, five of them are seeking
seats in the Senate. They are Joe Prather, Vine Grove;
Stuart Kelly•,-• Taylorsville; L. T. Peniston, New Castle;
Joe Graves, Lexington; and Gene Stuart, Louisville.
LEDGER & TIKES FILE
Dr. Mitchell B. Denham of Maysville, a former state
: Concern over the whereabouts of H. W. (Stub) .representative, will return to the House in 1974 since
he is unopposed. Candidates for the House include
Wilson grew today when he failed to reach
six-term veteran 'John Y. Brown, Sr., who at 73 is
destination in Texas after leaving in his small plane
now living in The 800 Apartments in downtown
from Gainesville. Ga., on April 6. Wilson is in the
By HAL BOYLE
like Gelett Burgess felt about
Louisville and seeks to unseat incumbent Rep.
NEW YORK (AP) — Jump- the purple cow—he'd rather see
Lawrence Ray Maynard. Brown's previous terms in
. land development business.
ing to conclusions:
• the House were as a resident of Lexington. Former
than be one. Speaking of BurR. L. Cooper, Heath Administrator with the
Most men can't spell may- gess, here are three more lines
:.Callomi,
ay County Health Department. was selected --State Sen. John Raymond Turner of Jackson is
onaisse.
opposing his sister, Mrs. Treva Turner Howell of
from this wry and partly forthe "Attanding Sanitarion of the Year".yesterday
Jackson, for the House seat now held by Mrs.
At any one time—except gotten humorist you may like:
.!'at the meeting of the Kentucky Public Health
Howell's husband, Jeff Howell. It's a bitter contest,
when they are asleep—no more "Many peope live alone and
more than just sibling rivalry.
Association in Louisville.
than two out of every ten like it, but most of them live
***
people are usually free enough alone and look it." "To be two
Harry L. Lovett, aviation ordananceman second
from fear, passion, financial years a widow exceedeth a colCharles Franklin Hinds, director of libraries at
:class, USN,son of Mr. and Mrs. Pearson D. Lovett of
troubles or loneliness to be lege education." -If the Lord
Murray State University for the past six years, has
'Dexter Route One, completed the Aviation Ordance
called as sane and normal as would only send something inbeen appointed by Gov. Wendell Ford to become
School at the aval Air Technical Training-Unit,
they should be. When they are teresting, I wouldn't mind if it
state librarian on July 1 to succeed Miss Margaret
,Jacksonville, Fla.
asleep, the number of normal was only a plaid pig."
Willis, who will retire then.
*« *
Any girl who sticks a guy for
Sammy Farley, Dan Jones, and Bobby Sanderson
people probably rises to two out
State Auditor Mary Louise Foust has criticized
a sirloin steak three times in a
of five—on good nights.
have won an all expense paid trip to Washington,
"the. -irresponsible spending of tax dollars for
If you are over 40 and want to row when he takes her out to
I). C., and New York City in a contest sponsoLed by a
unnecessary personal service contracts as one item
shocked by how far you dinner doesn't deserve marbe
I,ouisville newspaper.
that runs up the cost-"Of state government." One
have failed physically, simply riage anyway.
contract Miss Foust was referring to was ."an
One out of three people who
play a game of hopscotch with
improper and unnecessary expenditure of tax dollars
take up an office collection for
a 10-year-old girl.
by the commissioner of finance and commissioner of
any cause doesn't chip in a
The cheapest millionaires are buck
parks in employing an outside firm to audit the parks
himself. And it isn't beLEDGER & TIKES FILE
•
They
smoke
cigars.
those who
after we had told them we would perform the audit."
cause he forgets to.
will generously take you to
*5*
Guys with white shoes don't
The Murray Rescue Squad was called April '9 to
lunch, but when you return to wear
Do you as a consumer have a complaW,-You can
very well either.
will
they
a
talk
for
office
their
'Cadiz to help when a truck fell through a bridge and
call toll free to the attorney general'skoffice at
One
of the things I feel sorry
fish a big cigar from an exthe driver, Dorris Walker. was drowned.
Frankfort by dialing (in Kentucky) 1-800-372-2960.
of them on the for about kids growing up today
box
pensive
.4; "Youth is wonderful thing. When you are Small,
***
desk and spend the next hour is that most of them never
seems to be about two years between summers, so
Fishing and hunting information can be secured by
blowing smoke in your face. have put their ear to a railroad
writing Department of Fish and Wildlife, Capita'
!.you can't blame them," from the column, "Seen &
Rarely will they hold out the track to hear if the train is
Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
Heard Around Murray."
box to you and invite you to coming. Remember what a
**
have one or a handful. To them thrill and feeling of daring that
James L. Johnson_ tax commissioner. announced
State Patrolman Noble Ray of Frankfort has been
cigars are a kind of sym- gave you the first time you did
the
that the 1953 tax rolls would be open for public inassigned the first of 361 new blue and white state
bolic reward which only they it'
-police cruisers ordered by the Kentucky Department
spection starting April 15.
For that matter, how many
deserve. If you need a free ciof Public Safety. The full contingent of new cruisers
Miss Sandra Thomas was honored with a party on
cab driver-,,-not a alive now can recall ever hava
ask
gar,
is scheduled td‘be on Kentucky highways by July 1.
• g been switched by a buggy
•'..her 3rd birthdaY.on Mini 7 by her parents, Mr. and
millionaire.
The expenditure of over $1,3 million for these new
•
p? Once was enough to ime.-Mrs. -Chester Thomas.
vehicle, is to alleviate a shortage of 140 cruisers and
in a rainy day, three times prove any character.
•rr
to replace 221 cars with more than 50,000 miles on
as many men as women will
No man really knows the
each.
•
get their eyeball stuck by the mystery of life until he has
point of an umbrella. Anyone owned two cats Of had- one
Who thinks this percentage is wife:
By Carl itiblei Jr.
aocidental doesn't know human
The busier an executive looks
There is a iplendid way by which to re-discover
nature—or the female gender.
the less he is probably getting
h...ourselves when we not only have doubts as'to where
The reason I haven't taken done.
up yoga, as irwnyy re my lriends,
we're going but worry taw we're gding to-get there.
11- a man lets his work give
The_Lord called Samuel: and he answered, here
have, is that I fugue if God him an ulcer, he'd probably get
t,Stay home! •
am I.—I Samuel 3:4.
had wanted me to be a pretzel, two if he stayed idle.
"If an asii• goes traveling he'll
Christians trained as followers of Christ will an- he would have made me one.
No matter how bad the weanot come home a horse."
The ordinary adult feels ther is, it's always a good day
swer, Here am I.
•
Fuller.
1
732
—Thomas
about teen-agers pretty much to inherit money.

Ten Years Ago Today

Your Indivil
Horosco

Dear Editor:
The Murray State University
Choir wishes to thank you for
the full page announcement
which you printed in your paper
on Thursday, April 5, and I,
personally, want to thank you
for your support now and in
times past.
I have said this before, but I
mustsay it again—there are no
better people to be found than
those in Western Kentucky.
Groups of people, high school
choirs, Sunday school classes,
local businesses, as well as
many individuals (even a
former Murray resident who is
now a missionary in India) have
made contributions to the choir.
To say the least, the response
has been heart-warming and an
education for the choir members.
Again, thank you.
Sincerely yours,
Robert K. Saar

-

By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
*************************
*********
+*•
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Y" KENTUCKY
TIMES — MURRA,
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Frances Drake

PAPER
TOWELS

••••••

FOR THURSDAY,
APRIL 12, 1973

.•••••

,••/.
•••.•

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

••••••,•

(with coupon bilow)
Jumbo
Roils

.•••••^Ne
•••••••••
...•••••••,

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
New opportunities indicated
some not obvious at first.
Keep searching. In the
meantime, however, do not
neglect regular obligations.

ZESTA

SALTINE

CRACKERS

TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Emphasize teamwork and
lend a hand to those who could
use it. Don't shunt aside small
jobs because you think them
unimportant. They could lead to
future gains.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
As with Aries, hidden opportunities indicated. Finding
and making the best use of them
will be a big factor in day's
success; will also strengthten
future security.

89,

3

4••••
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PINE-SQL

DEL MONTE

Cleans

PINEAPPLE

19

CANCER
0
(June 22 to July 23) 43
Mixed influences. Some fine
advantages possible, but it will
be important to watch the
budget and not to overcommit
yourself to future expenditures.

Disinfects

79

t

TROPI-CAL-10

WINDOW
CLEANER--

t
,

Lge. 28-oz. size

Crushed or Sliced

••••••••••••••••.
••••••••••••

EASY-OFF

4-oz. Spray Can
/
183
i(with coupon
— below)

ORANGE-DRINK
2 Gal.
1
/

39

SAVE 10'

LIGHT CRUST
WHITE

STOCK-UP PRICED

CORNBREAD MIX

LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) attY:
Solar influences beneficent.
Dovetail activities with those of
associates. Joint performances,
properly planned, will be resultgetting.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 Wri%
You may be able to put over a
good deal, conclude a profitable
agreement. At least, steps
toward this end can be initiated.
But don't press: maneuver
cautiously.

39;

5

64-oz. pkg.

Look what your nickel will buy!

FROZEN FOODS

-F..
-i"

LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231,
It may be advisable to
slacken your gait in order to
detect error of method or
details overlooked. But don't
stop dead. Keep working toward
-ultimata objectives_
SCORPIO
24 to Nov. 22) 111,eer'
Don't head into complications. Steer a clear course
and focus ambitions on an attainable plateau. Don't strive
for the unreasonable.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3e1,144.>
Business matters, difficult
tasks, long-range planning
favored now. But don't rush into
things. Have patience, be
vigilant and precise.
CAPRICORN
/
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 14
Competition is still on the
move. Get with it and gear
yourself to the demands which
are appropriate.
AQUhRRJS
-e-i-7111
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Gains from past good efforts
indicated, but don't rest on your
laurels. There are further goals
to reach, so keep on giving your
best.
PISCES
440.•.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Generous influences on the
whole. Both artistry and
imagination stimulated. Use
both well and results will
please.

(Oct

YOU BORN TODAY are
intellectually inclined and have
been endowed with a brilliant
eloquence which could serve
you well in the fields of law,
statesmanship, literature or the
theater. You are optimistic and
self-confident — often TOO
hopeful and too speculative. Try
reasonable
realize
to
limitations. You are 'an excellent promoter and can sell
anything; sometimes fail to sell
yourself, however, because you
are overly aggressive. Care!
Birthdate of: Henry Clay, early
Amer. statesman.
•

•

Parker's Mkt. Coupon
NEW IMPROVED BOUNTY

PAPER TOWELS
3 Jumbo Rolls 89c

With
Coupon

Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 4/18/73
Parker's Market —

Cl I

WINDOW,
CLEANER

183
4-oz. Spray Can
/
With
Coupon
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 4/18/73

9'

Field'sjinest
Sliced

BACON
1-lb. pkg.

SAVE 40;

Parker's Mkt. Coupon
EASY-OFF

LEAN, MEATY

89,t

With This Coupon When
BUY A 12-oz Bonus Pack
YOUINSTANT

MAXWELL HOUSECOFFEE

PARKER'S MARKET
12-oz. Bonus Jars 29 ,cv,3i T:411
Only I
PEI
ONE COUPON FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES 4/18/73

AT

Parker's Mkt. Coupon
* FRESH CUT *

Chicken Parts

ZESTA

SALTINE'
CRACKERS
Offer Expires 4/18/73
Good at Parker's Mkt

•
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STREET CRIMES
Figures for last year, released recently, show an 1/1
per cent dtcline in serious
crime in New York City, as
compared with 1971.
•

U CAN'T BEAT OUR PRIM!"
YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YO

1

Pri-GrttiCit

Mrs. Jofia Livesay
Speaker At Meeting
Of Magazine Club

Wednesday, April 11

FBIRTHS.1
BARNES BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Edd
Barnes of Benton Route One are
the parents of a baby boy, Amos
Edd, weighing eight pounds
three
on
ounces, born
Saturday, April 7, at 4:05 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
The
Velvet June, age Vs.
father Is employed with Airco
Chemicals at Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Edd Barnes of
Benton and Mr.and Mrs. Burnis
Dowell of Calvert City.

Saturday, April 14
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet
at the home of Mrs. George
Hart at 1:30 p.m.

Miss Brenda

Zoffee—Cup—Chatter

Build More
Closets For
-Fushion's

Baptist-*Inea Of
Flint Ctwrch Has-.
Prowim Meeting

dovAr004 V
olzei

rat hint copy center

To heat milk

o,
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Engagement Announced

Thiripson-Kimbro Engagement

Evening circles of the UMW
of the First United Methodist
The March meeting of the
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m, as
Magazine Club was held at the
follows: Hannah with Mrs,
home of Mrs. J. I. Hosick and
Norris Gorrell, 1707 Audobon
Miss Cappie Beale with Mrs.
Drive; Ruth Wilson with
Hosiek as hostess.
Mrs. James G. Owen,812 North
Doubleheader women's
Mrs. John Livesay presented
20th Street; Wesleyan with Dr. softball game between Murray
the program on "Gardening."
Alice Koeneeke, 1701 Hamilton. Acers and Lindy's Stars of
She described the historical
development of gardening
Evansville, Ind., will be played
Senior recital of Gene King,
giving particular emphasis to
at the Murray City Park at one
trumpet, Hartford, will be at 8:30
the early use of common plants
p.m.
.p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall,
for medicinal purposes.
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Examples included the use of
Sunday, April 1$
MSU.
an infusion of tulip • Wfte
Senior recital of Edgar
blossoms to treat cardiac
Shults, trumpet, Syracuse.
diseases, and use of a plant who
N.Y., will be at four p.m. at the
Thursday, April 12
roots penetrated and broke up
Free Pap Test Clinic will be Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
rocks to treat kidney and
held at the Calloway County Arts Center, MSU.
gallstones. Mrs. Livesay
Health Center at 6:15 p.m.
Social season at Oaks Country
pointed out that ancient peoples
Persons must register prior to
the clinic by calling 753-3381 Club starts with a scramble
warned
against
the
simultaneous use of drugs and
between eight a.m. to four p.m. tournament for men and women
alcoholic drinks.
at one p.m. Members urged to
weekdays.
Mrs. Livesay closed her talk
sing up at the club pro-shop or
Woodmen of the World Camp call in their entry by Saturday
by reading a poem written by
592 will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the noon.
her sister, Miss Maud Nance,
Woodthen Hall for its regular
also a club member.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Williams of
meeting and refreshments.
The president, Mrs. C. C.
Akron, Ohio, will be honored on
Lowry, opened the business
Welcome
Wagon their 50th wedding anniversary
meeting
by reading
a
grandNewcomers
Club
will
meet
at the by their children and
meditation, "This Is -My
children with a reception at the
First
Christian
Church
at
7:30
Father's World."
p.m. for its arts and crafts Holiday Inn, Murray,from two to
Sue ompson
The house was beautifully
four p.m. All friends., and
Program.
decorated with a profusion of
relatives are invited.
Mr
and
Mrs
Robert
Thompson
E.
of
Benton
announce
the
spring flowers. The guests were
engagement
and
approaching
marriage
Birth Control Seminar with
of their oldest daughter,
invited to the dining room
Monday,April If
where Mrs. A. W. Russell and Rrenda Sue, to Jackie Gene Kirnbro. son of Mr and Mrs James Mrs. Linda Fay Clark as speaker
Kimbro of Murray.
will
be
at
Mason
Nursing
Mrs. Jack Kennedy served
Calloway County Citizens
The bride-elect is a junior at Benton High Sehopl.
Building auditorium, MSU, at
dessert and coffee at a
Concerned
with
Public
Mr Kimbro attended Calloway County High School.and is seven p.m.
beautifully appointed table.
Education Concerned Citizens)
presently employed at Parker Ford, Inc., Murray.
slate May wedding is planned.
Debbie Day, trumpet, Phelps, will hold its first meeting in the
N.Y., Situ present her junior community room of the Federal
recital at the Farrell- Recital Savings and Loan, 7th and Main
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts Streets at seven p.m. An open
invitation is extended to all
Center, MSU, at seven p.m. ,
Mrs. C.C. Lowry of Murray
interested persons.
By Ualverdly st Ky.
venient
storage
for:
supplies
will be the guest speaker at the
County Extension Agents
used
Brass
in
the
Ensembles
Concert,
kitchen;
utensils
joint birthday celebration of the
For Ram iloossmies
used in the kitchen, dishes used direeted by John E. Williams,
Emblem and Mayfield Business
A single final garment in the kitchen.—Barletta instructor, Department of Music,
and Professional Women's
pressing will never be as Wrather, 209 Maple Street, will be at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital
Clubs on Thursday, April 12, at
satisfactory as pressing each Murray, Ky. 42071 Phone: 753- Hall Annex, Price Doyle Fine
a dinner meeting at the Holiday
detail completely as it is sewn. 1452.
Arts Center, MSU.
/nn, Mayfiekl.
There are three steps involved
_ The Emblem Club will be
when pressing a seam. First
Insight _13 featuring outParent/ -really concerned
celebrating its eighth birthday
press the stitching line flat as it about their infant's or young standing speakers will be held at
and the Mayfield Club its fiftywas stitched, on both sides. child's feet will do well to listen eight p.m. in Lovett Auditorium,
first birthday at the meeting on
By AliSON LERRICK
Then press the seam open, to the advice of podiatrists. MSU. Admission is free to
Thursday.
AP Fashion Writer
using a seam roll so the edge is Using any form of footwear too students with a charge of two
Mrs. Lowry is a past
PARIS I AP)—While the
not imprinted on the right side soon may hamper the free dollars each for otler persons.
president of the Murray
ready-to-wear fashion showings
of the fabric. Finally, press the development of the feet. Even
Woman's Club and the Ken_continue at full blast, one,moral
seam on the right side with the socks that are too tight or too
Friday, April 13
tucky Federation of Women's
is already clear: never throw
tip of the iron on the stitching short can restrict growth of the
Insight '73 continues at Lovett anything out; build more
Club and has served on the
line. Do you know that home soft, pliable tissues of the Auditorium, MSU, at
Murray City Council. She is also
eight p.m. closets.
sewers feel that one should baby's foot.
active in various other clubs,
The mini is back So is the
The
spend as much time at the
North
Murray
When the infant begins to
civic, and social activities.
midi, although you musn't call
ironing board as at the sewing stand up on his own, he is ready Homemakers Club will meet at
it that Pants are on the decline
machine? Stitching the gar- to use a foot covering. He needs the home of Mrs. Charlie for the
moment but are still
ment only produces a rough, shoes -to furnish a
Robertson, 104_ North 17th available
both _wide and skinny.
Street,
at
basic shape. Careful steam- protective covering. And
1:30 p.m.
nlee71Z
And there are several kinds of
pressing is needed to mold the can provide him with a stable
shorts.
Saturday, April 14
polish that shape until it looks base on which to stand. Shoes
- Pierre Cardin, whose new
Sprthg
professionally perfect.
lunchebb_.nf MSU principle is to show a year's
also tend to encourage walking
Women's Society will be held at worth of couture and ready to
If you feel your pressing know progress.
The Baptist Women of the hoot needs improving, I'll be
The prewalker shoe with a Kenlake Hotel 0'12:30 p.m. wear in April. is truer to himself
Flint Baptist Church held its happy to send you a copy of the flat sole and no heel raise is 4Iail reservations by April12 to than most The foundation of his
regular meeting at the church leaflet, "Pressing Techniques designed to support the foot of a Mrs Charles Harrington,
day clothes' line is, not suron Wednesday, April 4, at seven for Home Sewing," at your baby who is standing but not
ez!singly, a black-ribbed wool
Temple
Hill
Chapter No. 511
o'clock in the evening with the request—Catherine C. Thomp- walking. This shoe is most
body stocking that ends up in a
president, Mrs. Martha Imes, son, Box 270, Hickman, Ky. needed for the child between the Order of the Eastern Star will turtleneck. On top, a bulky
sponsor
a
chicken
supper
at
the
presiding.
42050 Phone: 236-2351.
ages of seven and fourteen
tweed sleeveless dress with
Mrs. Rena Hopkins opened
months—the normal span Temple Hill Masonic Hall with large square armholes, dirndl
the meeting with prayer. The
THE SEVEN-POINT KIT- between standing and walking serving to be from five to eight skirt and a vinyl tie belt. The
business session was conducted. CHEN—Keep the following stages. Average age at which a p.m. The public is invited.
length is minier than the aver"Developing Sensitivity To seved- Points in mind when child walks is 13.7 months.
ige
James Campen Chapter of
Persons" was the theme of the planning for a new or Remember—don't force your
His new suit, also in tweed,
program presented from the remodeled kitchen: 1. Adequate child to walk or uge him to walk Kentucky Society, Sons of the has a straight skirt The jacket
American
Revolution,
will have dips down in back and is gathRoyal
Service
mission light for work at all times. 2. before he is ready.
- magazine with Mrs. Wiloclean Heat in winter and ventilation
Foot and leg damage may a 12 noon luncheon at the ered in front. One has large
'Colson in charge.
all year. 3. Water, cold and hot, occur if you hold an infant by Triangle Inn. All members are "belt loops" at the neck to hold
Mrs. Mydel Rickman gave for household needs. 4. Shape the arms, with his feet dangling, urged to attend.
the muffler in place
.the call to prayer remembering and size for: family needs, work bumpging, or shuffling against
A rummage sale will be held
Pants, when present, are exthe missionaries whose bir- to be done, 5. Plan wall space the floor. Proper care of your
at the American Legion Hall traweie and pleated. An alarrangement
doors, young child's feet will help
for:
thdays were on April 4.
starting at seven a.m., spon- ternative for the flamboyant it
Others taking part in the windows for light, sight, ven- prevent serious foot problems
sored by the United Methodist the pants suit of many colors.
program were Mrs. Rubel tilation; two walls adjacent when he's older. —Maxine
Women of Martin's Chapel One leg is red, the other black
Johnson, Mrs. Grace Walston, without any doors. 6. Con- .-.'stiffin, Clinton, Ky.
The same is true for the jacket
ehurch
Mrs. Pearl Short, Mrs. Jo venient equipment, range,
sleeves, while the torso stands
Miller, Mrs. Dot Bailey, and refrigerator, sink and work
out in purple.
table, arranged for work
Mrs. Lula Miller.
Chloe, whose 180-dress collecThe closing prayer was led by sequence on planned wall
tion took three hours to show, is
space. 7. Adequate and conMrs. Jesse Barrow.
as retrospective as ever for next
fall. Of what it is hard to say.
-11111••• 113411 •• 111-4611 -1
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Designer Karl Lagerfeld likes
insevere look, which verges on
1
the matronly at times. His fa•1
vorite colors are black, brown,
bottle green and maroon with
_
splashes of salmon and teal blue
on occasion
His most interesting idea.
which will bring joy and money
to lingerie manufacturers, is
resurrection of the slip. It's
PRINTING)
VALENTINE
(FORMERLY
printed to match the dress or
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.
shirt, which means you can
show off your underwear without offending the eye.
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
Lagerfeld's knitted group is
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
also pretty, if not highly origiPRINTING AND
nal Straight or pleated skirts
DUPLICATING
come with twin sweaters, one
three-quarter length
For evening, try a long
pleated skirt with a sleeveless
turtleneck, wool muffler and
OR JACK ROSE. left, Murray. assistant professor in Di, long black gloves.
department of school administration' and supervision in the
'School of Education at Murray State university. uas the guest
;weaker at the First District Parent-Tear:Wee Association ConSurface skin is formed
ference held at Mayfield High *hoot Thursday night. With Dr
when milk is heated in an
Rose are Mrs. Perry Smith. center, district secretary. and Sirs
uncovered pan. It. is due to a
,
Melvin Earles. district president:other officers are Mrs. Perry
drying out of fat, Minerals
and protein on, the surface.
NorsworthYs fitst viee-preeident. Mrs. Pat Allen cooper.-seemol
The skin holds steam in, causvice-Presiden(, and Mrs. Ml) ?louden, treasurer. Coral units IS
ing the milk to foam and boil
5044 MAIN STREET — PHONE 753-4662
the PTA are Murray High, Murray Middle. ('arter Elementar),
(leer. You can prevent the
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 4207i
Cniversity„School. and Kirltsey Elementary.
skin' formation by using a
Jkl—or stirring the milk.
iMessenger Phut,,

Mrs. C. C. Lowry
To Speak At Meet
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Miss Lanora Gail Norwood
Mr. apd Mrs. Charles T. Norwood of Hardin Route One announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest
daughter, Lenora Gail to George H. King, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willard E. King of 40 Iris Lane, Fort Madison, Iowa.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. J. Lou Norwood and Mrs. Ermon Watkins of Hardin. The groom-elect is the
grandson ofMrs. Grace G. King and Mrs. Harry H. Baxter of Fort
Madison, Iowa.
Miss Norwood is a senior majoring in psychology and
work at Murray State University. She has been a member of the
honorary fraternities, Alpha Chi and Psi Chi, and also a service
club, the Social Work Club.
Mr. King is a freshman majoring in sociology at Murray State
University. .He is also an employee of the Murray Police
Department.
Wedding plans are incomplete

Daugh
know
By
DEAR ABB
adjusted altho I :
My mother
ried my father
much intelligen •
been killed in •
hero in the eys
memory alive
shared with his f
had never met • .
I have concl
love my mother
what the facts
father was Shp

CURRY BOY
Maury Scott is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Maury
W. Curry of 1315 Vine Street,
Murray, for their baby boy,
weighing nine pounds 6'42
ounces, born on Sunday, April 8,
at 8:47 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
They have another son, Mark,
age ten, and a daughter, Mitzi,
age four. The father is an instructor in the department of
sociology and anthropology at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. N.B. Curry of Nashville,
Term., and Cecil Parish of
Huntington, Tenn,

DEAR CUR
and I'm sure
reason to
•
.
ft that way,
DEAR ;;
_OW CM,she w
OBOt boys
;a
every piece of
boy.s.
when
andthe
initials

COLLINS TWINS
- -- Mr. and Mrs. Reece Collins of
Hardin Route One are the
parents of a baby girl, Mists
Shea, weighing five pounds
twelve ounces, born at 2:08 a.m.
and a baby boy, Monti Rhea,
weighing five pounds ten
ounces, born at 2:13 a.m. on
Monday, April 9, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have two other sons,
Shorter
Jeffrey,
age ten, and Kevin, age
take
dresses
evening
Short
nine. The father is employed at
precedence over long, simthe Murray Division of the
ply because they can double
Tappan Company.
for cocktail and very formal
wear equally well.
Grandparents are Mr. and
The United Methodist Women
Mrs. Horace Collins of Benton
With these, the rightness
of the Goshen Church met
of cultured pearls is more
Route Five and Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday, April 4, in the
--closely tied to the fabrics
Howard Johnson of Hardin.
sanctury of the church.
necklines.
than to the
Fluid . Great grandparents are Mr.
As a part of the devotion, Mrs.
crepes, silk jerseys and
and Mrs. Halite Johnson of
Erma Outland read the twentygeorgettes abound, a II of
Benton Route Five and Mr. and
third Psalms and recited the
them calling for the sensual
Mrs. Hayden Bogard of Dexter
poem, "Make Your World
softness of a necklace of culRoute One.
Beautiful." The devotion was
tured pearls.
concluded with the group
'repeating the Lord's PraYer.
Mrs. Linda White selected
and presented the program
Phone 733-I373
entitled, -Program Priorities of
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Women's Division." Mrs.
We Rare It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be BM
Glenda Wilson
and Mrs
Marelle Fatless assisted in
acquainting the laides with the
major priorities of the women's
division.
During the business session
conducted by Mrs. Sue Anne
Hutson, the group discussed
various money making activities. The group made plans
for a bakeless bake sale. Mrs.
Mildred Adams concluded the
business session with prayer.
Refreshments were served in
the basement to the ladies by
Mrs. Orlean Parker and Mrs.
Abstiolely indispensible to any wardrobe.
Sue Anne Hutson.
So feminine. So refreshing. With a textured
shine that's exactly right for modern dressing.

United Methodist
Women Of Goshen
Hold Regillar. Meet

to any delivery..
What really
go In cars with
the boys meet
reading her
cover up her '

.Evening Dresses
Become

DEAR MRS
they haven't
ter that courag •
kas dose you
threats are tee
Give your e .
yes% rarefy be

WAWS DRUG

s
ENTER -47 THE LADY
4,6 IN THE DEPUTY Or- t
SWINISH CRUSH
a

COOKING]
IS FUN,

s
.

DEAR NO

Invite you and
stranger calls
with him. Tha
on a pig in a •
gamble.
CONFIDE,
your -ex"
visitation •
key. And if he

r 4N*e

lifeSIMI%
Stride.

Moth

C1c17 MoveNI,TONE
AP ,
I 4oel FAA..

HA'

F1GURE-RIGHT LUNCH
-s
Dill Egg Snacks
Tuna Salad with Lettuce
and Tomatoes
Melba Toast
Iced Tea
DILL EGG SNACKS
Calorie-counters will 'appreciate these.
2 hard-cooked eggs, chopped
1 dill pickle, chopped
Dill pickle liquid
2 teaspoons spicy brown prepared mustard
1/8 teaspoon onion powder
Dash tablucti
1/2 pot" medium mushrooms
or 5 ribs celery
Mix eggs. pickle. I teaspoon
pickle liquid. mustard.. onion
powder and tabasco, chill. Remove stems from mushrooms
and dip caps in dill pickle liq.uid, use mushroom stems in
some other recipe Fill
mushroom caps with egg
mixture, or spread mixture
over wide end of celery cut to
4-inch length About 17 calories for a stuffed mushroom
and 21 calories for the celery
snack

AU

MO
ESPEC1

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Meritt (Myrtle) Jordan
of Browns Grove, Murray Route
*one, has, been a
patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
tli

, Wooden Jewelry
Wipe enciden Sowelry with ,
a soft cloth wrung not of cob!
water. Polish it with natural
oils. Rub with the palm of
your hand.

beAR AB:
reasonably ha.
it or not, I am
believe this.
I have
husband for o
dozens of men,
by widoweras
from one to ft
strangers and
arrogant, imm
When a fri invite both of
relatives et(
Harry, I am
someone," and
So, what c •

•

Each
children'
Pay roue
you'll ft

ADAMS
SHOE STORE

Next to Rudy's Restaurant

• We I • • •
ary Pal
Is made

Murray
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Miss Suzanne McDougal Becomes The Bride Mrs. Paulk .Gives
r An
Of Jerry Dale Smith In Lovely Ceremony —"Prog-Tr—
Sorority Chapter
At The University Church Of Christ
The regular meeting of the Xi
Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi was held on the
evening of April 5th at the et-tsse
Community Center in Murray.
Following the opening ritual
Mrs. John Paulk presented the
program "How To Make
Friends."
Mrs. Paulk asked each
member to list five things that
they expected of a friend, what
they had done to be a friend in
By Abigail Van Buren
the last week and how many
really close friends they had.
These questions and answers
DEAR ABBY: I am 90 years old and reasonably well
were discussed with many
adjusted altho I grew up without a father.
being revealed. Mrs.
thoughts
marshe
after
few
a
months
My mother told me that
Paulk pointed out that first
ried my father he was killed in the war It didn't take too
impressions were very immuch intelligence to figure out that if my father had really
portant in making friends and
a
d
considere
been
have
he
would
war
in
the
been killed
Bob Allen,
that a bonus point in friendship
NEW CONCORD Seventh and Eighth grade students, Mrs. W.T. Patterson, teacher, and
hero in the eyes of his widow, and she'd have kept his
State.
Murray
at
fair
science
the
regional
in
displayed
630
projects
the
of
r
nineteen
to
y
entered
,
the
remembe
was
capabilit
principal
memory alive with pictures, letters and souvenirs to be
Ana
Nix
ham,
Pat
('unning
Duke,
a,
Leans
McCuisto
Linda
row,
names.
University. Shown, left to right, first
.
shared with his family. It also seemed strange to math* I
Smotberman; second row,-Lire
Tammie
Jarrett,
Laura
the
Reddick,
Mitzi
g
program,
the
Referee,
Precedin
Debbie
Osbron,
side.
my
father's
had never met one relative on
business meeting was held with Brandon, Patty McCulston, Carol Winchester, Glenda Hurt, Felicia Housden, Cindy Smith, Debbie.,
I have concluded that I am illegitimate. Believe me, I
Duke
standing reports being ap- Chadwick; third row, Benjie Norsworthy, Mike Jackson, Roger Johnson, Jay Garrett, Junior
love my mother and I am not judging her regardless of
eld.
Stubblefi
Roger
is
pictured
Not
Bucy.
Harold
n,
and
proved.
McCuisto
Steve
my
who
know
to
like
would
I
but
•e
what the facts were,
Chilcutt
Charles
Mrs.
father was Should I ask my mother!
reported that the April 21st
CURIOUS DAUGHTER
Bake Sale plans were final. She
DEAR CURIOUS: You say you "love" year weber.
also reported that a silver dollar
and I'm sure you do. For 34 years you've given ber
would be placed in one item at
reason to suspect that you doubted her elpitEstlaiLLsae
each location to help promote
It that way, dear.
sales.
The Murray Middle School
The group voted unanimously
so
is
who
ld
daughter
DEAR ABBY: I have a 14-year-o
hand to a -Parent-Teacher Association
helping
a
to
lend
boy crazy she worries me sick. All she thinks about is boys.
friend who had lost a number of held its last meeting al-theShe's got boys' names written all over her books. And
school year on Thursday,
personal good by fire.
up
with
is
marked
telephone
by
the
every piece of paper
March 22, at the school.
read
was
note
you
A thank
initials and boys' names.
Miss Beh Broach presented
from Mrs. Charles Chilcutt for
When the doorbell rings she runs like lightning to talk
her fifth and sixth grade
by
her
to
sent
rose
yellow
the
to
be.
it
happens
boy
to any delivery.
physical education
the Chapter during her hospital students in
What really bothers me is she lies. I don't allow her to
program.
special
a
in
and
stay.
go in cars with boys so she walks to a giri's house
Mrs. Eli
(Lave Pb)
The president,
Franklin
the boys meet her with a car there. I found this
Mrs.
,
The hostesses
r, presided.
Alexande
*
lied
she
and
truth
the
her
for
I
asked
reading her diary
Robinson and. Mn, Joe Ginn,
New officers electediQr
cover up her lies. How can I get the truth out of bar?
Served refreshments %timing'
wedding
tiered
three
The
and
l
next school year were Willard
McDouga
Suzarirbe
Mies
MRS. G. •
Mizpah.
and
ritual
the
closing
Alls, president; Mrs, Jerry
Jerry Dale Smith were married cake was topped with swans
Members present for the Hopkins, first vice-president;
DEAR MRS. G.: The only reason children lie Is beetaft*
on Friday, March 16, in a double and lovebirds and was served
ring ceremony at the University along with punch, mints, and meeting were Mesdames Mrs. James D. Outland, second
they haven't the mirage to tell the truth. Give your deu..
Tommy Brown, Tommy vice-president; Mrs. Bobby
nuts.
she
whit
matter
ne
that
her
Church of Christ in Murray.
ter that courage by assuring
Miss Karen McDougal, Miss Carraway, Charles Chilcutt, Johnson, secretary; Mrs. W.B.
Bro. John Dale officiated at
has done you will understand and forgive her. Perhaps your
the ceremony read at five-thirty Linda McDougal, Miss Laura John Emerson, David Foley, McCuiston, treasurer.
WINNERS FROM New Concord School in the science fair at
- —Ahreata are toe frightening and yeserviebineents too severe.
Shelton, and Mrs. Randy Richard Ford, Fred Gardner,
and
beet.
Refreshments were served at Murray State University were, left to right, Laura Jarrett,
o'clock in the afternoon.
the
mane
of
love•emi
.Give your child plenty
The bride is the daughter of Shelton, all nieces of the bride, Joe Ginn, Jackie Jones, Ray the close of the meeting.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Odell Jarrett, honorable mention for
you'll rarely be disappointed.
Kloss, Charles Lowery, Donnie
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce McDougal, served at the reception.
project,"Four Steps in Photography:" Ronnie Gibson, son of lez;
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
reception, the Lyons, Mike Morgan, John
the
After
the
and
Murray
Six,
Route
am
I
and Mrs. Roy Gibson, and Steve McCniston, son of Mr. and Ow
DEAR ABBY: I am a 29-year-Old singia.womfui.
Billy Joe Lovins of Murray
groom is the son of Mrs. Jean couple left for a short wedding Paulk, Gerry Requarth, Jerry
Bobby McCuiston, honorable mention for their group projeetese
reasonably happy and normal in every respect, and believe
d
Thomas, Bruce Thomas, W.H. Route Seven was dismisse
Bomar of Greenfield, Tenn., trip to Frankfort.
model rocketry; Junior Duke, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Duke, .
It or not, I am not desperate to get married. Nobody can
Mr. and Mrs. Smith are now Williams, Bobby Wilson and April 7, from the Community
Smith.
Eugene
late
the
and
second place award for his project on "The Telegraph."
believe this.
Hospital, Mayfield.
residing at 720 Sycamore Street, Danny Workman.
Bride's Dress
I have several relatives who are determined to find a
The bride wore a gown of Murray. She is a graduate of
husband for me. They have given my telephone number to
on white Polyester taffeta Calloway County High School,
white
called
been
rve
60!
to
old'
years
2
dozens of men, from
State
Murray
empire waistline ac- attended
an
with
married
been
who
have
by widowers, bachelors, and men
cented by beaded lace with pink University, and is now emfaz from one to five times! I have dated any number of these
satin ribbon inset forming ployed as a teller at Peoples
strangers and have found them to be boring, presumptuous,
streamers in the back. The Bank of Murray. He is a
time.
of
waste
a
general
in
and
,
arrogant, immature
gown was lovely with a graduate of Murray High School
to
friend
the
ask
I
When a friend suggests a blind date,
rt neckline and softly and is now employed with Ginn
sweethea
invite both of us to a party so we can meet But with
and Ginn Masonary Contractors
puffed sleeves.
relatives giving my phone number to every Tom, Dick, and
a white wide brim of Murray.
wore
She
with
going
"I'm
wish
I
spot
I
union
on
am
the
Harry,
Prenuptial Events
hat with streamers of pink
someone," and I hate to lie.
and
to the wedding the
Prior
dress
her
on
those
matching
So. what can I do about these well-meaning relatives?
in her beautiful bouquet of bride-elect was honored with a
NOT THAT DESPERATE
clusters of pink sweetheart miscellaneous shower given by
roses, pink miniature car- Mrs. Wells Overby and Mrs.
DEAR NOT: Treat them as friends, and ask them ti
;Eddie Mastera at the Coma
if
to
Or
a
party.
in
mind
nations and baby's breath.
had
they
man
invite you and the
Mrs. Wells Overby was munity Room of the Murray
stranger calls who sounds interesting, make a coffee date'.
matron of honor. She wore a Federal Savings and Loan
with him. That way you won't have to Invest a lot of time
beautiful floor length gown of Association.
on a pig in a poke, and he won't invest a lot of money on a
A household shower was
red and carried a bouquet of red
gamble.
and pink miniature carnations, given by Mrs. Don Doran, Mrs.
red sweetheart roses and baby's Art Bailey, Mrs.Tommy Vance,
CONFIDENTIAL TO "S" IN ROSEBURG, ORE.: Tell
breath, with streamers of red Mrs. Scott McNabb, Mrs. Clyde
with
go
not
does
your "ex" that the key to your home
Roberts and Mrs. William N.
and pink satin ribbon.
visitation privileges to see the children, so please return the
Jesse Futrell .of Murray Murdock at the lovely home of
key. And if he doesn't, have your locks changed.
served as best man for Mr. Mrs. Don Doran in Sherwood
Smith.
Forest.
6 41.40"a
Reception
Another household shower
front-loading
built-in dishwasher
Following the small private was given by Mrs. Jimmy
portable dishwasher
wedding a reception was held at Shelton, Mrs. Gene McDougal
MODEL KDI-1 7
the home of the bride's parents and Mrs. Jesse Futrell. It was
MODEL KDD-67
• Patented SOAK
in Meadow Green Acres Sub- held at the Murray Federal
• FULL CYCLE and
CYCLE for heavily
division with approximately Savings and Loan Association
RINSE/HOLD
soiled pots and pans
sixty friends and relatives Community Room.
attending.
Big capacity racks.
The bride-elect was also
and
•
CYCLE
.FULL
another
The bride's table was overlaid honored
with
No wasted space
RINSE/HOLD
with a tan lace cloth and cen- Miscellaneous shower at the
Porrplain-nn- steel
•
• Snacemaker racks
lovely home of Mrs. Jimmy Mca
with
tered
top, color-matched to
e
adjustabl
with
arrangement of spring flowers Cuiston, with Mrs. McCuiston
the front and side panels.
dividers
flanked by white tapers in silver and Mrs. Max Bomar as the
Choice of popular colors
•
colors
popular
candelabra.
• Choice of
gracious hostesses.

Daughter,_ 30, wants to
know 'who's my dad?'

--

Middle School PTA
Elects Officers
At List. Meeting

out bp -

•

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dale Smith

(

dishwashers and disposers
KitchenAid--DELUXE

KitchenAid
IMPERIAL

r

Mother Goose Fashions
HAS BEEN APPOINTED
AUTHORIZED DEALER

IN MURRAY FOR

Mother Goose Shoes

FEET
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR GROWING

•

for
with pride
We introduce Mother Goose Shoes
smart Mother Goose Shoes
ly
fashionab
of
pair
Wiry
-, by skilled craftsmen.
. is made of the finest materials
flexibility that allows
high
the
embodies
pair
Each
You'd expect to
correctly.
develop
to
feet
ren's
(5child
quality but
superior
this
of
shoes
for
more
much
pay
prices.
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tow
at
Shoes
Goose
Mother
find
you'll
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g Mother Goose Fashions

New Concord PTC
Hears Program By
Gibson And Band
The New Concord ParentTeachers Club met Tuesday,
April 3, at seven o'clock in the
evening at the school with the
program being presented by
Darrell Gibson and Band.
In charge of the devotional
period was the second grade.
Mrs. McCuiston's class sang "I
Love The Father" and Mrs.
Reddick's room said "The
Lord's Prayer."
The secretary, Mrs. Glen
Balker, read the minutes and
Mrs. Leroy Wyatt, treasurer,
gave the financial report
A nominating cornAttee. was
appointed to nominate the officers for the next school year.
The club decidbd to have a
"Poplar Music Show" with the
date to be announced later
Bill Stubblefield, school board
member, gave a report on the
new elementary schools.
Refreshmenta were served by
the si.'cond grade. The second
and eighth grade tied for the
room count.

SchoofTrincipal
Will Be Honored
An open house and reception
will be held on Sunday, May 6,
from two to five p.m. at the
Junction City F,letnentary •
School, Boyle County, in honor
of Earl Cocanougher. principal
of that school, who is retiring
after forty-four years service
there.
Presentation of 1ifts is
scheduled for three p.m.
The public and especially
graudates of that school starting with the year 1929 are
asked to make a special e ffor to
attend this affair
For more information, please
contact, Mrs. Boyd Gilliam,
Route 2, Box 41, Danville,
Kentucky 40422, or telephone AC 606-854-3474_
HOSPITAL PATIWT.
Hollie Lafayette Riley of
Almo Route One has been a
patient at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield, h:e,'ing been
discharged April 7

KitchenAid
ELECTRA

buy now and

rove
110

food waste disposer
MODEL KINF-1 10 ,

0
`1
8
0
1
$10,$15.$20 or more

• Continuous feed
• Automate reversing
• ,% H.P. capacitor motor.

(SALE ENDS APRIL 21st)

• KitchenAid reliability.

MORE GREAT VALUES FROM KitchenAid
JUST INTRODUCED I.
A LOWER PRICED KitchenAid—
CONVERTIBLE PORTABLE 5=-3
DISHWASHER
CUSTOM MODEL KDC-57
Use it as a portable now Build it in
when you're ready
• FULL CYCLE and RINSE/HOLD
• Full 1%"-thick hardwood top
• KitchenAid pertofrnance rid reliability

.b.SEE LIS FOR

Court Square

*

?••
...—.1111•111111.

/
•

KitchenAid TRASH COMPACTOR
Neatest way yet to unclutter
your kitchen.
• Exclusive -Litter Bin-IN for loading
convenience •
• Exclusive Activated Charcoal Alf
Filter to control odors
• Exclusive Tilt-Away Trash Basket •
Use it with or without trash bags..
30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANiE
Conn,
If wattle., 30 days after putchastng, you ni nOt
take
Optimist situated your parucesatong deal,. wt11
'beef the Comihactoi and mute your money

CE.
IMPORTANT SAVINGS AND DEPENDABLE SERVI

WARD-ELKINS

Phme 75117"
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Orient's teeming variety
is the lure of Hong Kong
The New Territories across
by hand and spread out in the
By GUY RYAN
tbe harbor juts up against Red
sun to dry. And there's a lot of
Copley Nees Servieg4L,
China. It's a different world.
it. Pigs, ducks and chickens
are raised on whatever land is
HONG KONG — Water peo- People and customs haven't
left over.
ple make up a sizable portion changed much in the last few
Now, new towns and great
of this British Crown Colony's centuries, it appears.
Wooden plows are still
government housing projects
population.
are being built here, but so
Countless thousands of pulled by water buffalo and
far the developments have not
them live on semipermanent crops are watered from springreatly disturbed the rich nee
houseboats, on stilts or an- kling cans which hang from
paddies and the traditional
chored in the water along the ends of a bamboo pole earway of life
parts of the shore. Some of ned across the shoulders of
these people spend their en- the workers. Rice is threshed
tire lives in these floating
homes.
A mishmash of sampans
nose their way through the
maze of water homes
throughout the day and night
Some of them are motorized,
but mostly they are manipulated by women using long
bamboo poles to guide them in
and out among the floating
homes.
Some of them are floating
5. Provide a forum for probBy EDWARD NEILAN
shops selling all kinds of merlems and criticism of resiService
News
Copley
toys,
chandise — groceries,
dents — a sort of "action
hot food, cold drinks, dry
comstreet
—
The
PEKING
goods, fish, meat, fruits and
For example,if residents do
mittee is the lowest level of
vegetables.
not like the service or goods of
apgovernment
state
the
ng
Others are sight-seei
a particular shop, they first
paratus in urban China today.
sampans, rented by visitors to
make their complaint known
ive
It
is
the
administrat
cruise up and down the narthe neighborhood committo
of
every
on
the
shoulder
hand
row "streets" between the
tee, which in s..ous cases
Mr. and Mrs. Wong.
boats.
passes it along to Hai's street
Increasingly, this combinaA lot of tourists who come
administration.
committee
conand
control
tion
service,
here take to the water — at
Crimes are reported in the
run
being
is
unit
action
sumer
least long enough to get out to
same way. Neighbors also
by women.
the floating restaurants offcriticize each other in these
wind
had
flushed
winter
The
Hong
of
shore from a section
neighborhood forums. For inHsu
of
Mine.
the
cheeks
Kong Island known as Aberstance, if Mr. Chang isn't taka deep pink, the
Chung-chi
deen.
ing his turn shoveling snow
same color as her woolen
Diners must lure a sampan
with his neighbors, he is critiShe is the chairman of
scarf.
or
back,
and
out
them
to take
cized at the neighborhood
ary
the
Committee
Revolution
mothe
they can take one of
committee level.
— the ward boss — of the
torboats provided by the resStreet Committee
Sbeng
Feng
If he admits his mistake and
taurants.
in Peking's West District.
shapes up, the matter is for._
The restaurant boats, alAfter greeting American
gotten.
most identical, are the Tai
visitors as they alighted from
U he persists in laziness or
Pak and the Sea Palace. Both
Shanghai-made sedans, Mine.
mild rebelliousness, his case
specialize in fresh seafood
Hsu showed the way to an ingoes up to the street commit. and both give it a Cantonese
terior courtyard of a resitee, then to the district level.
touch. They buy their supplies
dence and a reception room
of fish and shellfish from the
Hsu stressed the positive
beyond.
side of the street committee's
local fishing junks and it's alwork, such as providing conInside,the inevitable pots of
ways fresh.
sumer action channels for
steaming tea awaited.
Huge glass containers
housewives' complaints, proHSU'S realm includes 14,000
aboard the boats are filled
moting traffic safety, running
families along 132 ho tang, or
with live fish of many -kinds.
a lost and found.
lanes. The total population is
The customer can point to the
"However," she said, "na52,000. Among them are 21,000
fish he wants and it will, pretional themes are also disworkers, 16,000 students of all
sumably, be the one he gets on
cussed. Right now there is
ages and 2,000 retired workers
his plate. If it isn't, it will be
considerable discussion at all
.
housewives
same
the
with
older
and
the same kind,
levels on whether or not there
Directly responsible to
taste.
should be more clank ChiHsu's street committee adThe regular menu includes
nese operas performed inministration are all the 49
crab meat with sweet corn
of so many revolitionstead
inThese
area.
the
pickled
in
in
"units"
garoupa
fried
soup,
ary themes. This information-clude seven factories, 10 prisauce, diced pork with walis reported upward through
mary schools, four kindergarnuts, fresh fried prawns, crab
the revolutionary committees
tens, a hospital, numerous
fu-yung and a good helping of
and eventually to party headservice centers, shops and 25
fried rice or chow fan. The
quarters in Peking."
committees.
neighborhood
whole thing, outside of drinks,
Neighborhood committees,
-is than $5
will probably cost le
Hsu is a party member herHsu told me, are generally
per person.
self, as is her husband who is
oldrun by retired people and
Hong Kong Island, actually
an official at the district level
er housewives and are called
Victoria Island, is only one
in another part of Peking.
"mass organizations" since
part of this British Crown ColI asked Hsu, as we walked
they choose their own leaderony. (The other parts are
along Feng Sheng Street, if
t
Communis
ship, without
densely populated Kowloon
she had ever thought she'd be
peninsula and the New Terrishowing an American reParty direction.
tories rural area.)
porter through homes in her
The neighborhood commitHong Kong is a shopper's
neighborhood. Her answer
tees, acting on street commitdelight. Merchandise from
combined a warm smile and
clinics
run
small
tee
advice,
everywhere at prices that
the party line: "Why not? Af(providing minor treatment
stimulate the urge to buy. And
ter all, the people of the world
and birth control information
if you're good at haggling, you
are as one."
and supplies), day care cenan get what you want at half
in
workers
of
for
children
ters
the asking price in many
the neighborhood, and a basic
shops. Just hang in there.
counseling service.
Whatever you're shopping
for, chances are you'll find it
In response to my question,
here — British woolens,
Hsu described what happens
Egyptian cottons, Japanese
when a Chinese couple thinks
silks and synthetics, pearls, they should get a divorce.
watches, custom-made car"First their problem is dispets, linen and lace, ivory, cussed at the neighborhood
cameras,
binoculars, radios,
committee level," Hsu said.
s diamonds, copper and brass-They are given advice and
ware, leather goods, wearing
suggestions. If things cannot
apparel made to order, clothbe worked out the case goes to
ing off the racks and beaded
the street committee for
sweaters.
further counseling. If the
Sight-seeing is automatic.
problem is really serious, it is
Just open your eyes and
referred to the district court."
you're in business. At night
In 1972, Hsu said, there
millions of lights, masses of
"about 100" requests for
were
narrow
the
in
humanity
from among Feng
divorce
ladder
streets of Chinatown,
Sheng's 14,000 families.
streets, Chinese markets, "Seventy-one were aptowering hotels and apartproved," she 'said. "the main
ment buildings, teeming harreasons for granting divorces
bor traffic, floating villages,
we incompatibility, health,
1,800-footmansions,
ornate
failure of a husband or wife to
high Victoria Peak. and Tiger
tell the spouse of his earlier
Balm Garden.
crimes (feudalistic activities,
Victoria Peak is the highest
such as a husband's keeping
point on Hong Kong Island
of a concubine before the
and gives one of the world's
Communist takeover or "libmost spectacular views.
eration" in 19491.
There's a funicular railway
Hsu's street committee prerunning up to the top, or you
pares guidelines for these
can drive up.,There should be
neighborhood committee aca fine restaurant open up
tivities:
there by now.
1. Organize political study
Bizarre Tiger Balm Garden
groups.
is like nothing you've ever
2. Organize residents for
seen before — unless you've
mutual help — which means
seen it before. It was built in
arranging for everyone to
1921 at a cost of $16 million.
take a turn at shoveling snow
It's a jungle of wild colored
off the street, helping in day
figures and monsters from
care centers and other tasks.
Chinese folklore and Buddhist
3. Organize production that
writings. The figures, statues,
PEE1.4¢.-1RUCA —
ran hteaerne by oldee-people
-birds and animals were holtsuch as slitchoraft at ho,
Rapt. of thia4Ltrijick. was
Oiled to portray mythical bepeeled off as it was driven
ings. The centerpiece is a ma4. Organize public hygiene,
uritier a low viaduct St
which
jestic white pagoda
including gathering of ChiLouisville, Ky
rises to 165 feet.
nese herbal medicines..

ROSES
hoPplufor_
OM.

your

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Murray, Ky.
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday
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Sabres
Montre2

BANICii/AERICAII0

By BRUCE LOW
Associated Press Sport
"It's always a great
get a winning goal
treal," said a glowii
Robert.
Always?
Perhaps Buffalo's ri
was overstating matte
Tuesday night, consid
was the Sabres' first
ever in Montreal in the
year history in the
Hockey League.
Perhaps Robert fe
simply to be
the rest of the Sahr
weekend they were
town the barrel of
They'd lost the fin
games to the Cana ti
were one away frir
summarily bounced ou
first Stanley Cup Play(
But they came to lif
5-1 thrashing of Pit
''Flying Frenchmen"
night.
Robert's second goa
game, with 9:18 gone
time, catapulted the S
a stunning 3-2 triumph
the suddenly red-ho:
back to Buffalo Thursd
for a sixth game.
This winner of It
rounder faces the winn
Philadelphia-Minnesoti
The Flyers took a 3tage with a 3-2 overtirre
over the North Stars.
While the scrappy
were fending off elir
Boston's defending Sta
champions and the S
Blues were having no s
Tuesday night.
The Bruins hadn't I
peettd to. have much

welcome

•i•

••••

Girls

CHINA TODAY

Permanent Press

LADIES
DEMIN FLARE

Street committee
is 'Big Brother'

SLEEPWEAR

JEANS

Size 3 to 6X & 7 to 14

100% Sanforized Cotton
Contrasting Stitch Trim

Sizes 8-18/

Reg.

93;

'1.96
ALL NUDE

Girl's

PANTY HOSE

TUNIC SETS
Checks and Prints
Sizes 3 to 6X

Reg.

1.•••••

Quiet I
Aaron
By Mas

LADIES

Register for

BODY SUITS

KODACOLOR

FREE

FILM

MAN SIZE

By ED SHEAR1
Associated Press(SPorl
GAINESVILLE, Ga.
The quiet world of g(
ennial bridesmaid h
shattered in the fulfil
Tommy Aaron's
dream—a Masters cl
ship.
"My phone's been ri
the wall," the curly-ti
ron said Tuesday. "I'
had to worry about h
unlisted number like
the fellows in the lark
Mid it's beginning to II
might have to get one
Aaron, a 14-time
with only one Americi
in 13 years on the pro
the center of attenti(
north Georgia city of
.,_ Thousands lined the
- unseasonably cold w
greet their latest her
three-mile parade rou
a "Welcome Home
Day" celebration
planned by the C
Chamber of Corruner

Your Choice C-110 12 Exposures
and CX126-12 Exposures

EASTER BUNNY
to be given away Sat., Apr. 21st.

Reg. $1.17

Costs nothing to enter. You do not

9..9'

have to be present Jo
All New Bright Spring Colors
Boys

Short Sleeve

SPORT COATS
& SUITS

100% Nylon
Sizes S-M-L

Reg.
$3.99

T88 POLAROID

2,05

COLOR PACK
One Rack Reduced

MEN'S'

•

FILM
Reg. $3.96

FLARE LEG

The 36-year-old sl
Georgian earned a l
vitation to the Maste
the four major tests
greatness—when he
four-under-par 68 in
rain-delayed final
record a one strol
over J. C. Snead.

BRUSHED DEMIN

JEANS
Reg. $4.87

$2"
POLYESTER KNIT

Reg. 1 10"

$788

COMPONENT SETS

Always popular in
state, well-wishers
telephone line tied I
hours Monday night
11 p.m. before TOR

Reg.
1 99"

SLACKS
Sizes 29 40

JUILETTE

Air suspension speakers, AM/FM multiplex radio,
built-in BSR record changer, 8 track player.

MEN'S RARE CASUAL

Non-Roll Waist Band

"It's difficult to di
feelings," he said.
dream of a lifetime
my family, my fri
stood by me so long,
many failures, mayl
way of paying them

•

Royals Opener

KANSAS CITY (
record home crowc
40,000 persons ignore
freezing temperatui
ched the Kansas
beat the Texas It
hesday night in ll
Tium
d

LADIES

OPEN BACK CLOG
Selected Best Spring Colors
Style No 1003*
Sizes 6-10

The fans rode er
the upper decks, s
comfortable seats,
computerized scorel
shOwed portraits tu
on each player at b

Reg.$8.96
.

There were prett;
on .p(
the view vconvenier
and concession sts
public address s
could be understooi
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Two Scheduled For Induction
To MSU Sports Hall Of Fame

Sabres Take Firstllictory in
Montreal In Stanley Cup Game

Houston "Hound" Elder, who lost only 8 during the three
played football for Murray seasons Elders played.
Orginally from Marion and a
State University from 1933-35,
and Dr. Lynn Bridwell, who graduate of Marion High
played baseball from 1958-61, School, Elder noww lives in
have been named to the Ashland.
Dr. Bridwell compiled a 19-3
University's Athletic Hall of
record during his three season
Fame.
The new hall of fame mem- with the Racer baseball team
fee for the ABLA sanctioned bers will be honored at the and his career earned run
event will be $2.50 per entrant. University's All-Sports average of 1.28 is the secondAll riders interested in par- Banquet, April 25.
best ever for a Murray pitcher.
ticipating in the April 21 races
Elder, was a member of He holds Murray career records
are urged to register in ad- Murray's only undefeated, for the fewest number of base
vance. Although there are no untied team in 1933, and ac- on ball per nine innings (2) and
races or tours scheduled for cording to Roy Stewart, who the most wins (9)in a season.
April 22, bicyclists are welcome coached him, was one of the He was named "Most Valuable
to tour the many back-country sharpest passers ever at Pitcher" of the 1959 and 1961
drives and trails in Land Bet- Murray. He was named to the teams. The '59 and '61 teams
ween the Lakes. For hither All-Kentucky
Intercollegiate were Ohio Valley Conference
information write or call Land
Athletic Conference team in champions. The 1960 Warn
Between the Lakes TVA, 1933. He scored 68 points during finished second.
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, his Murray career.
Dr. Bridwell, also originally
telephone 502-924-5802..
Murray won 18 games and from Marion, is now a member

Bicycle Races To Be
At LBL On April 21

poliihing off the New York clicked for St. Louis. Then
Rangers—but it was the Chico Maki, Ralph Backstrom
Rangers who did the polishing, and Lott Angotti turned it into a
wiping Boston off the ice 6-3 be- rout.
Jimmy Johnson scored two of
hind rookie Steve Vickers'
three goals to take their series the Fighting Saints' goals, the
second snapping a 4-4 tie 6:10
in five games.
Rick
New York now faces the into the third period.
The flashing of spinning
Black Hawks starting Thursday Sentes got Ottawa's first and
spokes will lead the way to an
night in Chicago. The Hawks last goals—his first two in the
action-filled afternoon at the
also won their series in five, playoffs—to counter a pair by
Kentucky's Western Waterland
New England's Tom Webster.
knocking the Blues off 6-1.
Bicycle Races on Saturday,
In the World Hockey AssociApril 21. The races sponsored
ation's first round, the MinWestern
Kentucky's
by
nesota Fighting Saints outlasted
Waterland, the Jackson PurWinnipeg 6-4 for their first vicchase Bicycle Club, and TVA
tory in three games against the
will be held in Land Btween the
Jets. And the Ottawa Nationals
outdoor
TVA,'s
Lakes,
won their first in three against
between
recreation area
New England by swatting the
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Whalers 4-2.
Barkley.
Gary Dornhoefer got PhilaThere will be One event for
delphia's winner in the ninth
senior and veteran men sancminute of overtime. He didn't
About 75 students and in- tioned by the Amateur Bicycle
remember exactly what hap- structors from the Southeastern League of America ( ABLA I and
pened—and Minnesota goalie region CHA-3 Kenpo Karate five non-sanctioned events with
Cesare Mania; didn't believe Association will be on the races for age classes 12 through
whe.. happened.
campus of Murray State senior men. Starting time for
"I got the puck at center University Saturday, April 14, the first race is 9:00 a.m. with
ice," Dornhoefer said. "I for the annual training session. the succeeding events starting
wasn't aiming at any corner of
To be held in the old gym- approximately every hour on
By BETTY HOPPER
the net. Cesare went demi as nasium of the Carr Health the hour throughout the day.
Associated Press Sports Writer
his knees. Then I remember Building, the activities during
The ABLA sanctioned race will
BELLINGHAM, Wash. (AP)
seeing the puck in the net."
the day will include a formal start at 2:00 p.m.
Frank Sadler, retired after
—
goals
his
of
two
got
Vickers
The races will begin at Center 41 years as a professional at
training session from 9 am to
in the first period, but it was
noon and tournament style Station in the Environmental
Golf and CounBruce MacGregor's goal late in competition beginning at I p.m. Education Center in Land Bt- the Bellingham
handicap as
his
says
Club,
try
Rangers
the
put
that
the period
Robert Myers of Murray, ween the Lakes. Center Station the oldest freshman at Western
ahead to stay.
cheif instructor of CHA-3 and is located east of The Trace on Washington State College is
Stan Mikita scored what director of the session, said Silver Trail Road, about nine concentration.
proved to be the winner against representatives of four local miles north of the TVA
"I can sit down and read a
the Blues, making it 2-4 late in clubs in the area—Murray, headquarters on U. S. Highway chapter, close the book and forthe first period after Jim Pep- Mayfied, Paducah and Paris, 68. The course is a 12-mile get the whole thing," said the
pin had scored for Chicago Tenn.—will be on hand, along paved loop around the 67-year-old Sadler, "but I'm
barely a minute into the game. with participants from the New Education Center with flat to getting used to reading
Cliff Koroll got another Chicago Orleans club and possible gently rolling terrain. The races
There wasn't much time for
are designed primarily for 10- reading during Sadler's nearly.
goal 30 seconds into the second others.
Open at no charge to spec- speed bicycles, although other 50-year sports career that beperiod before Fran Huck
tators,the events are planned to bikes are welcome in the non- gan when he started boxing for
promote a closer relationship sanctioned events.
Seattle promoter Nate DruxFive individual medals will be man in 1924 while still in high
among students in the
brotherhood of the Kenpo awarded in each of the non- school.
Karate Association and to sanctioned events in addition to
Starting as a bantamweight
stimulate public interest in the championship team trophies. In and growing up to _a weladdition two trophies and $150 in terweight, Sadler had SB fights
art of Kenpo Karate.
Myers said the routine in the prizes and merchandise will be before turning to golf full time.
morning will be the same as awarded in the ABLA sanc- He won 33 bouts, eight by
followed by a club during a tioned event. The entry fee for knockout, lost M and had 31
normal training session. non-sanctioned events will be draws.
n in the afternoon $1.50 per person. For those
Competitio
Jimrnye,
.
wife,
,,Sadler, who fought under the
his
with
SHEARER
talked
ED
By
randori (karate participating in team cham- name Frankie Repoz—the
include
will
husband's
Writer
her
forced to miss
Associated Press Sports
(form pionships there will also be a name of his step-father whose
kata
GAINESVILLE, Ga.(AP) — finestbour in person because of fighting),
team. The team
.
The quiet world of golf's per- confineinent at home recov- movements) and breaking $3.00 fee per
and
boards
are open to a
ips
using
n
championsh
competitio
surgery.
been
has
recent
ering from
ennial bridesmaid
wide range of groups including
"I was jumping around and bricks.
shattered in the fulfillment of
He estimated that the finals high schools and colleges,
Tommy Aaron's lifetime my mother had to remind me
determining the champions sororities and fraternities,
for
Mrs.
"
championoperations,
four
I'd had
dream—a Masters
be held Scouts, 4-H Clubs, family
Aaron said., "I completely for- of the competition will
ship...
between 4 and 5 p.m.
groups, and other's. The entry
"My phone's been ringing off got everything."
As
d
curly-haire
the
the wall,"
ron said Tuesday. "I've never
had to worry about having an
unlisted number like some of
the fellows in the larger cities,
but it's beginning to look like I
might have to get one sow."
Aaron, a 14-time runnerup
with only one American victory
By HAL BUCK
missed a hook shot in the final period. Then Keith Erickson hit
in 13 years on the pro tour, was
Writer
Sports
Press
20
seconds. Lee grabbed the for the Leiters and West strung
Associated
this
in
the center of attention
Milwaukee General Manager rebound and Barry's two foul seven straight points for a 99north Georgia city of 40,000.
93 lead that increased the rest
right shots settled the issue.
Thousands lined the streets in Wayne Embry had the
of the way.
have
to
tried
he
the
can
finish
State
when
Golden
idea
to
weather
unseasonably cold
Wilt Chamberlain had 21
National series with a victory at home
greet their latest hero along a Game 5 of the Bucks'
playoff Frick y night. Los Ang ies gets points and n rebounds for the
three-mile parade route, part of Basketball Association
the sane chance in Chicago the Lakers.
a "Welcome Home Tommy series postponed.
In tonight's pro basketball acForced to play the game in same night.
Day" celebration hastily
being
The Lakers ripped the Bulls tion, Boston and Atlanta, tied
planned by the Gainesville Madison, Wis., after
evicted from their home court with Jerry West contributing 36 at 2-2, play Game 5 of their
Chamber of Commerce.
NBA quarter-final and Kenby a realtors show, the Bucks points.
The 36-year-old slow-talking asked for the delay when a
Chicago had wiped out an 18- tucky meets Carolina in the
Georgian earned a lifetime in- snowstorm prevented them point LA lead and held an 81-80 opening game of their ABA
vitation to the Masters—one of from reaching their impromptu edge with 2:40 left in the third semifinal.
the four major tests of golfing home for a workoUt.
greatness—when he fired a
Golden State beat the snow
four-under-par 68 in Monday's into Madison and held a twoto
rain-delayed final round
hour practice. It must have
record a one stroke victory helped, because the Warriors
over J. C. Snead.
knocked off the Bucks 100-97
"It's difficult to describe my Tuesday night to take a3-2 lead
feelings," he said. "It is the in their best-of-7 quarter-final.
In the only other NBA: game
dream of a lifetime. My wife,
YORK (AP) — behind Cunningham in the votNEW
my family, my friends have played Tuesday night, Los An- Towering Artis Gilmore of Ken- ing with 106 points on 49 first123-102
stood by me so long, through so geles defeated Chicago
tucky, Most Valuable Player place votes and eight seconds.
many failures, maybe Ibis is a to take a 3-2 lead in that best- Billy Cunningham of Carolina
Denver's Warren Jabali, with
of-7 series.
way of paying them back."
and Julius Erving of Virginia 87 points, and Utah's Jimmy
BasThere were no American
firstAlways popular in his native ketball Association plawff head the American Basketball Jones, with 81, were the
guard.
All-League
at
1972-73
selections
team
Association
his
kept
s
state, well-wisher
games scheduled Tuesaay team announced today.
Chosen to the second.. team
telephone line tied up for four night.
Gilmore, the 7-foot-2, 240- were center Mel Daniels of Inhours Monday night and it was
Embry's request for the postGeorge
11 p.m. before Tommy finally ponement was rejected by pound Colonels' center who led diana, forwards
the league in rebounding, two- McGinnis of Indiana and Dan
Manager
Golden State General
point field goal percentage and lase! of Kentucky, and guards
Bob Feerick and that decision blocked shots for the second Ralph Simpson of Denver and
Royals Opener
was upheld by the NBA when straight season, was the top Mack Calvin of Carolina.
Embry pursued his request vote collector. He received 55
KANSAS CITY (AP) — A
Others receiving votes were
with the league office.
record home crowd of nearly
first-team votes and one for the centers Zelmo Beaty of Utah
Forced to play the game, the second team among 58 ballots and Billy Paultz of New York,
40,000 persons ignored the nearfreezing temperature and wat- Bucks wound up wishing they cast by sports writers and forwards Willie Wise of Utah,
ched the Kansas City Royals hadn't. Rick Barry sank a lay- broadcasters. He had a total of Joe Caldwell of Carolina and
up and two free throws with 111 points on the basis of two Rich Jones of Dallas, and
beat the Texas Rangers 12-1
Tuesday night in the new sta- 1:14 left to play, shutting off a points for a first-teem vote and guards Ron Aoone of Utah,
Milwaukee comeback and help- one point for second.
dium.
George Thompson and Johnny
ing the Warriors to the victory.
to
Cunningham, chosen Monday Neumann of Memphis, Louie
escalators
rode
The fans
16
and
Clyde Lee had 21 points
as the ABA's Most Valuable Dampier of Kentucky, Chu&
the upper decks, sat in wide,
rebounds for Golden State.
Player in his first season in the Williatris of San Diego and Bill
comfortable seats, watched the
The Bucks, down by as many league, was named to a first- Melchionni of New York.
which
scoreboard
ed
computeriz
as 18 points, fought back to team forward berth on 50 balshowed portraits and statistics
the lead with just over two lots and a'Seco od-team spot ion
'take
on each player at bat.
minutes left. But Mahdi Abdul- seven for 107 points.
GENERAL
Rahmari's layup restored GoldThere were pretty usherettes
BRENTWOOD, N.Y. — Joe
Erving, the spectacular'
ea
edge .1313d thee Bar- Squtrt,s'iurward who averak*ki Notter, 3e, a fortifier )oekey who
blae-c Ness, no pasta to,block
•convenient restrooms ry's layup made it 98-95- Jon 31.9 points per game in winning rock the filly Regret to victoty
the view,
McGlocklin cut the lead to a
and concession stands, and a
the scoring title in only his sec- in the 1915 Kentucky Derby,
single point with one minute
public address system that
ond ABA season, finished just died after a long illness.
left but Kareem Abdul-,labar
\ could be understood.

By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
"It's always a great thrill to
get a winning goal in Montreal," said a glowiag Rene
Robert.
Always?
Perhaps Buffalo's right wing
was overstating matters a bit
Tuesday night, considering it
was the Sabres' find victory
ever in Montreal in their threeyear history in the National
Hockey League.
Perhaps Robert felt good
simply to be alive...along with
the rest of the Sabres. Last
weekend they were looking
iown the barrel of a gun.
They'd lost the first three
games to the Caruiiiens and
were one away from being
summarily bounced out of their
first Stanley Cup Playoffs.
But they came to life with a
5-1 thrashing of Montreal's
''Flying Frenchmen'' Sunday
night.
Robert's second goal of the
game, with 9:18 gone in overtime, catapulted the Sabres to
a stunning 3-2 triumph and aunt
the suddenly red-hot series
back to Buffalo Thursday night
for a sixth game.
This winner of this firstrounder faces the winner of the
Philadelphia-Minnesota series.
The Flyers took a 3-2 advantage with a 3-2 overtime victory
over the North Stars.
While the scrappy Sabres
were fending off elimination,
Boston's defending Stanley Cup
champions and the St. Louis
Blues were having no such luck
Tuesday night.
The Bruins hadn't been expected to have much trouble

MSU to Host

Karate Group
On Saturday.

Golf Professional Returning
To Washington State College

Quiet World Of
Aaron Shattered
By Masters Title

family includes major league
baseballer Roger Repaz—had
been a caddy before he took up
boxing. He recalls carrying the
bags for Jim Barnes and Jock
Hutchinson, the' reigning U.S.
and British Open champions of
1921 when they were on an exhibition swing through the
Northwest.
"Boxing is a rough sport,"
said Sadler. "You get hurt and
it's all over. I wanted to get out
before I got hurt."
So he grabbed the c
become an assistant golf pro at
Bellingham where he moved up
to the head job in 1936.
While building the club up
from about 100 members to its
present limited membership of
325, Sadler found time to play
in the Canadian Open, Tam.
O'Shanter and a flock of Northwest tournaments.
He won the Northwest Professional Golfers' Association Seniors title in 1957 and set a
record of 7-under-par 64 on the
tricky, tree-studded Bellingham
course. The mark has been

equalled but never surpassed.

of the Murray State physics
faculty.
This year's selections bring to
27 the number of Murray State
athletes inducted into the Hall
of Fame.
Previously selected were:
In 1965: Walter "Bull" Wells,
football, 1925-30; Harlan Brodie,
football, 1927-30; Joe Fulks,
John
basketball 1941-42;
Powless, tennis, 1955-57; and
Marshall Gage, track, 1957-61.
In 1967: Hugh May, basketball, 1927-29; Howard Allen,
football, 1931-33; Willard
Bagwell, basketball 1931-33;
Floyd Burdett, basketball, 193338.
In 1968: Cecil "Slim" Kent,
football, 1931-33; Norman
McKenzie, football, 1933-35;
Woodrow "Pedro" Simons,
football 1933-35; and Tommy
Wells, baseball, 1956-57.
In 1969: Gil Mains, football,
Purcell,
Bennie
1948-51;
basketball, 1949-52; and Garrett
Beshear, basketball, 1549-52.
In 1970: Pete Gudauskas,
football, 1938; Howard Crittenden, basketball, 1952-56;
Charlie Allen, track, 1962-63,
and 1964-65; and Carlisle Cutchin, coach of football,
basketball, and baseball, 192548.
In 1971: Herman Shaw,
football, basketball, and
baseball, 1932; Johnny Reagan,
basketball and baseball, 194448, and baseball coach since
1957; and Roy Stewart, football
coach and athletic director,
• 1932-67.
In 1972: Ethridge McKeel,
basketball, 193641, and Bill
Graham, golf, 1961-63.
Graham placed fifth in the
Florida Intercollegiate Tournament in 1963 and eighteenth
in the Southern Intercollegiate
in 1962.

"I still play every ctly7"Wid
Sadler, whose worlds to conquer now are academic.
Why college: "I thought the
turmoil of the work I'd been
doing—the hustle-bustle—was
similar to college. My two boys
went to Western (each has a
Master's degree) so I thought
I'd follow in their footsteps just
part of the way."
Sadler, who is majoring in
history but is interested also in
Said he
psychology
was self-conscious among the
younger students for a while.
''But I just run along with
them now. The thing I really
enjoy is that they're such a
nice bunch of kids."
The faculty, says Sadler, has
A fine putter and perhaps the
been
understanding. "My longest hitter ever to play for
grades aren't good and when it Murray,Graham was one of the
gets down to tests, I flunk out. most consistent winners in dual
I've been called on the carpet a matches in Murray's golf
couple of times."
history.
But the best thing about goA native of Murray, Graham
ing to college, Sadler says, is
is now a Civil Service safety
that it "gives you the feeling of
engineer in Milton, Fla.
being Young•again•"

Before You Buy See . .

Golden State Bab The Snow;
Take 12 Lead In Playoff Games

AOttU1S81 SONS
214 Main

Gilmore, Cunningham,
Ervint Head All-Stars

Med)

"'•

MOBILE HOME
SALES
Benton, Ky.

527-8322

or Our New Location:
(Formerly heal Starks & Sons)

753-9636-

"Your Volume Dealer"

* Largest Selection of Double Wides in
the 5 State Area
* Large Selection of Used Homes
* Choose from &404224 Wide

•—

Were Mud To Be A Part
--of Mufray and Calloway county

•
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Expos Bow To Philadelphia
7-5 Among Other Big Defeats
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
'There's nothing funny about
losing."—Gene Mauch, April 10,
1979.

411
44

STING1N'LIKE A BE Muhammad All stops the eadless misidegue with which be entertai
ns his
fans to take a few swipes at the heavy bag.

AUTUMN OF A CHAMPION

Pre-fight injury presaged
end of Ali legend
Editor'e Note:.The is the
first of a three-part series on
the Muhammad All-Km Norton fight — revealing, among
other things, boo All went into
the fight despite being badly
Injured a few days before the
match.
By JACK WEBB
Copley News Service

irstiesed to idolize me,"
All said in a mocking voice
obviously intended to anger
Not-ton. "I used to fight Floyd
Patterson," (All turned to
Norton), "and you weren't
even there. You're gonna be
in the ring with a smart old

All and Norton threw a few
more sharp cracks at each
other, then Norton stalked
SAN DIEGO, Calif. —
out.
hammed Ali was pounding his
It was Thursday, two days
head against the dressing
before Norton would meet Ali
rootn wall. His head and fists in the San
Diego Sports
Pit the wall with a dull, rhythArena, and EVERYONE was
mic sound and outside the there — Joe
Frazier, Burt
blue-uniformed
guards Bacharach, Diotme Warwick,
shifted uneasily as they heard
this politician and that politiit.
cian — all the jet set celebriElsewhere in the San Diego ties for whom
Muhammad All
Sports Arena, Howard Cosell, was symbol
a
of determinaTV's voluble sports announc- tion
and guts and flare had
er, was saying:
shown up to see what they
This fight Means the end of thought
was the best boxer in
Muhammad All, folks. It's
the world demolish still anbeen a great career, but it
other opponent.
looks like it's all over."
("Like Joe Frazier," said
It was March 31, 1973, five
one All adherent. "He supminutes after San Diego's unposedly won the decision over
heralded Ken Norton had won
Ali, tut he spent 30 days in the
a split decision over Ali — a
ireensive care ward of the
decision that people like Cohospital after Ali got through
wl] say means the end of a
with hun. 30 DAYS!")
man who many claim was the
All these celebrities and
greatest fighter of all time —
sportswr
iters and fans were
a man as handsome as a
in the restaurant that day,
movie star, as well-muscled
watching All spar verbally
as a weight lifter, as fast with
with Norton,and wondering to
both his hands and his mouth
themselves what made Ali
as a striking cobra.
What most people don't tick. It's the big por7le, someknow is that Muhammad All thing writers expend thouhad been badly injured four sands of words on. Because
Muhammad Ali nee Cassius
days before the big fight —
Clay is a hard man to figure
hurt in a way that would have
out.
caused most other fighters to
Everyone knows he won the
call off the fight.
heavyweight title of the world
It's part of the All legend
that he allowed the fight to go from Sonny Liston, defeated
nine tough opponents while
on — and if the legend is inchamp
and then had his title
deed over, then it ended in the
stripped from him for allegright way — with Muhammad
Ali, former heavyweight edly draft-dodging (after he
angered the authorities by
champion and hero.. to milsaying
that he had nothing
boos, dancing, dancing and
against the Viet Gong).
jabbing at his opponent —
Everyone knows the U.S.
with his jaw broken and a
Supreme Court decided All
sprained ankle.
hadn't been draft-dodging,
This is the story of the last
and how he started fighting
three days of the Muhammad
again for the title that' had
All legend, days that I spent
been taken away from him,
talking with and watching the
and nearly won it, sending Joe
"People's Champ" train for
Frazier to the hospital but
the big fight:
somehow losing the title.
MARCH 29, 1973
But nobody knows MuhamMuhammad Ali started
mad All, millionaire, Black
talking and everyone in the
Muslim, great boxer. Not
restaurant grew quiet, leaneven Angelo Dundee, his
ing forward in their seats, listrainer.
tening.
"Tell you what I think,"
"If I Iowa the history of my
said Dundee. "I think All's an
life," said Alir'there's a lot of
introvert. But if you can tell
things I'd do different.
me what makes Muhammad
"I'd wait five months before
All tick, you're a genius."
l-said anything about the Viet
There hadn't been a lot of
Cons, that's for sure.
geniuses at Muhammad Airs
"But I didn't know the hisworkout that afternoon — at
tory of my life when I was
least according to Muhamborn, and if I was reborn, I'd
mad Ali.
have to know it or I couldn't
Ali had just sparred six
do it any different."
tough rounds with some un_Suddenly. Ken Norton, sevusually determined sparring
enth-rank( heavyweight in
partners, sparring flat400ted
the world, rushed into the resto protect his iejured ankle,
taurant. Muscles bulging unwithout letting anyone know
der his T-shirt, he RAN over
about it,'and nearly knocked
to All's table and started
them to ribbons even though it
shouting.
was obvious he wasn't even
"I'm gonna have an armed
half trying the was even
guard to make sure you,stay
PLAYING with them, if you
in the ring," shouted Norton.
can believe it, sticking out his
"You're AFRAID of me."
head and leaving it in front of
"He's even crazier than
their fig. for five seconds at a
me," All said to no one in par"trnie, TKRING them to hit
ticular.
him, and when they finally
"I've been starvin' for
tried to, dodging out of the
. years," shouted Norton, a big,
way and mashing their noses
good-looking kid who was
a little with a stiff jab). .
' known as a tough puncher but
After working out, All
.not much of a boxer. "I've
turned to the audience and,as
.been eatin' beans.and rice
usual, started to joke with.
you're not gonna let me starve
thetn, entertaining them,'
by not,showin' up."
quoting some of his poetry,
"Somebody WV me you're
like:
2111," Ali shouted back. "What"Ken Norton, George Fore-ever you are. I'm gonna take
man,they're gonna bitightio'
it."
• the fastest, greatest, PURThen Ali leaned over to a- • TIESF fighter in the whole
- friend of his.
world!" •

-How about a-poem, Ali?"._
someone called (rlpihe auchence.
Ali frowned, seemingly lost
in thought.
"Les SEEEE," he said. "I
haven't thought up any new
poems lately ...
•'Well, here's one ..."
Then AL launched into a
long, funny poem about Ken
Norton, all about how he's going to hit him so hard that he
knocks him clean out of the
ring, and all the fans are excited because it doesn't look
like Norton will EVER come
dawn for the referee to start
the 10-count.
And Ali concludes:
"All the fans are gettin'
frantic,
Until Norton's spotted over
the Atlantic.
Who would have thought
when they came to the fight
That they would witness the
launching of a spook satellite?"
But, uh oh, there's trouble
for Ali!
Into the workout room,
pushing his way through the
crowd of maybe 800 people,
comes Jack O'Halloran (just
like George Foreman, holder
of the title of world heavyweight champion, had come
bulling his way in through an
unnoticing crowd the day ber
fore).
"There's Jerrie* Jack
O'Halloran," yells the announcer.
"You the guy who called
himself the champ a few
years ago?" yells O'Halloran,
a big tough-looking Irishman
with biceps like - tree trunks.
"Why don't you get in the
ring with me?"
Ali turns to the crowd,
mocking O'Halloran.
"He talks too much," All
says. "He's gain' to start a
riot."
"Just sign on the dotted
line," roars O'Halloran. "I
want to fight with you,
champ."
"You're crazy," said All.
"I'm the guy who knocked
out your brother." (All's
brother Rahaman is also a
boxer.1
All claws at the ropes, pretending to be held back by his
trainer, Angelo Dundee.
"Let me at that white boy,"
yells All.
'I recognize you," says Ali.
"There was a donkey on the
farm where I was raised, and
I used to beat it. Finally I hit It
so hard it died. And my
grandma, she warned me,
that old donkey would come
back and haunt me — and I do
believe that old am is in the
room now!"
O'Halloran, reVaced,
leaves the workout room, and
soon Ali leaves too, to get his
postworkout rubdown. All the
rest of the People leave, not
wanting particularly to watch
Ken Norton work out (he's
training in the same room).
They'd seen what they
came to see — Muhammad
Ali, fighter, human being, entertainer supreme, titillating
and delighting a big roomful
of his fans (like Joanne Worley, onetime star of TV's
"Laugh-In," who'd come in,
prancing, all smiles, blocking
the view of the fighters for
many of the fans).
And many of them wondered what made' Ali tick —
but none of them really wondered who would win the big
fight on Saturday. Muhamrnad Ali Was the champ, and
he couldn't be beat ( neither
with fists nor mouths )
Maybe they should have..
talked to his doctor.
Next: Of guts and Black
Mualiros.

Perhaps not, but Mauch's
Montreal Expos, the San Diego
Padres, the Los Angeles Dodgers and the Texas Rangers
were sights to behold Tuesdaj
night.
In classic displays of basebaL
futility, the Expos lost to the
Philadelphia Pinnies 7-5, the
Padres were crushed by the
San Francisco Giants 11.2, the
Dodgers bowed to the Houston
Astros 4-3 in 12 innings and the
Rangers were mauled by the
Kansas City Roy* 12-1. In a

relatively well-played contest,
the California Angels beat the
Minnesota Twins 4-2.
Six other games were postponed by a combination of
snow and cold weather—Oakland at Chicago, Baltimore at
Detroit and Boston at Milwaukee in the American
I.&ague and Chicago at Pittsburgh, Cincinnati at Atlanta
and New York at St. Louis in
the National.
The Expos pulled their comedy act in the third inning when
the Phillies scored four runs,
three of them unearned.

Walton Absent
Carolina -TO- - From Hardship
Meet Colonels Draft Listing
In First Game
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Acers Softball Team
To Open Saturday

It started innocently enough
with walks to Mike Ryan and
Denny Doyle and Steve Carlton's run-scoring single. But
when center fielder Jorge
Roque threw the ball past third
base, Doyle also scored and
Carlton reached second.
One of the most successful tournament and the Dexter
He didn't stop there, contin- teams of any type in western Invitational.
uing on to third when catcher Kentucky has been a women's
The Acers took second place
John Boccabella let third base- softball team from Murray.
in the District and finished
man Bob Bailey's throw get
The team, the Acers, will seventh in the state.
through for another error. Carl- open their season play Saturday
All of the starters from last
ton stayed put on Larry Bowa's at the Murray City Park by
infield hit but scored when entertaining Lindy's Stars from season's team are returning
Bailey fielded Cesar Tovar's Evansville, Indiana. The first this year.
grounder and fired wildly to the game of the scheduled
Members of the team are
plate. Deron Johnson's sacrifice doubleheader will begin at 1 .delissa Miller, Alison Wilferd
,
fly completed the riotous Inning p.m. on the Colt League Kathy Stoner, Janice Bonen,
and Willie Montanez put the diamond.
Shirley Wilferd, Linda Arnold,
game out of reach with a twoLast year the Acers amassed Pat Ward, June Cline, Jennifer
run homer in the fifth.
a 56-6 record in route to first Outland, Tandy Jones, Glenda
San Diego's pitching was fun- place finishes in the Women's Rudolph, Linda Rudolph Kathy
,
ny enough in the first inning Softball League, the league McCarty and
"T" Sims.
when the Giants used Ed Goodson's bases-loaded triple and
Juan Marichal's two-run double
to score six times. The fielders
got into the act in the second—
the Giants added a run on
Shortstop Enzo Hernandez'
throwing error—and the rest of
the infield brought the house
NEW YORK (AP) — The son, drew more than 2,500,000
down in the seventh.
With two runners aboard via World Hockey Association has fans in a dozen cities in the Unsingles, first baseman Nate Col- decided it is better to fight it ited States and Canada. It set a
bert, second baseman Dave out in the courts than make an precedent by dropping the reRoberts and third basefilan unworkable peace with the Na- serve clause from its standard
Dave Hilton booted successive tional Hockey League.
contracts.
An attempt to bring the two
ground balls for a couple of
runs and Bobby Bonds followed leagues together in the near future failed when the WHA vewith a two-run single.
In a manner reminiscent of toed Tuesday any merger or
their old Brookbai_ days, the association with the NHL pendDodgers ran into three outs on ing the outcome next fall of anthe basepaths and finally lost to tempt lawsuits against the
The Hazel PTC basketball
Houston when rookie relief NHL =I its reserve clause.
teams took a pair orwins over
"We are in very serious liti- the Lynn
pitcher Jim Crawford drilled a
Grove club, with the
two-out double off ex-Astro gation and any future relation- Hazel women
winning 50-38 and
George Culver in his first time ship with the NHL would have the men slipping
by with a 46-43
at bat in the major leagues to to come out of the litigation,"
said
Gary Davidson, WHA presscore John Edwards from first
For the Hazel, women it was
ident.
base.
Enoch leading the way with 30
The WHA will go ahead with points,
The Rangers' mound staff
followed by Alderson
helped dedicate Kansas City's its lawsuits seeking damages with 14, Dover
with 4 and
new $43 million stadium by "in excess of $50 million on all Williams with 2.
pitching batting practice for the accounts" from the NHL "beFor Lynn Grove,Brandon led
Royals, including a two-run cause of the strong position our 20, while Garland
had 8, Clark
homer and two-run single by counsel tells us we have," Da- had 6, and Murodo
ck and ArmJohn Mayberry, doubles by vidson said.
strong had 2 each.
The WHA alleges that the
Amos Otis, Fred Patek, Cookie
The Hazel men were led by
Rojas and Keith Marshall and NHL has violated the antitrust Miller and Cothran
with 14
laws by maintaining a cona triple by Otis.
markers each. Erwin had 7,
spiracy
to
monopol
ize major Malcomb 6, R. Garland
The Angels and Twins stuck
3, and
to baseball. Bill Singer, making league hockey, using the re- Stubblefield 2;: ;
his AL debut, scattered six hits serve clause to bind players to
Lynn Grove was led by Morris
and fanned 10 while Bobby Va- one team until traded or sold, with 10, Reeder 9, Armstro
ng 8,
and
preventing competition.
lentine hit a two-run single.
Butterworth, Lockhart and
The WHA, which has just Darnellv
Nothing much in the way of hutith 4 each, and Lamb
completed its first regular sea- and
mor there.
WilliaaatmitbLeactl.
_

NEW YORK (AP) — There
was almost as much interest in
CHARLOTTE, N. C. ( AP)— the names that were missing as
The Carolina Cougars, East Di- there was in those that showed
vision champions, meet second up on the National Basketball
place Kentucky tonight in the Association's list of hardship
first game of their best-of-seven cases eligible for next Monseries for a berth against either day's draft.
Utah or Indiana, West Division
Absent from the list were
finalists, for the American Bas- junior Bill Walton of national
ketball Association champion- champion UCLA and sophship.
omore David Thompson of secCougar star Billy Cunning- ond ranked North Carolina
ham, voted the league's most State, both All-America selecvaluable player, gave Carolina tions. They had been expecte
d
the edge, citing the team's to request the hardship
status
bench strength. In regular sea- so they could be eligible
for
son play, the Cougars had a 6-5 this year's draft, but did not.
edge over the Colonels and ran
Granted the status were 11
up a 57-27 record on the way to collegians including William
their East Division leadership. "Bird" Averitt of Pepperd
ine,
The series opens at 8 p.m. at the national scoring leader.
the Charlotte Coliseum and
Also named on the NBA list
then shifts to Greensboro for released Tuesday
were RaySaturday afternoon's nationally mond Lewis of Los Angeles
televised second game. The State, the No. 2 scorer
in the
series shifts to Louisville for country, and Dwight Jones
of
the next two games.
Houston, a member of the UnCarolina's 6-10 center, Tom ited States Olympic team_
Others on the list were Larry
Owens, said he feels that the
outcome of the series will de- Harris of Genessee Community
pend on "who's able to keep College in Flint, Mich.; Larry
their front line out of foul Kenon of Memphis State; Arnold Ziginond Mast of Oklatrouble."
homa City Southwestern Junior
The Cougars hope to utilize College; Larry
McNeil of Mar.
their speed edge over Kentucky ,
(Ilne;
e
Ed Searcy of St. John's,
with an- idea of 'driving lie INN.;
John Lee Williamson of
Colonels into foul trouble. Cun- New Mexico
State; Mallory
ningham and his front line Mitchell of
Southern California
partner, Joe Caldwell, are College at Costa
Mesa and Danoted for their ability to go to vid Brent, formerl
y of Jacksonthe basket.
vU1e.
On this score, Owens, the other member of the front line,
noted, "Billy and Joe can both
beat Walt Simon and Dan Wel
in driving to the hoop, and my
job is to get in position for the
pass when Artie Gilmore goes
over to help out on Joe or Billy.
Or if Billy and Joe go all the
way to the hoop, I want to be in
position to rebound."
Caldwell, 6-5, is expected to
get Carolina's defensive assign217 South
ment against Issell, Kentucky's
husky 6-9 forward who averaged 27 points a game in regular season.
Owens, at 6-10, will be giving
inches in his job of guarding
the 7-2 Gilmore, who led the
league in shooting percentage.
(Men's, Women's, Children's)
But as Owens sees the job, "I
hope to force Artis to set up
Jumbos, Flares, Baggies
two to three feet farther out
than he wants. This would take
away his hook shot."
Kentucky is expected to open
with Gilmore, Issel and Simon,
with Rick Mount and Mike Gale
in the backcourt.

Attempt To Combine
Hockey Leagues Dies
Hazel PTC Teams
Take Pair Over
Lynn Grove Club
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Ron Woolet
Leads In ABC
Bowling Play
SYRACUSE, N.Y. AP)—
Lead by sensational southpaw
Ron Woolet with a 760 total, the
Thelma! ,Masters team of
Louisville, Ky., powered into
first place in the regular team
event at the American Bowling
Congress tournament here
Tuesday. Their total was 3,118.
Woolet, a 21-year-old salesman competing in his first
ABC
tourney, threw 259, 224 and 277.
In his final game,
Woolet
opened with nine straight
strikes.
Also sparkling for the Kentucky team was Sam Capshaw
with a 701. The team had
games'of 1,033, 943 and 1142
. Capshavi, 26, is nts6
lefthanded. Alsq,on the team were
Ikon Massie with 577.
Ray
Yocum with 566 and
Ronnie
Moore_ with 514

Men's First Quality
DOUBLE KNIT

'45'

SUITS

Size 36 to 52

50%Off
Men's
DOUBLE KNIT

SLACKS

Men's First Quality,
DOUBLE KNIT

Sizes 29 & up

$600

Thousands to Choose From!

COMPLETE LINE OF .

CHILDREN'S APPAREL

Sportcoats
Shirts

6 Mos. to 6X and 7 to 14
BOYS and GIRLS

Ties

Jump Suits

•••

- (Slightly trregula#

Work Clothes

See Our Complete Line!
9 to 6 Mon. thru Sat.

to 5 Sundays

CAMPBELL'S FACTORY OUTLET

217 So. 16th Street

Mayfield, Kentucky
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Selling at the farm honie of Mr and Mrs. R.B. Redmon located approximately 21,2 miles
west of Lynnville,Ky.,on 94 Hwy Watch for Auction Signs.
Moving to Lakeside Cottage to retire

.'uch as plugs, points, condenser,clutches, pressure plates,(-rank
,hafts, heads, engine bearings, wheel bearings, valve guides.
brake shoes and more. With new shipments every week.

REAL ESTATE
Nice 3 bedroom brick home,carpeted and draped, This fine home is located on 38'2 acres of
fine level land with 40 rod hwy. frontage. 2 car garage, barn, crib, other improvements, nice
timber, good productive land,9 acres corn base I 86 bu. yield permanent pasture. This fine
Real Estate will sell at 11:00 a.m. with a 10 per cent deposit and balance with delivery of
deed. Immediate Possession if desired.
EQUIPMENT

So if you need parts or appointment for service work call 753-0 165

A we-Auction inspicli is invited Contact
Mr. or Mrs. R.B Redmon, Owners-Phone 501-382-2325
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HELP WANTED

Help
Wanted

Col. Rubent Ainley, Auctioneer
So. Fulton, Tenn. Lic. No. 6
479-3713
C.W. Fhirrow, Broker and Mgr.
106 W. State Line, Fulton, Ky. 472-1371
Buy and Sell the Ainley Auction Way
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CHEM1S'L : OPPORTUNITY for
graduate chemist for work in
control laboratory of speciality
chemical manufactures, located
in Western Kentucky. Experience in 1113t1111liental aria ya
such as AA, IR, etc. desirable,
but not necessary. Applicant
should submit complete resume
and salary requirements to P.O.
Box 32-X, Murray,Ky.
Al3C
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Baggett Home
Improvement Co.Buchanan, Tem.
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WAITRESS
are tired working for 11.00 or '1.20 an
hour
hour .. .

Day and Night Cook
will'pay '1.80
for the

•

FIVE POINTS BAR-I3-Q

.

64.
•••

WIL DO trash and b
Reasonable rates. P
6130.
WANT YARDS to
student has own mo
estimates. Phone 767
ween 1:00-4:00 p.m.,
Friday.
JOHN'S REPAIR
Plumbing-electrical-r
carpentry. Phone 7
753-7625 nights.

•Paperm
•Painting
•Panellin
•Ceilin
omp e e Ho
Remodehng
RE

oug
753-0961
IVY'S LOCKSMIT
• Phone Paris,642-6551.

a

Rt. I Box 40

John Randolph

: FIVE POINTS BAR-B-Q
We also
experienced
dependable . . .
,

FIRST, I mus-rGET INTO 11-iE
Moc)D.r.r-- I mEE1:3
PEACEFUL_
SUPROUNDIKPSS--

AIR COMPRESS()
-Sales & Service
DIXIELAND CONIPRE
CO.
753-3018 Day or Ni
-All Work Guarante

Improve the looks oi your
•
home with our new vinyl or
insulated aluminum siding.
New roofs, gutters, storm
windows and doors are our
specialty. We also have
vinyl or aluminum shutters
in black, green or white
colors.

WANT A second income? For
opportunity to work part time, set EXPERIENCED WORK in
own hours, have financial landscaping, planting, pruning,
security. Phone 753-1470. May11C spraying arid the making of
flower beds. Phone 763-6051. AlIC
YOUNG MAN for general kitchen
work, must be neat, efficient, and JERRY'S REFINISHING &
free to work weekends. No phone Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
calls. Apply Colonial House South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Smorgasbord.
Al2C Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492•
TFC
E37.
•
WANTED WAITRESS for Oak
Point Restaurant, near Paris HOUSE PAINTING-exterior,
HOUSEHOLD AND real estate
interior-city or farm. Quality
auction, 503 South 16th Street in AUCTION SALE,Friday night on Landing State Park. Must furnish
work, reasonable priced. C & J
Murray, Ky., Saturday, April 14, Hwy. 641 at Paris, Tennessee. own transportation. Apply in
Painting Contractors. Phone 437Load
from
St.
Louis.
Bunk
beds,
person.
10:00 a.m , rain or shine At the
A13C
4712.
May 4P
late C. A. (Cull) Phillips home nice two piece living room suite,
rocker,
tables,
dressers, chairs,
Will sell all furniture including
WANT YOUR house trailer
bedzadon suits, 2 half...beds. glass and dishes. Shorty Mcunderpenned with fiberglass?
Bride-247
and
James
E.
Traviscomplete, dining room suit,
Has immediate opening for
12)(60', only $125.00. Phone 753ITC
dinette set, round walnut table, 4 278.
2 experienced machinist.
3938 or 753-5461.
A13P
'fra leaves. Color and black and
Outstanding opportunities
white TV.'s , large Hot Point
for qualified individuals.
WILL DO painting, interior or
regrtgerator, stove, 2 air conCall:
exterior. By the lob or hour. Free
ditioners. RCA and Welbilt gun
Tony Mite
estimates. Phone 437-4534 or 527case, typewriter and desk,
642-9161 or
9714.
April 24C
laundromat washer, cooking
Write P.O. Box 1859
utensils, waffle irons,electric
Paris, Tenn.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
skillett, mixer, pressure cooker,,
for an interview
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
PEST CONTROL
Electrolux vacuum cleaner, fans
lath Street, "Every day you
and heaters.
FOR THE best in pest control
delay lets bugs have their
Easy chairs rugs, phone and service and termite control call
CEMETERY CARETAKER for way."
TFC
record table, quilts, blankets, Superior Exterminating ComSouth leasant Grove United
electric clock, real nice large tin pany,753-7266.
BULLDOZER
WORK;
trucking,
May K. Methodist Church. If interested
door safe, Queene Anne chair
in submitting a bid, contact also bank gravel, fill dirt and
with carved grapes, small table,
HELP WANTED
Harrell Broach, Route 7, Murray, topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
with drawer ( wood pegged),
or James Euell Erwin, Route 1, or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
collar and cuff buttons, 3 iron- SALESMAN: NATIONAL
Hazel, Kentucky.
Al2C
stone bowls, wine bottle, 2 blade company, largest in its field, due
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
bone -handle pocket knife, to promotions has immediate
manufactured and installed by
WANTED
LADY to do light Atkins Gutter Installation,
daguerreotype picture and case, opening. $12,000 first year
old binoculars-in good shape, potential. Group insurance, houSework. Phone 753-8461 or 753- Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753Al2C 8992.
beautiful picture frames and company paid retirement, 5558.
APRIL UNC
mirrors, old Atwater Kent radio company car furnished. A career
WANTED FULL time male help. SUMMER HEAT won't
stop-but
with loud speaker, very old. Flat opportunity. Must be 21 years of
Apply, at Owen's Food Market, your air conditioner
will, if not
top trunks, initialed pewter set age, married and settled. Call
1407 West Main.
A
I2C
serviced properly. Call Morris
with initial P. Amber candle Orkin Exterminating, 442-8251 in
Refrigeration Sales 84 Service.
holders, wine set and scattered Paducah between 8:00 a.m. and
NEEDED PORTER for Murray 753-7205.
- old pieces. Also wheelbarrow, 5:00 p.m. for interview.
May2C
A17C
Western Kentucky Stages. Apply
ladders, grinder, drill, vise, tool
in person.
KNIGHT'S
lawn
SHOP;
mower.
Al2C
box, rakes, 2 yard chairs, 2 RELIABLE AND mature service
tiller repair, blacksmith work
wrought iron chairs, conerete station attendant
wanted. EXPERIENCED WAITRESS for welding. Gene Knight, Route 3
flower pots, golf clubs, also Should have some experience in afternoon
shift. Must be neat and Phone 753-4035.
April 12F
of servic$ ation work. Apply in fast.
garage ,full
(double
Approximately 35 hours per
miscellaniiiiiiiiiirriiture and person i Kentucky Lake Oil
week. Good working conditions. CARPET CLEANING - Professmall pieces.
41Company, South 4th Street. No No phone' calls.
Apply Colonial sional. Commercial or residential
Brownfield from phone calls please.
Mr. Ray
at reasonable prices. Free
A I3C Holise Smorgasbord.
A 17C
Peoples Bank is administrator of
estimate. Will furnish references.
the Phillips' estate and is offering
Phone Handyman,7534827. Ma'.'
• IOC
at I:00 p.m., this nice three
You Are An ...
•
bedroombrick home with tub and
Experienced and Dependable
HELP WANTED
shower bath, living and dining
•
•
basement,
rooms,
full
•
breezeway, double garage.
••
••
Painted and well, kept. On lot
and
of
•
••
2' frontage "Mr 295' deep. •
102,
•
or even '1.30 an
•
Actually two lots and through •
••
Billington,
•
Strout Real
Mr. Owen
•
Come in and See Toby at . . .
Estate Agency, located in •
"
•
Jobs available now or
Murray Insurance Agency
•
Summer jobs.
building, Belaire Shopping
•
•
•
Center, he will offer brick
Call
753-0693 or
need an
and
•
residence end large lot on which
753-2975
•
it stands and .. lot in back •
separately. Then combineeand
selling for highest money. Mr.
Brownfield reserves right to •
reject highest bid. Terms 10 per
: and
an hour
right person. :WANTED 'SOMEONE to
cent day of slae, balance with ••
• .
with elderly lady in her home.
,ckar _iieed. Possession at once.
•
• Phone 436-2248.
A1313
1its and drinks available.'•
No Phone Calls - Apply In Person
.•
'
Douglas Shoemaker associate •
•
DENTAL ASSISTANT wanted.
Shoemaker Auction dr Livestock
• Give qualifications and
Company in charge of sale. •
three
•
• references. Write P.O.
Phone 753-3375 for in•
Box 32901 Coldwater Road
•
F,
Murray, Ky.
formation
A13(
loafia•••••••st
00000lo••
•

FIVE

••
i•.
••

FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
tank installation. Phone 7537850.
TFC

LINGLE CORP.

ape 4-4.4.iunes

THE PHANTOM

WHY
TICKETS.?_j

This Nice Mobile Home will be sold at Auction on April 14,
• 1973, at the Curtis Hays Auction on the A.B. Lassiter
Road. Sale begins at 1:00 P.M.

FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC

•

BLONDE
I'm SEU-ING
A Kiev./

Experienced man or will
train for full time job. Must
be neat and efficient. Good
working conditions and
insurance benefits. Write
resume to: P.O. Box 32C,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

FOR YOUR LAKE LOT

L

SERVICES OFFER

Discount Prices because we intend to sell parts._

AUCTION SERVICE

\bsolute auction, Saturday April 14, 1973, 10 AM Rain or,
shine. Personal property of 4.0. Wade. From Murray take
G41 South Baileitine Store. turn right on Whitlock road and
look for Auction signs. Lots of antiques, furniture and lots of
other items. Some tractor equipment and horse drawn
equipment non't miss-ill-is sale.
Reecham Roberson Auction Service
642:0919 or 642-1344
Paris, Tennessee

OPPORTUNITY

PARTS ANYTIME

0

Ainieg's

SALE CONDUCTED BY

'Viii do service work 4 days a week-Thurs. thru Sunday 'Mill open
lull time soon.

Located 1 mile Hwy.94 E. of Murray.

Apa•a•••••••••a•a•••••■••••••••••
•

,

We Buy Wreck 8 Junk Foreign Cars
- WE SPECIALIZE IN VW PARTS -

REAL ESTATE 8 PERSONAL PROPERTY

HOW THE
OCHER TEAM FEELS

448111AL•gc.;WY

Pearson
'
s Foreign Car

Saturday-, April 14, 1973- 10:00 A.M.

someone Ix
who'll soon :11!:
celebrate a
birthday?

--

6 -7 is 179 10 1

3 --.4

onions (alga)
42
44 IlaNer

AUCTION SALE

PUBLIC AUCTION

0

;
11
: Know

4.8 Saackaiga

3
,Aral

17

3.3
al nanoId
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24 *MK ar F MM.

1 --)

Ai ('HUN SALE

AUCTION SALE

tigt

Call
753-1916

11.111W1~11\11\II\lb\WIWWW11.111.11LILILIMMILIIVILMILWWWWIIMALI\

'none
If Trans/can
16 Eletetting
a poet
70 139e4s,
92 Tamearic Owir 33
23 .111ftelibia,_____33,cssigg

21 Royal
23 Uur
27 Note bf scale
28 Metal fastener
•
29 Cover
31 Offspring
34 Bone
35 Number by
vie"( n another
is clinclesn
38 Eactn
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leather
17 A continent (abbr)
r
Er %Set
19 Greek fetter

WEDNESDAY-APRIL 11. 1973

He p Wante
Car Driver
and Waitress

Paglias Pizza
510 Main

IN CANTERBURY
three bedroom brick
family room, utility,
double garage, centra
air. Phone 753-6455.

•

B 500
baths, wall to wa
fireplace, 113 blo
downtown, 1,-2 blo
Murray Middle Sch
753-1257.
TWO LARGE water f
Blood River Subdivisi
for both. Phone
6:00 p.m. 753-8997:BY OWNER: thr
brick house at 171
Drive with den-ki
bInation, with all
ducting refrigerator,
and-garbage
heat and air and ,gara
5625.
FIFTY FOUR acres,
fence around enti
acres in permanent
rest in good timber
ideal cattle farm.
large metal garage,
with running water,
stables, corn crib,
chute. Blacktop roa
miles from Murray,
Palestine ai
terested phone 7
Alfred Duncan. I c
the farm most anyt:
TWO BEDROOM
house, carpeted. On
land. Located 42 bl
121 bypass on North
House completely
everything in g
Good investment fo
Phone 753-0960.

Special $1
Vacation-Retire
150' s 1
Lake Access,
Dock, Boat
Partially F
Living
Roo
Fireplace, Bed
Complete Kitche
Call A. S'
1.11e Real Es
Auction
Home
Office 474BY OWNER; two
Sharpe Street,
near schools. sho
university. Phone(
2494.
A
BO
brick home,carpe
bedrooms, living
kitchen, with be'
two baths, double
storage room, pad
and air, nice lot.
pointrnent only.
_ after
_ 5:00p.m.
0'
;
brick house, c
appliances, cera
room, carport a
Kirkwood Driye.
only. Phone 753-5
p.m. ,
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Call
753-1916

WEDNESDAY-APRIL 11, 1973

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES -

Sell

SERVICES OFFEftED
AIR COMPRI sst pits
-Sales & Service); Xl1F.LAND COMPRESSOR
CO.
753-3018 Day or Night
-All Work GuaranteedW1L DO trash and brush hauling.
Reasonable rates. Phone 753TFC
6130.

it

NOTICE

JOHN'S REPAILi Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
* Ceiling Tile

Cam OM To Ds
lo Lan Ow
01/Ct

MINK
)?1,4
WW1
1195 Audio II 9 bon OW
1 56
5,55.5

NOTICE

HARLEY DAVIDSON parts.
Good assortment. Phone 753-2462
A13C
before 3:00p.m.
FIBERGLASS BOAT, 14', convertible top and upholstered
seats. New tires on trailer. 40
H.P. Motor. $450 00. Also 15' wood
lapstake boat, 80 H.P. motor,
heavy duty trailer, $525.00. Phone
A13C
753-5901.

JOE BEDWELL
898-3692

4 Atlas Pacesetter Tires

$99

and
FRYERS
RABBITS:
breeding stock. Fteagan's RabA13C
bitry. Phone 753-4011.

4-1143rerl

"WHAT ARE `.(OUI SOME KIM? OF NUT?"
FOR RENT

FOR SALE

ENGINE TUNE-UP
6-Cylinder 1 595
8-Cylinder $ 1995
Includes: Plugs, Points, Condenser

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,TenAl3C
nessee.

manreal
T.11... LL /Pal CaT.-.411
*Lb?! by limbed Nolan Srctier*. I.

TWO GENTLE,7-years, 12 hand,
gelded, ponies. One pinto, one
dark chestnut, flaxen mane, tail.
Phone 753-3505 after 4:00
Al3C
p.m,

FREE I

-

lea
41.
92Ft

)r,
ity

37ip
er
a?
533P
or
ee
274C
est
th
ou
'C

'
kg

rid
18,
PC
by

534C
ut
lot
Is
e.
2C

3
IF

8 Pack of 16-oz Pepsi with
oil change and lube.

-Air Conditioning Service -

North Point Standard

George Bowling

•

of
IC

Size E78-14
Plus F.E.T

5.00 Off on All Other
Pacesetter Size

BLACK VINYL couch and chair,
bedroom suite, table and four
A13C
chairs. Phone 753-0428.

$200 REWARD!!
A $200 reward is offered to information leading to the
e
arrest and conviction of the person or persons responsibl
the
from
records
and
-tape
stereo
TV,
a
of
for the theft
room of my son, Bill Bowling,on the weekend of February
Room
23, 1973. These music instruments were stolen from
inAny
.
University
State
Murray
at
Hall
117 White
formation should be given to the Murray Police Department

SALE!!

a

FREE BOOT give away, every
Friday ( women's, men's, boy's
or girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe
& Western Store and Shoe
Repair. Corner of Sycamore &
A27NC
4th

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Another View

121 Bypass and Mayfield Road
ONG'S best tine ot 4 piy
USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos.
AVAILABLE MAY 5, two •AttMSTR
tires.
whitewall
nylon
Used Baldwin organs. Used
bedroom apartment, central heat
x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardoie
and air, wall to wall carpeting, 775
42001
Ky.
,
Paducah
Street
$2.27
+
Yeiser
$17.11
3460
825 x 14 or 15" Piano Company, across from
outlet for washer and dryer.
855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43 Post Office, Paris, TenA13C
753-9741.
Phi/tie
THE lady in the black
Armstrong k'ustom supreme 4
THERE WILL be a meeting, WOULD
Al3C
nessee..
who hit my
75131111
14, at 2:0'April p.m. at and white Chevrolet
, air ply polyester 78 series whitewall
Saturday,
M
apartment
ONE
BEDROO
parldrig
K
Big
the
on
Dodge
's Grocery in New green
utilities tires.
AUTOMATIC WASHER,
RpY'S LOCKSMITH Service Allbritten
call me conditioned, partial
for purpose of lot Friday,April 6, please mac.furnished. Phone 753-9741. Al3C F711 a 14 or 15" - 617.40 + $2.42 Westinghow& heavy duty, clean,
e
Providenc
TFC
642-6551._
Phone Paris,
at
489-2356.
-, of cemetery.
ep
ri-itric -Wi"
47- 8 x 14 or 15", 618.27 + $2.60 excellent condition, $70.00. Coffee
unfurnished H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80 table and 2 end tables with forAll interested please come. A13C
M
BEDROO
TWO
FORSAIE
.REAL ESTATE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale one tract of
apartment, wall to wall car- J78 a 14 or 15" -419.79_4.82.89 mica top, $15.00 for set. Phone
IN CANTERBURY Estates,
marked, hardwood timber located in Qalloway
lease
standing,
$3.13
+
No
x
A13P
MU14
L78
or
15"
location.
good
peting,
753-3092.
Now Open: Fleming-Gothree bedroom brick house with
Kentucky.
month.
of
County,
line
best
per
's
Armstrong
required. $120.00
Marina complete boat
'
family room, utilityr-fireplace,
April 26C polyester glass belted whitewall 35 MASSEY Ferguson tractor,
Phone 753-4331.
on
Ky.
Located
service.
and
heat
central
double garage,
tract is located in the Blood River Bottom south of
This
New
tires.
cultivator.
and
disc
plow,
Lake, 6 miles N.E. of New
Al3C
Phone 753-6455. Kentucky Highway 121, about 1.2 mile from New Concord,
FURNI*D APARTMENTS, F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 + $2.54 tires. Real good condition. Phone
Concord, Ky. Phone 502kitchen,
bathroom
_
,
Kentucky. The timber for sale on this 34.6-acre tract is
$2.73
A13P
living
G78 r14 or 15"- $20.89 +
489-2462.
13411. 753-0224 or 436-2169.
FOUR BEDROOM brick_
estimated to be 157,626 board feet.
and bath. One or two H78 x 14 or 15" - $21.98 + $2.96
and sh
.
baths, wall to wall -ear
ANNUAL
bedroaot. Zimmerman Apartamateur
AX-190
ALLIED
fireplace, 1% blocks from
AUTOS FOR SALF
Sealed bids for the sale of this timber will be received by
ments, South 16th Street, 753- $22.43 + $3.02 receiver arid matching speaker.
15"
or
14
x
378
downtown, 1 1,2 blocks from
the Tennessee Valley Authority, 202 West Blythe Street,
May9C
6609.
$220.00.
$3.13
condition.
+
Excellent
$24.73
15"
L78 x 14 or
Murray Middle School. Phone DODGE 1969 RT, 383 engine,
Paris,Tennessee, until 10:00a.m.,CDT,May 1, 1971e
A13C
of
line
Phone 753-9242.
Armstrong's best
A13C power steering, and brakes, four
753-1257.
THREE DOOR clean up shop, polyester steel belted whitewall
speed, factory tape, $1250.00.
Parties interested in inspecting the timber should contact
CUB TRACTOR and equipment.
available immediately. If in- tires.
in
lots
see
Can
days.
front
762-3746
Phone
water
TWO LARGE
above office. Bid forms and detailed information may
the
and
cultivator.
$2.68
mower,
disc,
.A16C
Plow
terested phone 753-4763.
F78 s 14 or 15" - $23.13
from the Manager, Western District, Division
Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00 anytime at 1625 Hamilton. Al1P
obtained
be
00
.
5
Phone 753-5538alter
for both...E'hone 4315,12427 or after
Properties, 202 West Blythe Street, Paris,
Rese-voir
of
Al3P
door
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms, G78 x 14 or 15"- $24.37 + $2.87 p.m.
• Mayl1P 1970 'TORINO GT, two
telephone 901-642-2041
38242.
6:00 p.m.753-8997:
Tennessee
air
heat,
large yard. Electric
H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58 + $3.10
hardtop, power steering, power
conditioned, 12' x 18' living room Armstrong Polyester glass TELEVISION, BLACK and
BY OWNER: three bedroom brakes, vinyl roof. Good conOnly $595
has extension. Water furnished. belted wide 70 series with raised White,
$25.00.
Console.
brick house at 1717 Keenland dition. Reduced to $1150.00.
Al2P white letters.
Al2C
Phone 489-2513.
Al2C
Phone 753-7916.
Drive with den-kitchen com- Phone 753-0310.
Choice of Proofs
GTO x 14 or W - 623.91 +$2.86
bination, with all built-ins (in- MUSTANG, 1965 convertible, V8
TWO BEDROOM furnished H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09
cluding refrigerator, dishwasher four speed, 65,034 miles, $500.00.
Salim & Children
BOAT, 16'
trailer, air conditioned, 1 mile Armstrong nylon glass belted FIBERGLASS
and- garbage disposal), central 1969 Impala Custom two door
'I*
12
Age
to
753Call
garage.
from
Murray. Garbage pick up wide 60 series with raised white Glastron, 33 H.P. Evinrude motor
and
air
and
heat
BULLS or HEIFERS
hardtop, 350 engine, power and
condition.
Al3C
per
Excellent
letters.
and water furnished. $85.00
and trailer.
5625.
*
air $1300.00. Phone 767-2458. A11C
*
Teenagers and Adults month. Phone Cadiz 522G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18 Phone 753-2264 after 6:00
*"
From 1 Week to Weaning Age *
FIFTY FOUR acres, woven wire
$3.66 p.m.
Al6C *
- $28.94
.
15"
or
14
x
L.60
Al6C
6332.
*
11.00 Extra _
fence around entire farm. 40 VOLKSWAGEN BUG, real good,
*
Armstrong's best highway
For Further Information...
*
acres in permanent pasture, the sun roof, $650.00. Phone 753-8840
*
walk
type.
tube
BOAT,
tire,
SS
truck
FABUpLA
tread
1973
and
S
for
rent
42
*
HORSE TRAILER
can 753-23
*
rest in good timber. This is an or can be seen at 1609 Locust
through windshield, 115 H. P.
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
A13P
ideal cattle farm. Good well, Drive.
,
$2.58
+
motor
$20.93
ply,
Phone
ry
ent
-8
16
x
:
Mercu
Appointm
650
For
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753large metal garage, small house
Phone 7531TC 670 x 15 -- 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40 heavy duty trailer.
two ton, 12 ft
9131.
with running water, good ponds, 65 Chevrolet truck,
Al6C
$2.80
+
$21.67
8856.
ply,
6
15
x
700
new
actual miles,
stables, corn crib, good loading bed, 51,000
$3.69
+
ply,
$28.07
8
750
it
16
licensed for
SINGLE BEDROOM furnished
chute. Blacktop road to farm, 12 tires, two spares,
TWO PARTY carport sale,
$54.16 + $6.14 'CHEST OF drawers, antique
for 22,000 pounds,$1250. Call
Heavy
apartment. Available im- 825x 20- 10 ply,
Poplar
503,
miles from Murray, East 94, turn 1973,
lanterns, glass top SEWING MACHINE sale.
lamps,
Saturday, April 14, 9:00 a.m. -500
trunk,
$7.33
-+$65.43
ply,
10
20
900
x
W
12C
R
April
753-5998.
mediately. Electric heat.
full size. Regular $79.95.
Palestine- -CtiureltAVJad, If inmany other items. duty,
and
$9.10
p.m. Glassware, antiques,
+
jars
$76.68
ply,
x
12
201000
Churchill, 753-2736 or 753- xi
Al2C Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig. clothes, toys, household items.
terested phone 753-4838, ask for
1000 x 22- 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98 Phone 753-6388.
289 three
XR7,
1967
A13(
COUGAR
6395.
regular $99.95. Sale $63.96.
Alfred Duncan. I can show you
To the Citizens
baby items and maternity wear.
Armstrong's best lug or
Phone 753A13C speed,$700.00.
the farm most anytime.
A13C
County
ION, Early Deluxe zig zig. Regular $139.95. 1652 Ryan Avenue,
TELEVIS
Calloway
of
tire.
COLOR
truck
type
traction
Al6C
9043.
Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig.
FURNISHED. BEDROOM. Will
600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 4- $2.56 American 23", hardrock maple
nice
some
to
e
this
rent
reasonabl
take
I would like to
96" long, high Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37. BOAT INSURANCE. Broad
TWO BEDROOM masonary
A13C 670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2-89 console. Couch
Person. Phone 753-5611.
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton, coverage. Good claim services.
opportunity to thank you,
back 3 cushion hardrock maple
*33
tiou.sa e, carpeted, On one acre of ,FORD CUSTOM, 1971, four door
+
$23.30
700
ply,
x
6
15
May 2C Lowest rates.
Kentucky.
the, citizens and voters of
753anytime
Galloway InPhone
$4.12
+
trim.
$30.18
land. Located 1,2 block north of sedan, power steering, brakes,
ply,
8
16
x
SHOP FOR rent. Call or see 750
for the
County,
CalloWay
Al6C
Street.
18th
surance & Realty. Phone 753North
on
5970.
121 bypass
825
x
ply,
+
20-10
$7.7
5
$63.89
Highway,
Jones'
Hazel
air. Very clean. ExBrothers,
factory
21" MOWER, Briggs k Stratton 5842.
many favors and honors
April 11C
House completely furnished, ceptional buy. Phone anytime
A17C 900 x 20 =10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51
753-7150.
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller.
you have bestowed upon
2'
O'xl
1
-HOUSE
STURDI
$10.52
everything in good condition. 753-5970.
+
$83.21
ply,
1000
x
28=12
Al6C
power
engine,
Stratton
&
past.
me in the
building, in- Briggs
Good investment for the future.
GARAGE SALE, 1703 Parklane
FOUR ROOM house, four miles 1000 x 22-12 ply, $87.61 $11.50 aluminum barn
My term of sheriff expires
Al7C
and paneled. reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding Drive, 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m,
wired
68,
sulated,
Highway
Phone 753-0960.
Sales,
Roby
loaded,
on
SJ,
south
1971
bath.
and
641, toilet
GRAND PRIX,
&
Briggs
cut,
25"
mower,
at the end of this year and I
May 9C Electric heat. Phone 753Ky.
Saturday, April 14. Lawn mower,
Nice
yard
and
all power. 1971 Monte Carlo. Both
garden Benton,
,..„„
tell you that I expect to
Al6C Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P.
8856.
triccle,
bed,
roll-away
privileges.
Phone
492cars low mileage. Phone 753-8818
&
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs
retire at that time. I will
A13C
numerous other items.
Al6C
8356.
Al7NC MOBILE HOME,8':35'. Ideal for
or 753-9997.
H.P.
7
$323.95.
Special $10,000
engine,
Stratton
not be nor would I accept
TELEVISION-6I ERE°, AMHale's
at
it
seen
Briggs
be
30"
cut,
May
for
Vacation-Retirement Lot
lot.
mower,
lake
deputy
riding
of
the job
IN, radio combination console,
JEEP, 1972, automatic lorkout
150' x 100'
Lock Shop and trailer Park. A14C black and white, 1 year old. Good Stratton engine, electric start, HIDE-A-Bed, Griffaw with lie
WANTED TO RENT
anyone.
14,000
bar,
roll
roof,
vinyl
y
hubs,
Lake Access, Communit
1399.95. Roby Sales Highway 68,. ntrspring mattress. Also wing
Thanking you for your
753Richline, condition. $125.00. Phone
;
14'
BOAT,
M
miles,6 cylinder. Phone,753
ALUMINU
May2C back chair and regular arm
Dock, Boat and Motor,
.
kindnesses
many
Al2C Benton, Kentucky.
RENT A new Plymouth from
Al3P
with 18 H.P. Evinrude motor and 5091.
2923.
chair. Excellent condition. Phone
Furnished,
Partially
Taylor Motors for a day,
A17C
nice trailer. All in good condition.
with
Room
link
Living
753-5799.
SALE-Chain
FENCE
mionth
or
week
weekend,
muti GT 1967, in excellent
Al2C
Phone
435-4981.
at
Call
$750.00.
Sears.
Fireplace. Bedroom. Bath,
on
sale
now
fencing
500cc,
1970 TRIUMPH
Qualified Drivers only, 754- ;
condition. Phone 753-0960. A17C
(Paid political advertising
, good
Complete Kitchen.
Al1C
1969 MG B Roadster, wire Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free ANTIQUE DRESSER
1372.
by
Rand
for
paid
ON
REMINGT
RUGGED
Call A. Simi-nen
leather estimate. Expert installation also condition, $30.00.
radio,
M
AM-F
wheels,
1964 CHEVY wagon,V8, straight
Steele, Route. 7,
typewriter and a one wheel utility interior, 23,000 miles:- $1475.00. available.
April 28C Phone 753-0930 after 5:30
Lile Real Estate and
WANT TO RENT two bedroom
shift, power steering, with facp.m.
A 12NC
trailer with hitch. Also want to Phone 753-3273.
Auction
Murray,-Ky.)
A13P
on
furnished
y
preferrabl
house,
A13C
tory air. Phone 753-8780.
buy electric typewriter. Phone
Home 354-8353 or
set.
lake in Kenlake and Jonathan
GOLF CLUBS, 7-piece
Al2C
767-2351.
so
Office 474-2717
Creek area. Phone 753-4885 or 753FORD 1966 LTD four door, power
WNCRETE STEPPING stones Portable typewriter. Electric CLEAN RUGS, like new, easy
Lustre.
to
Rent
Blue
do
with
Al2(
Phone
grill.
7739.
Gas
machine.
blocks.
adding
splash
and air. Mechanically good.
TWO BEDROOM house trailer, and concrete
Al3C electric shampooer $1.00. Big K,
435104
753-1257.
Cmpany.
Lumber
Murray
and
r
refrigerato
BY OWNER; two wooded lots, Reasonably priced. Phone
stove,
good gas
Al4C
Eielaire Shopping Center.
Al2C
A11C
Maple Street.
Sharpe Street, beside park, 4981.
WANT TO RENT or lease two or air conditioner. $800.00. Phone
753Call
sell.
TO
buy
or
AVON
Al2C
near schools, shopping center,
to
Please Phone
three bedroom house • on Ken- 435-4313.
2 ton Pickup,
1
TWO SMALL tables, metal 8706 or 443-3366. Write Glenda YOU saved and slaved for wall
CHEVROLET /
university. Phone (806) 549August,
through
May
Lake,
tucky
rocker, Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah, wall carpet. Kepp it new with
platform
good
small
shift,
shelves,
standard
V8
shag
1966,
Your
-The
May8C
2494. •
prefer Kenalake area. Phone I- KIRBY VACUUMS
April 26C Blue Lustre. Reqt electric
$5.00 each or $15.00 for all. See at Kentucky, 42001.
condition rMake offer. Call Ewing
Al2C rug specialist that adjusts to any
p.m.
5:00
247-8773
after
owner,
by
shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market,
HOUGH
753GATESBO
phone
or
IN
Street
Tire Service, 808 Coldwater
carpet. New and used vacuums 607 Oli‘re
Al4C
M2P GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears Five Points.
A17NC
brick home,carpeted, three large Road,753-3164
6587.
tion
demonstra
•
for sale. For free
seamless gutters, installed per
bedrooms, living room, den,
753LOST& FOUND
and gift with purchase phone
your specifications. Call Larry BELTONE FACTORY fresh
kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
MUSIC
April 12C MOVING, MUST sell the
No Results:
If
or 753-0359.
0752
at 753-2310 fOr free 'hearing aid batteries for all make
Lyles
with
garage
two baths, double
following; complete estimate. - May 12C hearingaids Wallis Drugs. ADC
Phone
storage room, patio, central heat PIANO TUNING and Repair.
red
of
Male
chis1
-OR
.
bed,
$399.95
stOlen
STRAYED
Mediterranian
NEW 19" color Television,
large
and air, nice lot. Shown by ap- Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
and white hound. Extra
while they last. Roby Sales, High- drawers, two room sized green
pointment only. Phone 753-8742 craftsman Piano Technician
size, older dog. If seen please way U,Benton, Kentucky. May tugs, one 9'x12', braided rug, one
lluitruie A
. •.
Al2C
TFC
tome; TRUCK LOAD sale
Guild,
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Al2P 2C
after 5:00p.m.
phone 436-2336. Reward.
•
•
9'x12' blue rug, 21" black and TWO BEDROOM naibile
rs 10,000
conditione
lot Edison air
white portable TV., complete extra, clean, on rented
$22300
Then
BY OWNER; _ Three bedroom
BT11,
17,000
1184.25.
BTU,
Air
Lake.
ky
PIANO. TuNING -Repairmaple bunk • beds and chest, overlooking,Kentuc
. WANT TO BUY
brick house, carpeted, built-in
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23.000 BTU.
black mixed
16'
Ix
pole,
ed
and
serotfitty.
d,
LONG.hair
expert
p.m.
Losn
conditione
Ptompt
.
5:30
rebuilding
After
sheetsle
and
bedspread, drapes,
Roby
appliances, ceramic bath, utily
underpenned, concrete $29$.00. 28,000 BTU,418.40.
breed dog in Locust Grove-New
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
wheel match available, four poster bedI\Porch,
Benton,
room, carport and patio, 1610
68,
used
Highway
BUY;
TO
Sales,
p.m.
WANT.
6:30
Until
,
antenna.
Dyer,
medium
W.
Ben
T.V.
pianos for sale.
Providence areA.
1513 walk, ferrces,
May 2C
condition. And antique limp table.
Kirkwood Dri,ye By appointment
Kentucky.
sized, wearing red collar. Please chair in good
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753Al IC Phone 436-2284!
Drive.
,Kirkwood
only. Phone 753-5782 after 5:00
753-6010
p.in . A I3C Telephone
5:00
after
753-5622
call
8911.
ADC
TFC
p III
-• Complete Rome
Remodehng

in

75C3a:1916

•
•
•
•••

For Your Grain Storage
Call
Your READ Dealers
489-2630

WANT YARDS to mow. MSU
student has own mower. Free
estimates. Phone 767-4948 between 1:00-4:00 p.m., MondayAI1P
Friday.

With A Classified Ad

ATTENTION FARMERS!

W. E. NEALE

41••

NA TIMBER
FOR SALE

EASTER
SPECIAL-

1 - 8x10
12 Billfold
PHOTOGRAPHS

A***************************v*
;
* HOLSTEIN CALVES *
*
*-

*

Love's Studio

489-2161 After 5:00 pft. *
*

,1•.••••••IP

Clyde Steele

Lai
ee

'
efeirrec°°
re'pa7
Miss Your Paper
Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

elp
fle

3P

32-

753-7278

•
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Ruckelshaus Grants One-Year
Extension On Emmission Rules

Dr. Lemons Named
To Education Post
Dr. C. Dale Lemons, chairman of the industrial education
department at Murray State
University, has been elected
vice-president of the American
Council on Industrial Arts
Teacher Education.
He was chosen for the office
by a mail ballot of the entire
membership of the national
organization of about 2,000
industrial arts teachers in
higher education. His two-year
term began upon the announcement of his election.
Lemons, who has been on the
faculty at Murray State since
1963, returned this week from
the annual conference of the
association its Atlantic City,
which is held in conjunction
with the annual convention of
the American Industrial Arts
Association.
During the IAA meeting
Lemons read a paper entitled
"Technological Literacy: The
Primary Focus of Industrial
Arts."
As vice-president of the
council, Lemons will have the
primary responsibilty for
planning the conference next
April in Seattle, Wash. Besides
program planning, he will also
work with committees on accreditation, facilities planning
and research and development.

Home Economics Workshop
To Be Held at University

Seen & Heard . . .
Continued from Page 1)
If you can envision it, you can
attain it.
If you can picture it, you can
achieve it." William Arthur
Ward

Activities At
Oaks Country
Club Announced

"New Approaches to the sored by the U. S. Department
The Oaks Country Club social
—The necessary technology
Expressed as grams per
Teaching of Nutrition" will be of Agriculture and Inter-Agency
WASHINGTON(AP) — Enviwill get underway
season
time,
in
Nutrition
on
the theme of the fourth annual Committee
ronmental Protection Adminis- mile, federal standards permit was not available
15, at one p.m.
April
Sunday,
hope
the
We
expressed
- And, available information
home economics education Education in Washington in
trator William D. Ruckelshaus emissions of 39 grams of carPansies in with a scramble tournament for
those
that
yesterday
contrary.
the
prove
not
1971.
did
cars;
November,
1974
at
enrichment workshop
today granted a one-year exten- bon monoxide from
and women. Members are
Early last year, auto makers
To be divided into four front of the Bank of Murray are men
Murray State University April
sion of the 1975 antipollution 3.4 of hydrocarbons, and 3.1 of
to sign up in the club prourged
Pansies.
Winter
extension
requested a one-year
general sessions, the workshop
13-14.
standards for automobiles, but nitrogen oxides.
shop or, call in their entry by
them
turned
Ruckelshaus
Friday,
a.m.
but
8:30
standards
at
will
begin
1975
The original
Scheduled in Room N-307 of
established interim standards
Bottles Hutson calls to say the Saturday Noon.
three weeks of pubthe Applied Sciences Building, April 13,and conclude at 11 a.m.
requiring some use of new anti- required that carbon monoxide down after
The womens golf activities
City Police did a good job out at
hearings
only
lic
14.
to
April
reduced
Saturday,
be
serves
emissions
workshop
the non-credit
pollution devices.
night. They will begin on Wednesday, April
other
the
place
and
his
Ford
Motors,
be
General
will
fee
hydroregistration
and
No
mile
as both pre-service and inRuckelshaus set interim 3.4 grams per
found a door open and notified 18, with a kick-off breakfast at
Chrysler, the three biggest
service training in vocational charged, and pre-registration is
standards which, he said, would carbons to 0.41.
a lot of nine a.m. with the Ladies Ofthe
to
appealed
encouraged although not him. He says police get
American Motors asked to manufacturers,
home economics education.
require the use of "catalytic
to time and ficers as hostesses. The first
time
U.S.
from
gripes
the
10
Feb.
Last
courts.
standfederal
1974
the
Two consultants of national necessary.
converters" on all domestic au- continue
know he Ladies Day Golf will follow with
of Appeals here ordered
Workshop participants who felt that they should
recognition—Dr. Hazel Taylor
tomobiles sold in California in ards through 1975. General Mo- Court
Polly Seale as golf hostess.
alertness.
their
hearappreciated
new
hold
to
tors requested continuation of Ruckelshaus
1975.
Spitze, head of home economics wish to make reservations for
Pairings will be made Lt the tee
decihis
reconsider
and
ings
ns
thought
but
accommodatio
standards
overnight
1974
A somewhat less strict stand- the
education at the University of
is
bear
Soviet
On April 21, at one p.m. an
great
"The
non.
someshould
-arthe It -could Cut-ends:dons
Millais, and Mrs. Carolyn Wax during the ,p/orkshop
ard was set for tite
Egg Hunt will be held
these
noticeably
Easter
rather
were
limping
hearings
of
weeks
Two
nation and Ruckelshaus said it what below them.
of Urbana, a consumer
days, and small wonder with the with Glenda Wilson, Linda
and today was
month
last
held
proposed
Chrysler
Waggener,
and
Pauline
Miss
Ford
"will likely result in some
education specialist—will
poor economic performance it Cooper, Shirley Gresty, as
the court-appointed deadline for
catalysts used on some models interim standards somewhat
conduct the session on.. both Home Economics Department, turned in for 1972. Serious hosstesses.
decision.
new
Ruckelshaus's
standApplied Science Building,
more strict than the 1974
nationwide by 1975."
days.
April 25, at twel% e noon is the,
shortfalls have been reported in
The Major auto manufacards but still far above the
Pauline Waggener, Murray State University,
Miss
Ruckelshaus said he believed
of the first luncheon. Ada
the
USSR
of
date
areas
doing
major
all
were
they
said
turers
limits.
762-3384).
(
1975
42071,
original
assistant professor of home Murray, Ky.,
that the "oxidation catalyst'
and Cloie Campbell
Roberts
producindustrial
1975
Sue
the
economy;
meet
to
best
no
their
The clean-air law permits
economics and project chairthe antipollution device on
tion, agricultural output, labor will be co-hostesses
of the 1976 nitrogen standards by treating auto exextension
man, said about 150 teachers,
which the U.S. auto industry
New members approved at
productivity, national economic
oxide reduction, but it allowed haust with add-on devices
future teachers and other inhas been working—could do the
income.
April board meeting include
personal
and
growth
the
converters.
catalytic
Envicalled
the
the administrator of
terested persons are expected
job and must be used if the leAssociated Press correspondent Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Brown,
But they said the converters
Protection Agency to
ronmental
to attend the two-day session.
gal requirement for a 90 per
Stephens Broening writes, -The Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Danner,
postpone the 1975 requirements kept breaking down and could
Dr. Spitze and Mrs. Wax
cent reduction of auto emisprospect of near-term relief for Mrs. Linda Drake, Mr. and Mrs.
50,000-mile
EPA's
pass
determined
not
for one year if he
formerly worked together at the
sions is to be achieved.
the Soviet consumer does not Joseph Janecek, and Ronnie
durability test. They said they
that:
University of Illinois and have
He said the purpose of his inappear bright." In the process, Ragsdale.
-A suspension would be in could not meet the standards
as a team conducted a number
terim standards was to "phase
Several cases have been two forms of governmental
equipreliable
with
1975
by
the public interest;
area.
wide
a
over
of
workshops
in" the use of catalysts.
heard recently in the county anger have appeared: (1) A
-- The industry had made a ment. And they said the standBoth have had articles court of Judge Robert O. Miller. shakeup of high agricultural
The 90 percent emission rethe ards were too tough anyway
meet
to
effort
good-faith
published in the -Illinois Those pleading guilty and fined,
duction, originally scheduled
officials has cost several their
and they planned to ask Con1975 deadline;
Teacher."
for 1975-model cars, now muat
according to court records, jobs, and they may be facing
law.
the
gress to change
;Continued from Page 1)
had
Dr. Spitze, who has
be achieved by the 1976 models.
were:
trial; ( 2) A public conTwo environment groups, the
books, pamphlets
numerous
contract entered into
The
The present law permits no furAshland,
Troy Steward,
demnation of industry in the
Sierra Club and the Natural
and articles published in home Tenn., violation of permit, fined
ther extension.
Funeral Homes
three
the
by
"Isnewspaper,
Council,
government
Defense
Resources
economics periodicals, has $19, costs $19.50.
The original standards would
also provides for a fine of $1,000
vestia."
claimed that.the auto makers
appeared on the programs of
havetrnited hydrocarbon emisJames Haggett, Buchanan,
"The hardships endured by to be paid by any of the firms
were not really trying to meet
the American Home Economics Tenn., speeding, fined $10, costs the Soviet people should be a violating the agreement to the
sions to 0.41 grams per mile
Mrs
for
wanted
and
standard
services
1975
the
Funeral
Association.
compared with the 3.0 grams
Mrs. Emily Erwin, widow of the delay only "as a step$19.50, state police.
lesson to critics who find the funeral horn* or homes not
Penme May Gordon, 93 years
She was a member of a panel
permitted in 1974.
William Erwin, died at three pingstone to amendment of the
Debra S. Giles, shoplifting, United States so distasteful. The violating it.
of John Logan
widow
old
on nutrition education in fined $250, costs 814.50.
Instead, Ruckelshaus has now a.m. Tuesday at the Calvert act"
At the time of the contract,
U.S. has never experienced
Gordon were held Tuesday at
secondary schools during the
set the 1975 standard at 1.5 City Convalescent Center.
Rodney Burkeen, Dexter, Russian-type purges to cleanse local funeral directors emthe Hopkins and
at
m
p
two
White House Conference on
grams, exactly half the 1974
was
A resident of 720 Conway in
Brown Funeral Chapel in Wmgo Food, Nutrition and Health in speeding, fine of $10 suspended, the land of those who displease phasized that the action
Level, and he set a separate Mayfield, she was 84 years of
as
police.
state
necessary,
paid,
costs
economically
$19.50
-the
Also,
of,
the
government.
Shockley
James
with Bro.
1969 and spoke on "Innovative
standard of 0.9 grams per mile age, a member of the Seventh
Sammy Edmonson, Route American consumer enjoys an they had been operating amInterment was in the
ficiating
Techniques for Teaching
for California in 1975.
to abundance of merchandise and bulance services at a loss for
and College Church of Christ
Highland Park Cemetery, Nutrition" at the National Five, D.W.I., amended
The original standard for car- and a retired employee of the
$100,
•
fined
driving,
reckless
a living standard the likes of some time.
Mayfield
bon monoxide would have been Merit Clothing Company
which the world has never seen __The_ meeting Tuesday, which
at Education Conference span- costs $14.50, state police.
Saturday
died
Gordon
Mrs.
3.4 grams per mile in 1975,
Surviving are three sons,
James Powell, Fulton, before. It seems that the lasted-about an hour and a half,
four p.m at her home in Wingo.
compared with 28.0 grams in Randolph Erwin, H.L. Erwin,
stop light, fine of "glorious" star of communism, heard various views and
disregarding
her
observed
have
Mrs.
She would
Funeral services for
1974.
the
and Harry D. Erwin, all of
from
$10 suspended,$19.50 costs paid, which was supposed to light the discussion
April 29.
on
1619
birthday.
of
Nunn
(S4th
Florence
(Continued from Page I)
The interim standard, in- Mayfield, two sisters, Mrs. Joe
state police.
world, has lost a considerable representatives of the funeral
five daughters.
are
held
be
Survivors
will
Murray,
Hamilton,
stead, will be 15 grams in 1975 Rogers, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Terry Winebrenner, In- portion of its glitter."....Indust- homes and the representatives
p.m. at the Mrs. Lewis Anderson of water safety, and nursing
nationwide and 9.0 grams in Harry Hendley, Tucson, Ariz., Thursday at two
Ind., speeding, fine rial News-Review Digest
dianapolis,
of the committee.
of
Ribbs
other
Red
as
service, as well
chapel of the Max Churchill Mayfietd, Mrs. Orue
California.
and a grandson, Dr. Charles W.
Judge Miller noted that the
Cross programs,the spokesman $10, costs $19.50, state Poliee•
Cornell Via
Mrs.
Jack
Rev.
Ohio,
with
Akron,
Home
Funeral
The interim standards are Erwin, of Muscle Schoals, Ala.
„Houston,
Shindler,
was merely asking
Kenneth
committee
to
asked
was
Poston
of
Mr.
bath
said.
Rubeli:ftliott,
the
Lassiter
find
will
Mrs.Harold
and
readers
Rev.
Our
Jones and
somewhat tougher than those
Funeral services are being
costs
$100,
fined
firms to continue
D.W.I.,
local
Texas,
the
for
meeting
council
next
the
Hinkley
attend
Wingo. and Mrs Robert
following notice of interest. This
proposed, in general, by auto held at one p.m. today at officiating.
$14.50.
two sons, on April 19.
1917 service until the legislature
15,
Ga.;
March
Charlie
the
in
Marietta,
be
ran
will
notice
of
Pallbearers
companies who sought the one- Roberts
Funeral Chapel,
what type of
could decide
Joe Perry,304 Pine, speeding, Issue of the Murray Ledger.
Kathryn Glover, chairman of
Kimbro, Blanco Ferguson, Osborn Gordon of Akron, Ohio,
year delay.
Mayfield, with Bro. John
be imposed
$19.50
would
suspended,
regulations
fine
of
$10
all
that
Detroit,
reported
of
volunteers,
Gordon
Melvin and Earl
In making the announcement, Hoover and Bro. James Gaylon Trevathan,
on state ambulances.
hospital and costs paid, state police.
the
at
PablIc"
positions
and
the
to
"Notice
Moody,
Gobel
Mich.
Farris,
Ruckelshaus said, "this is a Shockley officiating.
He said that if the city and
Jerry Adams, Melber, Ky.,
are
ward
undersigned
"We, the
Porter Farley. Burial will be in
Also surviving are twenty-six comalescant
terribly complex and important
Interment will be in the
eosts-$19.50,
buy equipment to 111
$10,
fined
county
speeding,
apthat
and
Mrs.
Kenfilled
presently
Murray,
including
of
Gardens
physicians
grandchildren
decision that involves the whole Murray Cemetery with Bill the Murray Memorial
the regulations
with
comply
state
police.
for,
taken
tucky, owing to the'high cost of
by the Bennie Simmons of Murray; plications are
mix of our nation's struggle for Hall, Jack Erwin, Emmett with the arrangements
Paul Vorbeck, Henderson, living and unprecedented high that have been discussed, and
Home eighty-nine great grandchildren replacement as vacancies
Funeral
Max
Churchill
a cleaner environment.
Akierdice, Charles Sears, Fred
D.W.I., amended to reckless prices of drugs, agree to make the legislature changes the
including Steve Simmons and occur.
"Involved are billions of dol- Carr, and Ed Joiner as where friends may call.
driving, fined $100, costs $14.50, the following schedule of prices standards at its next meeting,
to
introduced
Glen Helm was
Mrs. Nunn, age 76, died Mrs. Charles Thomas Williams
lars, hundreds of thous=f pallbearers.
may not
first aid in- state police.
a
great
as
the
group
t6 take place of the old then the equipment
twenty-two
at
a.m.
the
10:30
at
Murray;
Monday
of
jobs, the single most im
meet the new specifications,
Jerry Wofford, improper schedule:
conis
He
including
trainer.
structor
County
grandchildren
-Calloway
Murray
great
. wnt of our economy, the
.
_ OOPS!
and the taxpayers' money will
'City calls, day, $2.00
ducting a class of 34 which is registration, reckless driving.'
She was the wife of ,'Catherine Williams of Murray
largMF aggregate man-made
The identification' of two Hospital.
fined $30, costs $34, sheriff's
have been wasted.
$2.50.
night,
Murray
calls,
the
and
City
at
1958
televised
in
died
who
being
Nunn
Bub
contributor to air pollution and photos in Tuesday's Ledger &
s
Ken Imes, representative of
department.
Heim
one
studio.
reaches
call
$2.00
University
Each
Locust
State
the
of
member
a
the ambivalence of the Ameri- Times were reversed by was
Miller, mile in the country, measuring the J.H. Churchill Funeral
1705
Latimer,
Richard
invery
a
was
it
that
Her
said
can public's intensive drive for mistake. The photon and the Grove Baptist Church.
$10, from court house, then a Home, said that the legislature
dustrious group, composed of no registration plates, fined
healthy air and apparently in- correct identification are below. parents were the late William
the
not . rescinded
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The race will start in a
thundering silence. No engines
will roar. No guns will sound.
Instead, some eight lighterthan-air balloons will be wafted
aloft and over Louisville during
the Kentucky Derby Festival on
the weekend of April 27-28. It is
Just one of a number of
nostalgic races held — just for
fun — in conjunction with the

Mogan
MiisicTestivai
Is Scheduled

most famous of horse races, the
Kentucky Derby.
There is also the steamboat
race on the Ohio between the
Belle of Louisville and the Delta
Queen, and a bicycle race.
Unlike the races on land and
sea, the "Great Balloon Race"
will not be won by the fastest
balloon, or even the one that
goes the farthest.
This is a hare and hound race.
The hare" balloon ascends and
flies off for about 20 minutes.
Then the "hound" balloons
follow at whatever the speed the
winds allow. The winner is the
aeronaut who lands his baloon
closest to the "hare" balloon.
Three of the nation's leading
balloonists are scheduled to
compete in the Louisville race.
Probably the most famous is
Bob Waligunda, whose balloon
trip from San Francisco to New
York was the subject of a
television documentary on the
Alcoa Hour. He will pilot the
Lark Balloon.
Two other balloonists who
have enterd the "Great Balloon

East Side of The Square

Say It With Flowers!

AWARD WINNER—Cindl
Alexander, a senior elementary
Murray,
from
education
received the Outstanding
Member Aaard from Kappa
Delta Pi honorary society for
elementary education majors
during the annual Honors Day
at Murray State University,
Sunday, April 8. She is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Rex
Alexander of 1320 Wells Blvd.,
Murray.
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MAKE-UP
SPRAY

DISINFECTANT

Odors,

Pressed Powder,

MENNEN
AWARD WINNER—Tony
McClure of Murray, a junior
rehabilitation major received
the Outstanding Major Award
from the department of
guidance and counseling during
the serial Honors Day at
Murray State University
Sunday, April 8. McClure is
forme*, from Calvert City.
- .
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Race" are Ed Yost and Jimmie have been flown just for fun,
Craig. Yost, known as the father which is why the Kentucky
of the modern balloon, holds 27 Derby Festival has added a
patents on balloon systems and balloon race to its 10-day-long
serves as a consultant to the U. roster of activities.
The weather is an important
S. government on balloon
technology. Craig is the chief factor in balloon racing and the
pilot for the U. S. Navy's Or- launch site depends entirely on
dinance testing center at China the direction of the wind. Sites
Lake, California, and the currently being considered are
national balloon champion in Carrie Gaulbert Cox Park,
Seneca-Cherokee Park or
1965 and 1966.
The first balloon ascension Iroquois Park. Exact take—off
was made 190 years ago, taking information will be announce by
a duck, a rooster and a sheep on WAVE Radio on Friday, April
an eight minuute flight over 27.
The racing balloons are being
Versailles, France.
The first manned flight in sponsored by the Yellow Cab
America *as made 10 years Company,a division of National
later for an audience that in- Industries, and will also be on
cluded President George display at seven locations
Washington and most of throughout Louisville on
Friday, April 27, and Saturday,
Congress.
During the American Civil April 28.
War, observation balloons were
ADVERTISING PAYS
used by the Union Army but to
newspaper advertisDaily
no great effect. In the same era,
ing revenue in 1972 totaled an
during the Prussian blockade of
estimated $7 billion, an inParis, balloonist carried mail crease of 13.2 per cent over
out of the French Capitol.
1971, according to the Bureau
Mostly, however, balloons of AdvertiSing.

KIRKSEY ELEMENTARY—Students of the 5th, kb,7th and Ilth grades participated in the United
Cerebral Palsy Walk-A-Thou Saturday, March 31. The 41 students walked a total of 769 miles for a
total of 765 dollars collected from their sponsors. Coordinator for the Walk-A-Thou at Kirksey was
James Nix.

Stop, Shop
and
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Balloons To Be Launched During Derby Festival

Hospital Report

The Agricultural Stabilization pounds leased.
payment of $44,751. There was
In fire-cured tobacco, of the one public access agreement,
and Conservation Service anDISMISSALS
nual report has been compiled 1,653 allotments, there were and 124 public access annual
Porter White, 714 Poplar St.,
for 1972, according to an office 2,980.79 acres in the quota, with payments.
Murray, Harold Allan Vaughn,
1,698.49 acres being harvested.
spokesman.
Producers may place eligible 1604 Dodson, Murray, Joseph
Dr.,
Walfield
The county committee is Leases approved totaled 311, commodities under loan at the Glorioso,
composed of Glenn Crawford, with 507.90 acres leased, ten price support rate on farm Lexington,Ohio, Charles Brown
cnairman, and O.L. Cain, Jr., sales approved, and 10.96 acres storage or warehouse storage. Martin, Route 6, Murray,
and Osro Butterworth. Other sold.
However, warehouse storage is Master James C. Cavitt, 404 N.
office personnel _Kt_J„owell
available only for soybeans in 2nd, Murray, Aubrey Farris,
Palmer, executive director,
-Calloway County. Commodity Route 5, Murray, Master
(Mice C. Hall, program
loans enable producers lo store Kenneth Wiggins, Route 1,
assistant, Martha Sue Frizzell, harvested. Fifty-eight leases their commodity until maturity Sedalia, Mrs. Patricia Gamble,
Kathleen C. Outland, Mildred S. were approved, with 23.54 acres or may repay any time prior to Route 3, Benton, Mrs. Mary
- Bynum and baby boy, Routak
Robertson, program assistants, leased, four sales approved, and maturity.
Tabora,
and John H. Perkins, counter 1.05 acres sold.
In the farm-stored category, Murray,Mrs. Nona Lee
1, Murray. LOUISVILLE, —The first
Eighteen allotments, with 36
Route
boy,
baby
and
program assistant.
for
loans
nine
were
their
The Rural Environmental acres of quota were given in soybeans in 1972, with 36,934 Mrs. Joyce Fay Blaine and "Bluegrass Music Festival of
Benton, Mrs. the United States" is scheduled
Assistance Program, a means cotton.
bushels, and $82,732. Corn baby girl, Route 9,
and baby boy, to be in downtown Louisville on
Crouse
Jennifer
through which all local farmers
30,242
for
loans,
and
three
Grain
1972
Feed
The
totaled
share the cost of conserving the Wheat Program provided for bushels, and $34,779. Wheat 605 South 11th, Murray, Mrs. May 31, Jnue 1 and 2. Bluegrass
soil, water, and woodland, the voluntary reduction of corn, totaled one loan, for 4,035 Lettye Wilson, 1662 Calloway musicians from the mid-west
Ave., Murray, James Paul region will perform free conoutlines the participation of grain sorghum, barley, and bushels, and $4,963.
Rt. 1, Murray, John certs daily in open-air locations
Paschall,
local farmers. Calloway County wheat grown on individual
There was one warehouse
t expired), 1206 In the downtown area.
filmic-is earned $84,886.51 for farms. Payments were made to storage loan, for soybeans, for W. Myers,
Poplar St., Murray.
establishing needed con- participating farmers who 689 bushels and $1,540.
Each concert will feature two
servation practices on the farm voluntarily set aside a portion of
groups from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00
Farm storage facility loans
in 1972.
p.m. on the new downtown
their land on the farmi. This land were available to eligible
This included $1,463.47 earned as well as the conserving base producers on price support April 7, 1973
River City Mall, and from 7:00
ADULTS 97
in small cost increases.
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. on the new 6acreage, was decoted to con- commodities,85 per cent of outcoMmittee serving uses. Participation of-pocket cost, not to exceed NURSERY 5
Community
acre Riverfront Plaza. The
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
chairmen include, Charles M. qualified a farm for price maximum approval, to be
public will be encouraged to
Mrs. Augusta Marine Barnes take part in jam sessions and
Burkeen, Murray; Robert D. support on loans.
the
time
the
at
disbursed
and baby boy, Mrs Carolyn Ann workshops during the day ir
Bucy, Concord; Clyde Phelps,
There were 1,993 farms facility is completed. The
Tucker. eligible in feed grain, 653 in amount of the loan is divided in Woolley, and baby girl.
Liberty; James
these areas.
Brinkley; Max Smotherman, wheat. The total base acreage four equal installments with
The festival is the only one of
DISMISSALS
Swann; Clinton Burchett, was 18,821 in feed grain, 1,193 in five years to repay.
its kind and is free and open to
Wadesboro; and Paul Blalock, wheat. The number of parThere were 13 loans ouv--f-l-hirs. Elizabeth K. Gilliam and the public. Louisville, the
Hazel.
feed
in
as of January 1, 1972, - Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Benton, Mn; largest city in the 'bluegrass"
753
farms
was
standing
ticipating
Vice-chairmen include A.O. grain, 254 in wheat. The total for 123,200 bushels and $36,405. Mary M. Higgins, Rt. 3, region, will .provide a new
Cohoon, Eurie Smith, Pat Rosa, acreage set aside was 6,847 for There were 11 loans disbursed Murray, Mrs. Michael Jerry setting for this type of music
Perry Harrison, theta Bogard,- feed grain, 433 for wheat. The In 1972 for 103,000 bushels and Matheny, 910 White Hall, MSU, festival bring a "country"
Murray, Vernon Paul But-_, -heritage into a.- new
Alvin Hale, and James E._total payment earned was $47,739.
Erwin. Other members of the $437,720 for feed grain, $24,742
The summary of funds terworth, 708 Magnolia Dr., environment.
community committee are A.A. for wheat.
The Downtown Louisville received by county farmers in Murray, Mrs. Violet Reba Ellis,
Doherty, L.C. Bailey, B.H.
The cropland adjustment 1972 shows $84,887 received in 416 N. 8th St., Murray, Ramie Committee, the promotion
Elkins, Teddy Potts, C. Eugene program was to encourage the
rural environmental M. Chilton, Rt. 1, Kirkae3r, division of Louisville Central
Jones, Baron Palmer, and farmers to divert cropland from assistance program, $44,751 Master Paul A. Washer, Rt. 5, Area Inc., is the non-profit
Charles Outland.
the production of surplus crops received in the .cropland ad- Murray, Jessie Cornelius Doe, organization sponsoring the
Committee elections are held to conserving uses for a period justment program; $437,720 in 706 Earl Ct., Murray, Mrs. event in an effort to encourage
by mail each year by the board. of five to ten years. Agreements the feed grain program; Irma Genevieve Crooks, 617 visitors and residents to enjoy
Of the 2,641 eligible voters in were signed in 1966 and 1967, but $124,014 in the commodity Ellis Dr., Murray, Forrest the new open-space areas in the
Calloway County, 862 returned no funds have been ap- loans; $47,730 in the farm Coleman, Rt. 2, Murray,
downtown.
their ballots. Delegates to the propriated for new agreements storage facility loans; $24,742 in Pearl Aline Moore, 115 S. I*
For -interested in additional
county convention elected stace then.
the wheat program; and $35 in St., Murray, Mrs. Bessie information or participation in
Otero .Crilltord, Otto Chester,
Fifty-one farms participated the wool payment program for a Omega _Ladd, 307 N. College"-,The Bluegrass Music Festival
Osro Butterworth and Charles in the program, with 941 acres total funds received during 1972 Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Glenna Mae
of the United States call 502:
Burkeen to the county com- under contract, and an annual of $763,888.
Arant, expired), Rt. 6, Murray
583-1671.
mittee. The district director is
Joe Brown.
The 631 burley farms in
Calloway County had a total
basic quota of 450,416 pounds. Of
Open 9 a.m. to T, p.m
this, 340,871 pounds were
marketed. Leases approved
?it Reserve The Right To
totaled 213 pounds, with 159,474
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

A simplified look at monetary crisis
Copley News Service

their currencies in terms of a
fixed commodity such as gold.

Here in question and answer form is a commentary
on the complexities of the international monetary Crisis:

Q. What is the basic agreement that governs the present
international monetary system?
A. It is the Bretton Woods
agreement of 1945. It established the International Monetary Fund as a central mechanism for aiding IMF member nations in solving monetary problems.

Q. What is an international
monetary system'
'A. It is an arrangement
arnong nations whereby they
set the respective values of

,
CHICAGO ( AP) — The emotional damage to youths denied
a chance to play sports because
of epilepsy may be greater
than the damage from the disease, say two Johns Hopkins
University pediatricians.
Major restrictions should be
limited to sports "that may be
associated with a significant
risk of injury," Is. Samuel
Livingston and Wulfred Berman wrote in the April 9 issue
of the Journal of the American
Medical Association.
They said such activities include horseback riding, climbto high altitudes and diving
Sato deep water. The physicians
sided that epileptics should go
Swimming only under supervision.
Too rigid restrictions on gm
activities of epileptic children
may instill attitudes of inferiority and of being different
"which could handicap the
child more severely and more
surely than the convulsions
themselves," the doctors wrote.
The pediatricians, who have
studied
15,000
epileptic
youngsters over the past 36
years, reported that "hundreds
of these patients,
' have played
tackle football and engaged in
other sports in which they
might suffer head injury.
"We do not know of a single
Instance. of recurrence of epileptic seizures related to head
Injury in any of these athletes,"
they wrote.

:Britain uses computer
to speed its mail
4L, Britain has announced that
• -i
.apast office computer is to be
f programmed to keep a check
;on the flow of mail throughout
the country in an effort to
,speed up letter deliveries_
7 From railway, road, air and
shipping timetables, and other information, the computes
will select the best routes for
sending mail between any of
Britain's 700 sorting offices.

Q. Is that all Bretton Woods
did?
A. No.
It atm established the U.S.
dollar as a reserve currency,
that is, one that was freely
convertible into other currencies, and pegged the dollar to
a set value in terms of gold.
Q. Is the Bretton Woods
agreement still in operation?
A. Yes, but only partly.
Since 1945 the United States
has twice devalued the dollar
in terms of gold, once in December, 1971, as a result of
what is called the Smithsonian agreement, and again this
year to help solve the international monetary crisis that
erupted because of international speculation against the
dollar. The Bretton Woods
agreement was also modified
_, unilaterally by the United
- States on Aug. Lk. WI,.mhen
as a part of a package of
;emergency economic measures President Nixon halted
further conversion of dollars
into gold for foreign nations.

l

Q. What do you mean when
you say the dollar was "devalued?"
_
A. This means% value in
terms of gold was changed,
and because of this in terms of
other currencies also. Before
the December, 1971, devaluation the dollar was pegged at
a ratio of p to one (Ince of
gold. After that devaluation
the ratio was $38 to one ounce
of gold. And after the devaluation this year the ratio was
$42 to one ounce of gold.

the time the Bretton Woods
agreement was established.
It was backed up by a very
strong economy producing
goods that were largely both
superior in quality and in
price to most of those available elsewhere in the world.
The point is that the Bretton
Woods agreement is no longer
adequate to meet the needs of
the world trading system. Basic, thoroughgoing reform of
the system is needed.
Q. Are you saying the dollar
is no longer a strong currency
and that U.S.'goods are no
longer competitive in world
markets?
A. Partly. After World War
II, when Bretton Woods came
into effect, most of the economies of. Europe had been ravaged by that conflict. Now
they have recovered, and
West Germany and Japan in
particular have become two
of the strongest nations in the
world economically. As the
other nations began producing high quality goods, often
with cheaper labor and other
lower costs, the United States
lost its traditional trade advantages.
Q. Is that all that changed in
the world economic picture?
A. By no means. Most of
Western Europe organized
into a single trading unit
called the European Common
Market or European Economic Community. Tariff barriers
around the world were lowered. There has been an explosive growth in foreign
trade, causing serious but
hopefully not permanent dislocations in the U.S. economy.
The multinational corporation
came onto the scene, giving
U.S. companies a chance to
produce in foreign countries
goods they had produced in
the United States before.

A. Balance of payments Is
the more inclusive term. A
nation's balance of payments
is the relationship of all the
goods and services a nation
sells during a given year —
that is all the earnings obtained from these transactions — to all the goods and
services it bought or obtained
from other nations. The
United States has been spending more abroad for some
time than it has been earning.
Hence the expression, balance of payments deficit. The
balance of trade is a part of
the balance of payments, but
probably the most important
part of it. It refers to the
amount earned through sales
of U.S. commodities to other
nations, compared to the
amount spent in buying the
goods of other nations.
For the first time since 1893,
the United States had a trade
deficit in 1971 — of $2 billion.
In 1972, the trade deficit
jumped to $6.3 billion (recently revised downward from an
earlier announced $6.4 billion).

Q. The term "revalue" as
well as "devalue" is often
Q. This still does not explain
seen in referring to a change
why the U.S. dollar has been
in the value of a particular
under attack.
currency. What does it mean
to "revalue" a currency?
A. True, but all of this is retoted to the dollar's problems.
A. This is the opposite of
The more narrowly focused
"devalue," in other wards its
cause of the recent runs on the
worth is increased.
_ .--dollar has been the deterioration of confidence because
of a continuing series of annual deficits in the U.S. balance
payments, and for the last
--two years a deficit in the U.S.
A. The Bretton Woods
%lance of trade.
agtreement of 1945 has been
showing serious signs of wear
Q. What is meant by balfor some time. The dollar was
ance of payments and balance
a highly desirable currency at
of trade?

'
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bridge at
BR ID GE OF SHADOWS—Work is under way on the decking of a new $50 million Mississippi River
Memphis, Tenn. The bridge is scheduled to be opened to traffic late this year Meanwhile, a bright spring sun cooperated
tc cast the bridge's shadow on the river, showing off the giant ''M" of the super-structure.
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NUTRITION
INSURANCE FOR'
HEALTH WISE FAMILIES'

an
Children's

APC
TABLET
100 s

ASPIRIN
311s

2 FOR PRICES ON
FAMILY NEEDS!

2 FOR

2 FOR

84

*-

SPECIALS

SUSAN LEIGH

FILLED
EASTER
BASKE

MILK BATH
32oz

$249
Value

2 FOR

$1.79
3 FOR
SPECIALS

2 FOR
cprrItk i

$1.73 15o0

REXALL
SUSAN LEIGH

BRIGHTENER

CARA NOME

HERBAL
SHAMPOO

TOOTHPASTE

CREAMY
LIPSTICKS

with Protein

8 sruo44

3 FOR

160X•

$1.00

2 FOR

$1.69
REDI-SPRAY DRY

ANTI-PERSPIRANT
'DEODORANT

SUSAN LEIGH

BALSAM
INSTANT

$1.09

$1.98
Value

$1.50

$1.47

AT SPECIAL

TEASPOON
WITH EACH 52 5
PURCHASE

Now available for the first time from
QUEEN HELENE is Vitamin E, both in
creme and liquid form. As you are aware,
Vitamin E is a super skin moisturizer that
helps prevent lines and wrinkles, and moisturizes rough, dry skin.

ASPIRIN

5gr

2 FOR

100 s

ANTISEPTIC anc
MOUTHWASH uu
SUSAN LEIGH
NAIL POLISH
REMOVER

REXALL

. GLYCERIN SUPPOSITORIES

2.43o4

RUBBING ALCOHOL

RE X A 11

2 FOR

1,

---EYELO EYE.LOTION

824

Lavender or
Redi-Shave

11 oz

8,

2 FOR

1,outhets Wed, irrealed eves

$1.34

RE 5- SAL VINE

BURN SPRAY promotes healing

2 FOR

All Gerson

2 FOR,

$1.19

REXALL

JEWELRY

Cara Nome

CLEANSING
CR EAM 3"z

2 FOR

$1.56

/
1 2 Price

$1.75

A

REALL

SACCHARIN TABLETS

2 FOR
'
1: gram - 2 FOR

Bottles ul 1000

eta,' - 2 FOR

.PU2464-MEX

$1.13
$1.34
$1.86

Relieves iktutsgt

' •

BUFFERED ASPIRIN

Prices Good -Thru
4 16 73

SHOP
AND SAVE

While Quantities
Last

GREASELESS

- ATHLETE'S FOOT OINTMENT
2 FOR

$1.34

2 FOR

$1.22

R EMMA. ites

Central Shopping Center-Murray,

$1.99
SHAVING CREAM

MILK OF MAGNESIA

Tonight you owe it to your skin to help
slow down the aging process with these
fantastic new products.

SHOP
AND SAVE

864

REXALL
12 di - Plato of mtnr flavored

BALLET
ALL NUDE
PANTY
HOSE
SI
Value

2 FOR
210R

Ptn1 - For 4tvohn9. soothing rub

The rich Vitamin E Creme contains 15,000
I.U.s of Vitamin E in every 2 ounces. The
highly concentrated Vitamin E Liquid contains 14,000 I.U.s of Vitamin E in every Vi
fluid ounce, and both are quickly absorbed
into the skin for a smoother, silkier,
healthier looking complexion.

FAST

HOME PERMANENTS

ALCO-REX

501 - Relieve* path as It

JAR

$8.88

THIS WEEKS
OFFER

SKIN MOISTURIZERS
THAT HELP PREVENT LINES AND WRINKLES

$8.50 4 OZ

If

Rogers Stamles,,
Tableware Offer'

FROM QUEEN HELENE

111 000 I U

Brix
Bar B aue
Grill

EASTER
LILY

2 FOR

CEME oR LIIQUID

viTAMIN E

2 FOR

—

Hair Conditioner

1/2 Ft OZ

Oeliemos trod
IlavOr cimento
bye.

2 FOR
SPECIALS

2 FOR
SPECIALS

2 FOR

$5.00

e.tties oi 100
wan eve

PRICIS

2 FOR
SPECIALS

Rather than breaking Vitamin E capsules
and rubbing the oil into your skin, as many
people have done, you can get the same
moisturizing effects from using QUEEN
HELENE'S new fantastic Vitamin E Creme
• or Vitamin E

MINUTE/MN CNEWABLE
MULTIPLE VITAMINS

with
Special
fOR"

Q. What does all this mean?
A. It means that there has
been a drastic change in the
economic landscape of the
world's trading nations since
Bretton Woods was brought
into being.

40
:40
,
7•`

'Central
Shopping Center

EGLEY'S HAS LOW DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERY DAY

Go
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WIN FREE CASH!!

Food Giant Grade A Large

Treasure Chest

EGGS
3 $100
•

This
Week
Win

Doz,

Rubye Roberts' card was not punched,
she wins a year's supply of bread.

Limit 3 doz. with '7.50 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and dairy products.
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right To Limit

Prices Good April 11 - April 17

78(p

Frontier
Armour Testender

One Pound Pkg.

CHUCK STEAK

Country Style Pork

r

SAUSAGE

bndge at
)operated

Doz.

DONUTS

lb.

ROAST

BRAUNSCHWEIGER
Armour Testender
COUNTRY FRY

WIENERS

STEAK

BREAD

$119

Heinz

BABY FOOD

SWISS STEAK

Gerber

109

9

C

BABY F

Giant Size

Borden's

•

CREMORA

TOWELS
fthfis

22-oz. la:

6

KETCHUP

CHARMIN

26-oz. Bot. 49C

58

Blue Plate

SOFT OLEO

1-lb. Tub

19

4 $1
17-oz
Cans

Yellow Whole Kernel

39C

49-oz box

88c

3-lb. Can

CRISCO

Green Giant

CORN

TIDE.

Shortening

Heinz

4-Roll
Pkg.

Armour Testender

l'9

4,1

Viva

BOLOGNA

liP

00
$1
.
z
0
.
0
2
4

k

8c.

Chops

Store Wrapped

9

DINNER BOX

Food Giant

9 to 11

3/1

Fried Chicken

12-oz. Pkg.

PORK CHOPS

1—

.
lb.

English Cut

59

Arrowhead

7

EP7

88c SANDWICHES

Armour Testender

rine

14 Loin

Store Made

Hot 1311-Q

Fresh Storemade

Metzger

$300"

Delta
• 4 Roll Pkgs.

TISSUE

3/$1

Green Giant

Red

SW. PEAS 4

17-oz.

10-lb.

POTATOES

Cans

Bag

Salad Dressing

LEMONS

$1

Big 32-oz.

Maxwell House

Maxwell House
7

LLET
NUDE
NTY
3SE
$1.00

MIRACLE WHIP COFFEE

19

10o7
lar

Coupon
Limit tine Per Family

COUPON No. 28505
Limit One Per Family

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Nescafe

COME

COFFEE

COFFEE
1O oz. Jar

10-oz. Jar

1-lb Tag

$119

69c

Expires 4-17-73
Good Only At Storey's

Expires 444-73
Good Only At Storey's

199
Expires 4-17-73
Good Only At Storey's

1
Bag

Coupon
Limit One Per Family

Coupon
Limit One Per Family

COUPON No. 28515
Limit One Per Family

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Instant

COFFEE

COFFEE

NESTEA

lib. Can

3-1.1. Can

3-oz. Jar

19c

$239

Expires 4-2
4-73
.
Good Only At Storey's

Ea.

lb.09
(with coupon below)

(with coupon bt.
Coupon
limit One Per Family

COKES

COFFEE

Expires 4-17-73
Good Only Al Storcy's

Coupon
Limit One Per Family

Coupon
Limit One Per Famik

64 oz Bet

ZEST

$119

3/69c

Viva ltaliaaGreen Goddess
Caesar

'Expires 4717-73
,Good Only At StoreyW

Expires 4-17-73
Good Only Al Storey's

Coupon
Limit One Per Family

Coupon
limit One Per F'ami

Seven Seas

-

Expires 4-24-73
Good Only At Storey's

Plus Deposit

Bath Size

DOWNY

59c ,

1 SI

-8-oz.
Bot.

•

BIZ
38-o; Box

3/siff'

Expires 43
Good Only At giorey'S

Expires 4-17-73
Go*Only At Storey's
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Tax-men unaware
of tax-saving ways

America's grain machine
keeps whole world fed
By JAMES CARY
Copley News nice
WASHINGTON — Massive
grain sales to the Soviet Union
and a worldwide -grain shortage have sent U.S. reserves
skidding toward a projected
441 million bushels by June 30
— the lowest in almost six
years
But the leading edge of a
giant new crop will begin
moving into gram markets
about that time and the tight
supply situation is expected to
ease.
" The Agriculture Department is anticipating a 20-milhon-ton increase in the feed
grain harvest and a 225-milacri-bushel increase in the
wheat crop.
This is expected to be
enough to more than meet all
U.S. domestic needs with
enough left over to meet requirements elsewhere in the
world even if the crop failures
of 1972 are repeated in part.
Severe winter weather and
lack of a sheltering ground
snow cover sent the Soviet
grain crop plummeting from
139 million metric torts in 1971
to 122 million in 1972.
- There were simultaneous
-crop failures in India and
tangladesh and a poor crap
year in Australia which is
spormally a major producer
d workl supplier of wheat.
ut of this grew a sudden
surge of demand that has con:tributed In part to soaring
=food prices in the United
:States.
U.S. grain companies sold
-the Soviets 11,075,000 metric
;tons of wheat, 374,000 metric
;tons of rye, 6,300,000 metric
tons of corn and 1 million metric tons of soybeans — a $1 billion transaction for 18,749,000
-.metric tons of grain.
-; Cl this, 7,666,000 tons had
teen shipped by March 2. The
xemainder is to be on its way
.41y the end of the crop year,
June 30.
By that time the expected
- U.S. wheat carry-over of -441
million bushels will be the
smallest since an earlier
shortage sent it down to 425
million bushels on July 1, 1967.
To meet the changed world
and domestic situation the
Nixon administration has released 40 million acres out of a
national total of 61.5 million
acres that were idle under various feed grain, cotton and
other support programs.
The Agriculture Department says it expects more
than 35 million and perhaps_
the full 40 milli of the released acreage to be plan
in various crops, including an

O

additional seven million acres
in corn, three million in grain
sorghum and 1 million in oats.
Barley plantings are expected
to remain about. the same.
The four grant — corn,
grain sorghum, oats and. barley — make up what are generally called feed grains.
Over-all, an 11-million-acre
increase in feed grains is anticipated.
Translated into production
figures, the Increase is expected to be about 218 million
tons of feed grains — up about
10 per cent from 198 million
s in1117IL

crop.
But even if this is true the
situation might be touch and
go. The government newspaper lzvestia has cautioned
agricultural managers that
the time for sowing spring
grain will be very limited.
"Many farms will have no
more than 80 to 100 working
hours in which to do the sowing," the paper reported on
March 13.
If the Soviets do have another short crop the increased
U.S. production may not be as
ample as it now seems, for
grain demands elsewhere inthe world may not ease vet*
_ Last year 47 million acres of
much.
wheat were harvested and
Canada is reported booked
about 55 million are expected
up for all it can produce and
to be harvested this year —
Bangladesh is expecting its
providing a projected ingrain production to be 3 milcrease from 1,545,000,000
lion tons short of needs.
bushels in 1972 to 1,770,000,000
India, too, although it has
bushels this year.
already bought 2 million tons
The Agriculture Departof grain from Canada, the
ment says it is much too early
United States and Argentina,
to have an accurate idea of
is reportedly planning to buy
how much of this crop foreign
another 2 million tons soon.
nations may want.
Japan also is buying grain
The Soviet wintw wheat
on forward contracts now,
was
apparexample,
crop,for
rather than on a weekly basis.
ently not good. Once again, as
All this augurs well for the
in 1972, there was too much
American farmer. Net farm
dry, windy and. very cold
income reached a record $19.2
billion last year, an 18 per
now
reHowever, there are
centain over 1971. Agr4culports of good snow-cover in-- -rug -exports alone are exthe major grain areas which
pected to top $11 billion this
could be a harbinger of a
crop year.
much improved spring wheat

Or. Clell Peterson and four other authors collaborated to
prepare the book "Kentucky Birds. A Finding Guide." The book
was published Friday.

Finding Guide For.
Birds Is Published

Editor's Note: Continuing
A San Diego, Calif., tax offichanges in tax law have coocial — echoing his brothers
fused a lot of people. In the
across the country — said
following article a change
pretty much the same thing:
that could increase some peoIf you find out there is such
ple's taxes 6 per cent is disa thing, let me know. I'd want
cussed.
to get into something like
Everyone knows there's
that."
something a little weird about
We can now report
taxes in the United States.
was such a regulation
tha(er
After all, there aren't THAT
when the original article was
many countries where a man
published — a regulation that,
can get a $40a-week raise and
even though many IRS offilose money on it. Or where a
cials were apparently unman can make a million dolaware of it, could have meant
lars a year and pay little or no
a tax break for millions of
taxes on it.
American citizens.
But would you believe that a
The tax rule, tentatively recould
be
tax
regulation
new
yoked on Dec. 5, 1972, allowed
approved, be in effect for sevcorporate employes to put 6
eral years, and then be .-re•-• .-per cent of their salaries into
yoked — without most tax
a pension fund on which no
men even being aware of it?
taxes could be levied until the
Copley News Service disdate of their retirement.
tributed an article on taxes
In effect, the employe would
several months ago which
be taking a 6 per cent salary
provoked widespread reacreduction, and the employer
tion around the United States
would then put the money into
and opened the door on this
a tax-free pension fund for the
new and confusing aspect of
employe.
the wacky world of taxes.
The rulei
ws aimed at enThe article quoted Dee Dee
couraging ' dle-class famiAhern, a Los Angeles insurlies to save f retirement. By
ance consultant and financial :wing it they could save a
analyst, as saying that-"ean;- slightly higher pecentage of
porate employes can set aside
their income each ,Year (and
up to 6 per cent of their salaearn interest on it/each year)
ries, tax-free. There is no tax
without having to'worry about
on the growth, either."
paying income
-until afFascinated taxpayers imter retirement-.\
mediately started phoning
The existerict óf this rule
their local Internal Revenue
was confirmed- by Rulen
Service offices, asking how
Pope, assistant to the head of
they could get into this tax bothe Los Angeles Pension '
nanza.
Trusts Section of the IRS,
IRS
Moles,
Calif
A Los
ter a few hours of research:
official's answer was typical.
In other words, Dee Dee
"I never heard of such a
Ahern was right.
thing."

also use the volume to learn to
. By DWAIN McINTOSH
eggs and to
can still be found a few initial
Friday was the publication identify nests and
cif the main motorway or date for a new book. entitled get a better idea of the sounds
freeway. Others hide them- "Kentucky Birds: A Finding made by different birds.
selves enchantingly in lonely Guide," hence, a red-letter day
glens or valleys, and nearly
for an English professor at
always there is an -auld brig"
Murray State University.
crossing the nearby river or
Peterson
Dr.
Clell
stream.
collaborated with four other
A country with so many
aaithors to prepare the volume
hills and mountains, rivers,
identifying more than 275
lochs and estuaries is naturalspecies of birds found in Kenly straddled by hundreds of
tucky as residents or regular
bridges.
visitors each year.
Soldiers have fought over
By GORDON IRVING
Published by the University
them
in
strategic
places,
and
Service
News
Copley
Kentucky
of
famous Scotsmen of the past, Press
as part of a series of books on
from heroes like William WalABERDEEN,Scotland — If
Kentucky wildlife, the new book
lace and Robert the Bruce to
you imagine, for one minute
is illustrated. with 245 full-color
Bonnie Prince Charlie, have
that the mythical "Brigaphotographs, including both
crossed them at key moments
doom" village of American
in their history-making capictures of birds and some of
musical comedy and film
reers.
their typical habitats.
fame has vanished forever
But there is, actually, one
Peterson, an avid birdfrom this good earth, then you
bridge known as the Brig o' watcher and self-taught ornidon't know the Highlands of
Doon. It can be located near
thologist, has two autographing
Scotland.
the little village of Alloway, in
sessions scheduled to mark the
There are still hamlets and
Ayrshire, a . few hundred
villages to be found up and
release of the book. He will be
yards from the cottage birthdown the length and breadth
available for autographing at
place of the poet Robert
of Bonnie Scotland with much
the Murray State University
Burns. It crosses the River
of the old-worldly atmosphere
Bookstore in the Waterfteld
Doon, a picturesque and quiet
of a "Brigadoon" about them.
Student Union Building from 11
stretch of water made worldCute and quaint little stonea.m. to 1 p.m. Friday and at
famous through the poems of
built bridges, a labor of love
Bookstore
in
Readmore
Burns.
for 15th Century craftsmen,
Paducah from 10 a.m. to noon
thairomanLocal people know it as the
add very much to
and from 1 to 3 p.m. Saturday.
Auld Brig o' Doon. Robert
tic flavor.
Co-authors of the book with
100% Polyester
Burns has immortalized it In
15" wide 65 per cent polyester
The typical Scottish village
Peterson are three other
3.3 per 'Cent cotton Washable
poem "Tam O'Shanter."
-Req. 52.98 yd
university professors—Roger
It is a single-arch bridge, and
W. Barbour, University of
the poet makes his hero Tam
$
Kentucky;
Herbert
W.
reach the keystone astride his
Shadowen, Western 'Kentucky
horse Meg just in time to
University; and A.L Whitt;Jr.,
escape from the pursuing
Eastern Kentucky University—
witches, who were afraid to
Our most lialianalt spring
and Delbert Rust, an Indiana
cross running ifater.
deuble kntts, new- etBusinessman
and
Thousands of tourists and
a very special kw/. price.
vacationers visit the Brig o'
photographer.
52" tO 60" wide.
New Selection
Doon in southwestern ScotHowever, Peterson is the only
washable.
Machine
land to photograph and film it
one of the professors whose
-VALUES'TO
each year.
academic responsibilities are
Mother colorful village is
not focused in some area of
this: Loretta Lynn, Roy Acuff,
Luxury Seersucker
Rumbling Bridge, in Kinross
biology.
Willie Nelson, Porter WaggoScotland,
et*ounty,
central
"Considering the irony /inner, Dolly Parton, Dottie West,
Weave
Where no fewer than three
volved in an English pri-ifessor
Skeeter Davis, Bill Anderson,
bridges cross the River
collaborating
with
biologists
PI
and sands a,
aids,stripes,
Conway Twitty, I Don Gibson
Devon. The one you cross-toand zoologists on a bird book,
qUelity polyester,
and Barbara Mandrell, along
fine
day is the newest of the trio.
along with the fact that I am the
acrylic—cotton blend tor
with about 70 others. On the
The other two are an old naronly one of the four professors
SA" wide
spiift
--1ewing.
-100% Cotton
bluegrass side of things are Bill
row arch minus parapets, who
is not a
Req._ S4.98 yd.
native of KenMonroe, Lester Flan and Jim
daringly built by a local
tucky, I suppose I could be
and Jessie, to name a few.
stonemason in 1713, .and a
called
the black sheep of the
'.',We've invited 15 champion
Solid Colors
light footbridge.
fiddlers from around the coun- --Scotland can boast of some group," he quipped.
ideal for pantsuits Reg SI 59
try," Wendell noted. "We're not of the most unusual bridges to ' Peterson has his own
tryiag-tumake a contest among
be found anywhere in the credentials, however. He has
been the director of the
professionals, though some of
world — tiny old-worldly
Audubon Society's Christmas
these guys do professional
structures crossing channels
between the mainland and lit- Bird Count in the Land Between
fiddling."
CHECKED
the Lakes for the past 11 years.
tle off-coast islands.
Last year's grandmaster fidAnd
-he
has
written
a
One
such
is
Clachan
Bridge,
pamphlet
dlin' champion, Vernon Soloon bald eagles in the I,BI, for
designed by the shepherd's
mon of Rome, Tex., will be
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
son Thomas Telford, a noted
back to defend his title.
bridge-builder, and linking
A member of the faculty at
There will also be 200 exhibithe mainland south of Oban, Murray State since 1956,
tion booths at the Municipal
in At6llshire, to Sail Island. Peterson said information in the
Auditorium, homebase for the
Built in the 18th Century, it book is based on field
fair, which will include fan club
Sewing
15" wide :iingham in finychycks'
t
can be claimed to have been
knowledge, Which has been
attractions, primarily by record
-end medium and lame
the
first
bridge
ever
built
over
checked against what other
Aids
Permanent press end- label and record publishing
the Atlantic, even though the
Preshrunk• A oreat-Price on
people have observed and
Many, many Of our most
firms. Fans can get autographs
these rountry r9ttOnS Reg 51.19
water flowing under the arch
items
notion
rentS
popular
39
written.
He
and
the
takother
and pictures of themselves
Co-Yd
may not look like an ocean! authors worked on the
these
sewing
Stock
A.IP-on
en with the celebrities.
book
During the Jacobite Rebel- about 18 months.
basici Vow rhoice
"Our budget will be some- lion, soldiers who escaped
where between $150,000 and from -enforced fighting for
"It is not a highly technical
$200,000," said Wendell, and
their English enemies crossed book," Peterson explained.
that will depend on how many
this bridge. They discarded "Instead it is directed toward
people we have. If we have 10,- the trousers the English had the layman in language that will
000 we'll need- every bit of compelled them to wear; and enable the average person to
that."
donned the Scottish kilt im- learn more about birds."
"the money from it goes to
mediately when they reached
Selling for $9.75, which
put the fair on," he said. "It is
the other side.
Peterson. note, is • "relatively
not something to produce moninexpensive when the number of
ey for a purpose other than the
color photographs is taken into
SWEDEN'S REACTOR
fair itself.."
consideration," the hook,
In August, Sweden's first besides identifying birds
'Vie $20 per person ticket
found
nuclear reactor will ,go into in Kentucky, gives
package can be obtained by
information
operation at Ringhals, on the
writing Post Office -Box 100,
about where they are found.
west coast, south of GothenNashville, Tenn., 37202.
Amateur ornithologi*s, can
burg. ,
.. •

SCOTLAND

Bridges
span
history

Second International
Country Music Fan Fair
To Be Held In Nashville
By ALAN WILSON . .
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP) —
If it's country music that tickles your innards, then the place
to be on June 6-10 is Nashville.
Where else?
A cavalcade of some of the
most notable names in country
and bluegrass music will rub
elbows for five days with an estimated 10,000 music fanatics at
the Second International Country Music Fan Fair.
"We've already rnistered
people from England, Austria,
Japan and even Australia,"
said Bud Wendell, manager of
the famed Grand Ole Opry and
this year's Fan Fair chairman.
"Last year we had about
5,000," said Wendell. "This
year we've already registered
over 3,000 for the full five days
and we've got 60 days to go before the fair starts. The way it
looks, we'll have sornewhere
around 10,000."
Spicing the fair's activities
will be a bluegrass music show,
a fiddlin' contest, down-home
country cooking and excursions
to the Opryhouse, Country Music Hall of Fame and the $25million recreation refuge-known
as Opryland USA. The total
package costs $20 a person.
"We even hired ap outfit
from Odessa, Tex., just because we needed to find somebody who can feed that 'many
of people," said Wendell.
"The idea is an opportunity
for the fan to rub elbows and
actually talk to his favorite artists."
The country list looks like
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"I've gotten letters from all
over the country about it,"
said Ms. Ahern "How can the
IRS not know about it' Why
didn't employers know about
it, since it had to be done with
the agreement and cooper a
bon of employers? Why?
"IRS is very careful to tell
us how much we should pay
but they never tell us how we
can save."
For the sake of those whom
Ms. Ahern calls "those who
have worked a lifetime and
ended up with nothing," here
is a list of ways in which people can avoid taxes while putting aside money for retirement. 1. It should also be noted
that the IRS revocation ruling
of Dec_ 5, 1972, is being reconsidered. Anyone who thinks he
would like such a tax break
might write tus congressman)
-- Those who are self-employed can put $2,500 a year or
10 per cent of their income
whichever is less) into a taxfree pension fund. No tax will
be levied until they retire.
— Corporate employes can,
with and through the agreernent of their employers, have
an amount equal to 10 per cent
of their salaries put into a taxfree pension fund. Unlike the
now-revoked 6 per cent plan,
the-input to the fund is taxed
yearly, but the growth is taxfree until retirement.
— Congress is now considering a bill, HR 16696, which,
if approved, will allow an ern- ploye to -set aside for retirent 20 per cent of his income
.
or a1,51X), whichever is less,
tax-free. '•••

SAVE NOW...0k

FROM OUR EASTER SAVINGS SE
SEERSUCKER

DOUBLE
KNITS _

Puckery

PUCKERY

srd8

SPORTSWEAR

Notions

SAVINGS
RIOT ----Handy

MONIQ1JE

GINGHAM
PASTELS

U.

WHIPPED

Acrylic
100% Acrylic

CREPE
Vivid Colors
Brilliant island colors that
aresafely machine washable
Great tor luxurious
caftans andnvening skirts
ReO S2 98 yd.

2

. CREAM
PRINTS
Beautiful lightweight comfort in
soft TOO per cent polyester. 4
wide Reg SI 98 yd
•

50
Yd.

Double Knits
100% Polyester

DOUBLE-KNITS

Yd.

LINEN TYPE

WE YECrisp ham... ht 100 per rent
Tillydri and' assorted rayon
blends 15" wide Roil
yd

ad" wide 7 and 3 yd. leneldS:
'Of beautifully yexiored.
louble knits Reg S2 98 yd,

66(p

$2

Yd

Crepe

Yd

POLYESTER

POLYESTER

DRESS
CREPE

KNITS

IS" wide. 100 per tent
Polyester tor soli drape

knitS are in for Spring fashions.
/00 per cent polyester, 5.i" wide
Machine wash and dry for easy
rare Values to 57 79 yd

Mac4ine washable_
Reo 57 98 yd

$2 97d.
,

Yd.

Monique Fabrics

Central Center
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First aid kits are becoming
staple items in the kitchen along
with sugar, flour and instant
coffee.
Although housewives and
mothers tend to be the most
safety-conscious members of
their families—where others
are concerned—it appears that
they are also the most accident
prone—after Junior, of course.
In an investigation of
the
household
hazards,
of
Safety
Department
Research of a major insurance
company has found that most
danger signs point to the kitchen as the scene of women's
most frequent accidents.
While the mishaps are not
likely to be fatal, they can be
unpleasant—and in most cases
they could have been prevented.
Cuts and lacerations are the
most common home injuries,
according to a year-long survey
made by the Delaware Safety
Council, with young boys accounting for a third of the
damage and their mothers only
a little less bloodied.
The family cook, and bottle
washer also manages to bump
her head on cupboard doors
thoughtlessly left ajar. She
burns and scalds herself
through careless use of cooking
utensils and appliances. And
she slips on grease and other

U.S. spacecraft will
photograph
Venus in '14

store them out of reach of
liquids spilled on the floor.
children and away from heat.
In other words,she has done a
Use nonskid was on the floor.
pretty thorough lob of booby—Picking up broken glass or
trapping herself in her most
china often poses a problem.
often used work room, the
First sweep up as much of the
researchers pointed out.
What can she do about it? — debris as you can and put it in a
paper bag or wrap it securely so
Here are a few pointers
the person who handles your
provided by the Combined trash will not risk being
experts as well as by authorities lacerated. The remaining
in the U.S. Public Health Ser- splinters can be vacuumed
vice Injury Control Program, away or picked up with a
the Council on Family Health dampened paper towel. Never
and the National Safety Council. try to pick up the pieces with
your bare hands; wear gloves.
—Knives should be kept razor
—Appliances should bear the
sharp. A dull blade requires stamp of approval of the Unmore pressure and is more derwriter's Laboratories and
likely to slip and gouge. Always should be kept in good repair.
slice away from yourself. Store Frayed or worn cords should be
knives in their own drawer or replaced. Insert only one
rack. Never hand a person a electrical device into one circuit
knife point first; always present unless your electrician advises
him with the handle.
otherwise. Plug the cord into
—When toiling over a hot
stove, turn pot handles to the
rear to avoid a disastrous
collision with what's cooking.
Never wear loose-fitting clothes
while cooking,for they might be
ignited by burners. Keep dish
towels- and pot holders away
from burners. See that boiling
liquids do not run over and
avert your face when steam
spouts from a bubbling pot. Use
tongs to handle frying foods.
Light your match before you
turn on a gas burner. Keep
hands away from burners of
electric stoves; they might be
on without your being aware of

the ammpliance and then into
the wall outlet. Disconnect it in
reverse order—from the wall
and then from the appliance.
Take hold of the plug; don't
yank the cord. Never plug
appliances into electric light
sockets, which are intended to
handle less current.
The safety experts further
admonish housewives never to
use a can opener that leaves
jagged edges. These can be the
source of deep and painful cuts.
Always remove the tops rather
than bending them back.
There was one additional
word of caution, which may not
seem necessary but statistics
indicate is of vital importance:
Keep your hands out of
mixers and blenders when they
are in action—if you want to
continue to be able tO CROW to
10 on your finger!.

REMEMBER . . .

RUPERT MAYNARD
for JAILER
r

AWARD WINNER—Patricia
Diane Clark, a senior French
major from Murray, received
the Outstanding Member
Award from Pi Delta Phi
national French honorary
society during the annual
Honors Day at Murray State
University,Sunday, April 8. She
Is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Armin Clark of 1504 Oak
Drive, Murray.

AWARD WINNER—Jerry
Abbitt, a senior theatre arts
major from Murray, received
the Outstanding Member
Award of Alpha Psi Omega
honorary dramatic fraternity
during Honors Day at Murray
State University, Sunday,
April 8. Abbitt is president of
Alpha Psi Omega.

I want to thank each of you for your kindness to me in
my race for JAILER. It is a genuine pleasure to meet and
talk with you. I WANT YOU TO KNOW ALL ABOUT ME
BEFORE YOU VOTE. I urge you to contact me or anyone
that knows me for information. You deserve to know all
about your officials.
*******
Again, let me pledge that I will devote my full time to
the duties prescribed by law for your Jailer. It will be a
pleasure to work with all of the courts and the officials
involved in law enforcement. I will be available to them
and you at anytime
*******
I pledge fair and courteous treatment to all who come in
contact with this office. I pledge that your property will be
cared for to the best of my ability. I earnestly seek your
help and vote in the primary.

—Maintain a tidy kitchen.
Wipe up all spills immediately.
Clean the stove regularly as a
precaution against grease fires.
Keep a supply of fire-quenching
baking soda close at hand. If
you use chemical cleaners,

The United States will send
its third exploring spacecraft
to Venus next year, and a first
attempt will be made to photograph the .„cloud-shrouded
planet.

REMEMBER . . .

HEAR OUTSTANDING PREACHING NIGHTLY
First Christian Church - 7:30
The Rev. Bobby E. Roberts,
Clinton (Sunday)
The Rev. Kenneth Helton,
Paducah (Monday)
— The Rev. W. W. Morns.
Wickliffe (Tuesday)

RUPERT MAYNAR
for JAILER
glacier field, three iron crystals are photographed on
MOCNSCAPE IN MINIATURE -- Appearing like Wielders on a
the moon by Apollo 15, and are photographed by
from
taken
samph1111
part
of
are
minerals
The
crystal
a bed of pyroxene
would fit on the edge of a piece of paper.
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a scanning electron microscope
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JACKETS
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Large selection of
popular styles.

SPECIAL
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-3forsl
Hollywood Briefs. Absorbent and puckered
cottons. White.
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SLACKS .
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Choose latest styles of FAMOUS BRANDS.
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DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS
Styles like Dad in fancy and solid
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lash forts,
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Boy's 100°. Polyester

PANT SUITS

Others to '22

SPECIAL

DRESS SHIRT
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Yd.
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GIRL'S

SPECIAL

2 FOR 57 Reg. 3" ea.
2 FOR $9 Reg. 4" ea.
Colorful, Comfortable, and E Z care
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Smooth Patentlika,crosis step
style.
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mentl capacity to pay for
wars.
-Wars were avoided," he
writes "or terminated, because governments did not
have the necessary funds,
namely gold, to finance military expenditures."
demonstrates the connection
between peace and the gold
In fact, one can trace the
increase in the number of
standard, since the latter puts
armed conflicts in this cenan iron check on a govern-

Reign of gold promoted peace
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
HARRIMAN, N.Y.— "We
have been cursed with reign
of gold long enough," the late
Socialist Eugene Debs observed in 1897. "Money constitutes no proper basis of civilization. The time has come
to regenerate society."
In the 76 years since this irrational statement, Socialists
like Eugene Debs have
worked their will on the capitalist nations of the world.
However, the abandonment of
the gold standard as backing
for world currencies, as Debs
and others demanded, has =leashed in the 20th Century a
flood tide of human tragedies,
ranging from rampant inflation to world depression and
even world war. It is hard for
many to believe that a metal
like gold is a guarantee of
peace and prosperity for nations as well as for individuals.
The Committee for Monetary Research & Education
sponsored a lively international monetary .conference
here, attended by representatives from the United States,
Britain, France, Germany
and Japan. A goodly number
of those in attendance argued
persuasively for the United
States and the rest of the
world to return to the gold
standard as the fundamental
solution to a host of monetary
and other problems plaguing
the world_
Take, for example, the current -energy crisis" and its
connection with gold. Donald
H. McLaughlin, head of the
San Francisco-based Homestake Mining Co. 1. which operates one of the largest gold
mines oulside of South Africa raised the critical question: How long will oil-rich
Arab nations continue to accept payment in paper dollars, which have declined in
-value because gold backing
has been abandoned"
"There are billions going to
those people in payment for
their exports of oil to Europe,
the United States and Japan,"
McLaughlin observed of the
Arab oil countries.
"How much longer are they
going to take paper promises
to pay when they see that paper is depreciating in. every
country — the United States
isn't the only country where
the paper is depreciating.
They would like to be paid in
gold, they will probably get
some payment in gold. But if
we try to pay them in gold at
the official rate of even $42.22
there isn't enough gold in our
reserves to keep it up very
long."

The lethal link of gold with
the steady,procession of major and nunor wars in this

Conference To
Be Held, Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—A conference on higher education and
black professional employment,
entitled "Progress through
Commitment", will be held in
Louisville April 16-18 at the
Seelbach Hotel,
The conference, to be sponsored by the University of
Louisville, will examine all
aspects of the problem of black
professional employment in the
southeastern section of the
United States.
Representatives from institutions of higher education,
business and industry, the
major professions and government have been invited to attend.
The conference participants
will be welcomed to Louisville
by Gov. Wendell Ford, Jefferson County Judge Todd
Hollenbach, Louisville Mayor
by Dr.
Frank Burke, and
William T. Ekstrom acting
president of the University of
Louisville.
Workshops will be held
concerning problems of black
professional enriployrnent in the
areas of higher education,
communication., health
business
adsciences,
rninistrationn and engineering.
A publication based on the
discussions and proposals of the
conference is to be prepared
and distributed throughout the
southeastern states.

to,

CHILDREN
A 40-year-old woman who
was married at 17 has just
given birth to her 20th child, a
boy, at Abbeville, France.
HOME VALUES
The average owner-occu
as valued at
pied home
$19,574 and rising, according
to the last US. census.

I

century can clearly be traced.
The late Melchoir Palyi in his
book "The Twilight of Gold"
i Henry Regnery, Chicago)
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any place at all in the international monetary system is to
put one's self, in the eyes of
many contemporaries, in the
same class with the dodo
bird."
iJeffrey St. John is a CBS
Radio Network "Spectrum"
commentator and is seen regularly on the CBS-TV "Morning News" with John Hari.

"What other century,"
tury to the abandonment of
both sound monetary- re-- -- noted the Committee for Monetary Research and Educastraints and the gold stantion, "can boast of the hundard.
dred years of relative peace
In vivid contrast to this centhat lasted from the Congress
tury of endless and costly
of Vienna in 1815 to the outwars, the last century when
break of World War 1 in 1914?
the gold standard was suBut to talk in approving terms
preme the results were draof the classical gold standard,
matic in preserving the
or even to hold that gold has
peace.
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(IRA) in Northern Ireland.
This is remarkable when
you realize that prior to becoming head of the Roman
Catholic church, Paul VI
served Pius XII, who took a
strong moral stand against
those who advocate violence
follow this precept of his preand the establishment of dicdecessor when it comes to the
tatorships. The IRA, a Marxterrorist campaign conducted
ist-oriented movement in
by the Irish Republican Army

ST. JOHN'S JOURNAL

Northern Ireland, has used
violence for the establishment
of a dictatorship and the Vatican has remained virtually silent under the reign of Pope
Paul VI.
The Catholic church has the
power and influence to help
bring about a settlement of
the fighting in Northern Ireland between majority Prot-

Vatican silence on terrorism hit
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
NEW YORK —

take an open and firm stand
against errors," stated the
Late Pope Pius XII in 1954.
"The power of the church is

We must

not bound by matters strictly
religious, but by the whole
matter of natural law."
Pope Paul VI has failed to

I
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o oz
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LAWNCREST

IRONSTONE

DECORATED

heart of London, which injured in excess of 170 innocent
men, women, and children.
This marks the first time that
the IRA has sought to escalate
the violence from Northern
Ireland to the seat of British
government, which is predominantly Protestant.
While there were numerous
statements of condemnation
i• over this ominous development, the Vatican was silent.
In vivid contrast, Pope Paul
VI has been sharp and severe
in his criticism of the violence
and bloodshed in South Vietnam and especially of U.S. involvement in that war.
The Pope, for example, on
Feb. 4 issued a statement criticizing President Nixon for his
delay in settling the war in
Vietnam, while the situation
in Northern Ireland was escalating to near civil war proportions.
The Vatican's silence on the
IRA terrorist campaign implies a tacit endorsement of
the tactics and goals of the
IRA, which more and more
appears to be turning to outside help to wage its warfare,
not only in Northern Ireland
but in other parts of the English isles. The Soviet Union,
it is forgotten, is deeply involved in subversive activities in Britain. Witness, for
example, the extraordinary
expulsion of no less than 105
Soviet personnel from its embassy in London in the autumn of 1971.
"The expulsion of Soviet
KGB agents," writes Brian
Crozier, director of the Institute for Study of Conflict
based in London, "and subsequent trials of individual British contacts provided evidence of the widespread na'lure of Soviet subversive activities.
The._KGB defector, Oleg
Lyalin, also brought alarming
evidence of the Soviet readiness to engage and indulge in
sabotage. ...
"A similar pattern," Crozier adds, "is discernible In
the Soviet attitude to the troubles of Ireland. The Irish
Communist Party supports
the official or "Red" Irish Republican Army {IRA), which
favors a Marxist 'National
Liberation' struggle and
'class war in the phase of brutal repression' with relatively
little violence. But the seizure
by Dutch police at Schiphol
airport of a consignment of
Czech arms destined for the
provisional wing of the IRA is
another indication of clandestine support for revolutionary
violence — since it is inconceivable that the Czechs
would provide arms for the
Nationalist and non-Marxist
wing of the IRA without the
knowledge and approval of
the ( Soviet) KGB. ..."
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estants and minority Catholics. Strangely, it .has preferred to remain above the
bloodshed and violence that
has steadily escalated since
1969.
Now in 1973 we have seen a
dangerous turn for the worse
in the IRA's terrorist tactics
with the March 8 bombing of
key government offices in the
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Civil war in Northern Ireland and unrest and terrorism
in the whole of the British
Isles looms on .the horizon,
while a powerful force. the
Catholic church and its head,
Pope Paul VI, remain silent.
By such silence they endorse
the evils engulfing Irish and
English innocents, Protestant
and Catholic.
Jeffrey St. John is a CBS
Radio Network "Spectrum"
commentator and is seen regularly on the CBS-TV "Morning News" with John Hart.
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The Vatican could hardly be
ignorant of the growing Marxist influence in the IRA and its
goal of uniting Northern Ireland with the Catholic-ruled
Irish Republic in the south.
Nor can Pope Paul VI and his
advisers be blind to the implications of the strategy of the
IRA terrorist campaign,
which goes beyond a united
Ireland to the incitement of
violence and unrest in the entire British Isles.

108

Sob story halts
holdup attempt
A jeweler in Turin, Italy,
sobbed as he begged two bandits not to steal his stock,
pleading he would go bankrupt after two previous robberies.
The arnied bandits, a man
and a woman, held a conference and then the man said:
"Where can you find two bandits like us"and the two fled,
empty-handed.

Japanese students
pray for good grades
Japanese students place
prayer tokens on- a Shinto
shrine in Tokyo, lfoping for
aid from the gods with their
university entrance exammauons•.
•
lack of a university degree
fan mean a lifetime of menial.
jobs in Japan,so their prayers
fervent.
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When a man sees his dream
"Bourbon Capital of the
become a reality he must feel
World."
the same pride that master
Long a proud name in Kendistiller
Taylor
William
Samuels does. As he stands on tucky whiskey circles, the T.W.
the porch of the blue Toll Gate Samuels Distilling Company
his greatHouse that welcomes visitors to (named for
Star Hill Distilling Company, grandfather) passed from
Samuels surveys one of the family control after the repeal
nation's most famous small of prohibition in 1933, but
distilleries, which he developed Samuels remained with the
company until 1946. Then he
to its present eminence.
began looking for a distillery
Star Hill is at Loretto, Ken- where he could manufacture
tucky, about 20 miles south of quality whiskey on a
small
Bardstown,
called
the scale, giving his product the

made in Bourbon County.
care and attention he felt its art his family.
Early Kentuckians found
Mankind, it seems has been
requires.
themselves with great_yields of forever grateful.
Star Hill. home of Maker's corn, but had difficulty shipping
Visitors can follow the wintAtt,i1a straight Kentucky
the crop to Eastern markets. ding road, meandering creek
bourbon whiskey, old style sour This is where, some say, and stone fences to Star Hill,
mash, dates back to the 1850's. logistics
the where distillery tours are
fostered
Like many older Kentucky development of the remarkable conducted each hour from 10:30
distilleries, Star Hill began as a Kentucky product called a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday
m111, on the banks of Hardin boubon whiskey. Any mode of through Friday, by retired
Creek. Then it became a winery transportation could carry six empleyees, who know exactly
and the Marion County hills times more whiskey than corn, what they are talking about.
were covered with grapevines. so the Rev. Elijah Craig and
Called the oldest standing
In 1953 Samuels purchased and others distilled a warm, clear retail whiskey store in America
renovated it and continued the liquid in the 1780's, and called it (though none is sold there now,
fourth generation tradition of bourbon because it was first the Quart House recalls the old
days when the keeper would
dispense spirits to local folks, in
canning jars, jugs or whatever
container they migbt bring. A
sign over the Quart House porch
proclaims it as the mythical
home of the "Hardin Creek
the
hallloitering
in
strangers
One such "event" was a
boys in the Upper West Side.
Hunkerin' and Hankerin'
By JOHN PINKERMAN
ways.
publicity handout from GenThe situation is so bad that
Society," yarn-spinners exEditor,Copley News Service
-Rest-room doors should
eral Electric Co. announcing
police are escorting children
traordinary.
be equipped with locks and
proudly: that Mayor John V.
to schools, patrolling school
President Nixon a few days
Red wooden doors, emof
employes
limited
to
the
use
Lindsay of New York, once
corridors and keeping watch
ago, in one of his radio "fireblazoned with a special
of that floor. ... We solicit
called "Fun City," had just
on
routes
from
school
to
side chats," said the crisis in
distiller's mark—a cricle with
your assistance and cooperspent $15 million for 50,000
home.
the cities is over.
an S for Samuels, an IV for the
ation in this endeavor to renew GE street light bulbs.
leaning
out
a
One
mother,
Sen. Harold E. Hughes of
duce crimes in this area."
fourth family generation and a
Why did Mayor Lindsay buy
fifth-floor tenement window,
Iowa, in a Democratic rebutSuch is life in Washington
star for Star Hill, open into ttic
these bulbs' Because they are
two
boys
playshouted
to
her
tal, said the President is way
today. We would always hope
distillery where gleaming metal'
sort of a last resort in the war
street
below,
"Are
ing
in
the
off base and if he wants to see
that President Nixon is more
containers and polished wood
on violence in Manhattan, and
Get
back
here,.
crazy?
you
how safe the cities are he
right than Sen. Hughes on
contrast with the original rough
for $60 million more New
right by the door where I can
--7-71-Abould try taking a walk,
whether crisis exists in Amerbeams that were used when the
York can light all its streets
see
you."
alone and after dark, on any
ican cities. However, things
building was constructed in
with these new anti-crime
developmerd—W
Another
street in Washington.
are not exactly ideal and it
1878.
weapons. Brighter lights
cluded a national survey
These are politicians talkmore
something
will
take
should discourage crindnals,
Here, corn, barley and wheat
showing that there is 66 per
ing, and politicians who are in
than rhetoric on either side to
etc.
cent more crime in big city
'separately ground on a
are
exaggerto
are
known
power
bring back "Fun City" anyapartment buildings ( 14
roller mill—not a hammer mill,
As GE and Lindsay were
ate in their boasts while politiwhere
in
the
land.
stories and up) than in
cheering this new develOpcians who are out of power are
smaller city three-to-six-story
ment in an effort to stop mugknown to exaggerate in their
apartment houses. In the
gings, murders, robberies,
criticism of the "ins."
multi-storied buildings crimirapes
and
other
crimes
that
More illustrative of the real
110
nals trap their victims in eleMany
of
the
nation's
wrack
situation were a few scattered
via
stairvators,
then
escape
big cities, it was also anevents that broke on the nawells and secondary exits.
nounced that 150 New York
tional scene about the same
Meanwhile, the ultimate in
were
hunting
a
detectives
and
time the President
"signs
of our times" may be
who
has
slain
and
mutiman
Hughes were expounding oprepresented in a letter of
lated three ,10-to 12-year-old
posite views.
warning and instructitia-le,...
sued by the Metropolitan Police Department of Washington, D.C. Signed by Charles
M. Monroe,commander of the
department's Second District
(a downtown area), the letter
says, "There has been a subM.D.
Hursh,
M.
by Laurence
stantial increase in the numConsultant, National Dairy Council
ber of office thefts, burglaries
and crimes against persons."
Monroe, addressing has
NUTRITIONAL ANAGRAMS
warning to building owners
Let's play anagrams today — with nutritional terms. It will test
and managers, security peryour knowledge of at least the most basic words in nutrition, Just
sonnel, tenants and employes,
re-arrange the letters shown below into words associated with
has 10 different bits of advice
nutrition (such as -fat" or "copper") and then tumthis column
on how to survive in a city that
upside down to see if you've chosen the correct answers,
A-etue: A1141te. words are the MAWS of, nutrients. Good Wahl . ,once was a safe-endidefightful
"lace to live, work and visit.
=DEMO
NTIOPER
Expressing a bit of frustraTSDYCBRAOAEHR
tion, Monroe saytthe upsurge
in crime cannot be stemmed
-without the cooperation and
A TF
assistance or employes, build'-'
MCILACU
mug managers and security
personnel." Some would call
ONRI
this the old dodge of blaming
ROHPUSOSHP
the victim rather than corEIMSNUMAG
recting the. conditions that
create the criminals.
NCIZ
"Beware of the office -ma,
PE
chine repairman,"
onroe
0000000000
FLAVNRIOBI
says, and make him
ow an
CINIAN
identification. "Avoi arrying large sums of money in
MHANITI
your purse.... Be alert to per• TIBION
sons who enter an office under
(two words)
PANTNEICHTO DAIC
the pretext they are seeking
employment."
(two words)
And, finally this bit stf adRIBC-SA'OR IDAC
vice for the 'ladles: "When
possible female employi‘
(two words)
MIETVNAI
should visit the rest rooms ip
pairs, being alert for
•.)
(tWo words)
MI
AN IK V
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How safe are American cities?
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which would pulverize and
scorch the grain. Each year,
Star Hill purchases the grain
from a farm cooperative in
Illinois, because there it is
grown in the same type soil in
which the water used in the
distilling comes from, rich
limestone formations.
There is a five-story-high beer
still, a huge cooker where the
mash simmers, vast vats of
cypress, used because of the
neutrality of that wood, a
copper tail box dating from
1850, where visitors can see the
clear whiskey as it comes off
the still, and of course, there are
the charred white oak,52-gallon
barrelt waiting to receive the
bourbon. An 1860 steam engine
serves as the plant's auxiliary
power and has had only $5 spent
on it for repairs since 1953.
Labels for Maker's Mark are
printed in the distillery office,
which was once a wine
warehouse. All the labels that
go on the four-fifths-quart
bottles are hand torn. On the
assembly line each bottle neck
hot, red
is hand-clipped in
sealing wax.
Warm brown buildings with
red shutters and trim, towering
trees and the Samuels' kind
invitation to "stop in and visit
us when you are in the neighborhood" give Star Hill a flavor
that is definitely Kentucky
hospitality.

LONEL TAYWR L. DAVIDSON
Selective Service is now in the Whitley
(London);
and
process of transferring draft Woodford (Frankfort).
records from the state's 120
The draft law still requires
local board locations to registration at age 18 (anytime
designated area offices. The during the period of 30 days
system is phasing down to before or after a young man'S
assume a standby status and 18th biethday). Failure to
under this situation funding is register GM
result
in
not available to maintain and prosecution in federal court.
staff an office in each county. Penalties of fine and imAlphabetically, offices have prisonment are provided for
been closed in the following those convicted.
counties and the records are
Although the draft board
now located in the city shown in offices have been closed in some
the parenthesis:
counties, registration still can
Allen ( Bowling Green); be accomplished within the
Anderson (Frankfort); county at designated locations.
Bourbon (Lexington); and In counties where the ch aft
Bracken (Newport, tem- office has been closed, posters
porarily).
have been placed listing where
Elliott (Morehead); _Grayson a young man may regis'er
(Elizabethtown); :Hancock Also, the law provides for
(Owensboro); and Henry registration at other localiies
(Frankfort).
than his home office for conJessamine
( Lexington); venience. Should the individual
Madison (Lexington); Marshall choose to register away from
(Paducah); and
Martin home the address he gives at
( Prestonsburg).
the time of registration
McCreary ( Somerset 1; determines the local board,
Monroe (Columbia); Mon- awe this is established it cannot
tgomery (Morehead); ant_ be changed.
Nicholas ( Lexington).
Specific information is
Robertsow(Newport, tem- available from the area office in
porarily); ft ockc as t I e
which files have been located.
(Somerset);
Spencer For general information call
( Shepherdsville, temporarily);
toll-free, 800-372-2963.

Flee
Murriay State Glass
vidth every.
25c Coke at

Doctor
in the Kitchen'

DEECIOMEEIMEIEI

III
III

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

TcAfkit Samuels is-Diveloper Of Famous Small Distillery
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Don't pay for an this.
Buy any IH Lawn & Garden Tractor and we'll
include the mower at no extra cost.
Or, buy any IH Riding Mower and we'll include
the trailer at no extra cost!
But hurry. This must be a limited time offer.
IH Riding Mower with cart S52500
IH Lawn & Gorden Tractor, Mower
$1

12 h.p. Tractor '1145"

III
III
III

19500

SEAFORD'S
Lawn & Garden Equip.
Route 1
Ph 437 4412
Anyvsair lam cvt

A thriller
for spy fans

These fine-quality, 12-ounceAumbiers are imprinted in color with
the Murray State crest. And they're
yOurs as a free souvenir every time
you buy a large Coke at Burger
Chef. Collect a whole set now—
white'the supply lasts—during our
"Toast to the Thoroughbreds"
celebratiolt

Reviewed By
CHARLES OHL
Copley News Service

MOUlm COUJ BOilUf

Rite'
Price

REVIW

1111

It would seem that there are
no better writers in the field of
crime and espionage than the
very civilized and law-abiding
English — as Clive Egleton
demonstrates once more in
his tautly written and agonizingly suspenseful "Seven
days Tv A Killing."
The story revolves around
the kidnaping of 13-year-old
David Tan-ant by a Soviet
agent, and the efforts cif
David's father and British intelligence to recover him.
In the novel emerges one of
'those characters you just love
to hate — the Soviet agent who
goes by the bald name of
McKee. A meaner man you'll
never meet than McKee.
He tortures the boy into
screams that are later played
via telephone to the boy's
mother and father.
Egleton's novel is ingeniously plotted. Ws made of
,many strands and twists but,
most importantly, has enough
signposts to keep the reader
from getting lost along the
way. The suspense builds
from C'hapter to chapter — to
a conclusion that is shockingly savage.
for,a spy
A tirst-rate
fan.

BURGER CHEF
1310 Main Street

orwwwW.M.w.
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Churches?
stress
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By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service

Pricos Good !Nod., Thurs., IL Fri., A r. 11, 12, 13

NEW
YORK — The
churches have stopped playing the numbers game.
For year after World War
11, congregations, denornmaUons and interfaith groups
spoke in numbers when appraising the advance of ChrisUaruty across the continent.
The postwar religion boom
was extolled in terms of membership. attendance, contributions and new buildings, always in terms of numbers.
The bigger the numbers, the
better.
In recent years, the numbers have not been quite so
glowing. They have been
leveling off or even decreasing. Church membership has
not kept pace with the population growth. Giving is off.
Construction has declined.

New Assortment
THE
UN-EDIBLE

COLLECTION11
OF NECKLACES AND BRACELETS
r Genuine leather thong r Apple Core
r Marshmallow Cookie
Oreo Cookie
v Banana s, Pear

_
Aft Mats Available Nashville
Stores, Most Items Available
All Stores

Wylers
Imitation
LEMONADE MIX

Solifd Elsewhere
up to '4.50

1 Compare
at 49g

Many, people in and out of
the church have called oill
with alarm over the statistical
slump, crying that religion is
on the wane in America. But
others have been taking a second look at what is going on in
organized religion, and they
like what they have been seeing.
"
For the- churches, like the
.--resLaf society, have been engaged in.a qbest for the quality of life tether than the
quantities they used to boast
about.
The Rev. Dr. Lyle E. Schaller, a church planner and consultant who serves on the staff
of the Yokefellow Institute in
Richmond, Ind., has had an
opportunity to study closely
what is happening in congregational life in visits to between 200 and 300 local
churches in recent years. Drawing on his observations, he has written
case
study of The Pastor and the
People," distributed by
Abingdon Press, the publish-

20 GALLON

GARB'AGE
CANS

Compare at 13.99
/
Pretty up your wardrobe
Johnson
with spring dresses from Johnson &
' Big K! Single knit polyester check with white
bib and ruffle, double
knit, polyester jacquard
with white bib, yoke and
cuff, shirred' waist 0r- 2
piece suit 90/10 acetate
nylon print, white collar
and cuff, button front.
7 oz. size
Junior sizes 5 to 13 in
spring colors.
Reg. 1.07

NO MORE TANGLES

ing house of The United Methodist Church, as guidebook to
''building a new partnership
for effective ministry."
Schaller has found the quest
for quality in every section of
American society — in the demands of blacks and the poor
for better schools, in the rapid
growth of the consumer
movement, in the value system espoused by many young
people, In the rejection by
blue-collar workers of the
"deadening" life on the automobile assembly line, in the
mass exodus from the crumbling inner city, in challenges
of tracillional goals and practices in colleges and universities.
"This quest represents a
change in the American value
system as the emphasis shifts
from quantity to quality,from
counting activities to measuring performance, and from an
emphasis on economy to an
emphasis on quality," Schaller said.
For example, he observed,
many of the traditional keystones of progress and success are coming under question.
A college or graduate school
or seminary degree no longer
carries the prestige or value it
had even a decade ago, he
said, and prospective employers are less impressed by the
years spent in school than by
the competence of applicants
to do the job.
This quest for quality is producing similar challenges in
the parish, Schaller said, adding:
"Unquestionably, the most
highly visible, the mostcontroversial, and the Most important of these changes in
the meaning of symbols and
words in the parish has been
the dropping of the letter 's'
from the word missions."
As church members have
become more concerned
about evaluating the purpose
and quality of the performance of their church in
terms of mission, the priorities of denominations as well
as congregations have been
radically reordered, he said.
"The prestige of a congregation today often is determined more by what it is doing than by its size or build-

ttp.

Limit 1

A spectacular
buy! Galvanized _ garbage _
can With lid
and
handles.

00.
Compare
at 2.79

20 Gallon
GARBAGE
BAGS
20 to box.

ADJUSTABLE
IRONING BOARD
By Buddy L

MOTORIZED

BAR-B-QUE

New
suspender style
stripe body wi4 white
suspenders. 10a, nylon
tricot. Sizes S, M and L
in spring colors.

ES
JAis-Ai 6A
SHORTS

Model 2313

66

Compare
at 3.99

Metal ironing board adjusts
to any height for comfort
while ironing.

All -the qualities of our regular 24" grill plus hooded
spit for whole chickens,
roasts! Adds endless variety
to •utdoor meals!

Compare
at 3.49

Your choice of seersucker stitch or stripe
cable 100% polyester
' Jamaica shorts. Sizes
10 to 18 in many
colors.

RAZOR
FREk
WI TM

M

ADORN,

POLE LAMPS

SCOPE
MOUTH
WASH

Decorate;your home with
these handsome 3 bullet
pole lamps. Adjustable
decorator color shades.

Model 1420K

EN

RURAL
MAIL BOXES

SPECIAL!
ADORN AND
FREE
LADY TRAC II
Reg. 1.27

.iFeatures recoil starter,
remote fingertip throfle,
semi -pneumatic
tires, raqjustable cutting height.

18 oz. sire.

941 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

• Bel Air Shopping Center'
— Acres- -of Fro" Parking —
We Reserve The Right To Omit ()tontines

Hardy, durable

all

metal

-APRIL us iris
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We've gathered the very best that Spring has to offer. It's .the
prettiest line up you've seen in years. Carefree fabrics that reflect
the mood of Spring in fresh new colors and textures. The look is
easy, yet elegant. They're yours for the picking in a spectacular
selection!

tVANCOCK
FABRICS

M IX

CARDINAL POINT SHOPPING (ENTER
Paducah, Ky.

Compare
at 49C

4 j0 N,„,_%.1••
‘
fe44
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_Casual Sportswear Knits

••
1,

Allr

)r
NAMEL

•Tennis Knits
•Shadow-Proof White
Slack Knit
A,
•Polyester "Gabardine" 441
rul4.N.
k
Fabrics
zt1/

_x
OsnOS
*INe *
\**1.**,
Ole
VA",On
srvIslie*_%,1Weksi
041
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6
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38

Reg. 2.87
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4

*Puffy
•The sheer
• prettiest elegance 6y
Ideal for
the
you've
yard
ever
•sotnethingproofs,
sfoon
prefty weddings, or
•Printed
just
Colored Eyelets
Eyelets

`111..Arrat:

:040

$
2
9

Compare

1/

at 2.79

for

cti)

100

are at 69
ItdI

4#1
°10
11rO
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FABRICS DESIG
BETSEY JOLINSON OE
"ALLEY CAT"

vmr 4,0

4
.
.

111

•la-Peche-Challis
Florals on dark grounds
"The Kind of Fabric Grandma Wore"

>ard adjusts
for comfort

COTTON-POLYESTER
INTERLOCK KNITS

o• •

98
YARD

88

Compare
at 5.99

r•••••••••••

all

metal

efonny-candy-knits - Polyester Cotton & Silk
AUvirook In Knits Desigive4for

M
'
•"I
••.•••• Via

•Like "Hang-Ten" Sportswear
0-Easy To Sew
•Comfortable To Wear
•60" Wide
•Solids, Prints, Plaids

DOUBLE KNIT FABRICS
•Coordinated dressy sophisticated looks

FABRICS FROM:
"NARDIS OF DALLAS" COLLECTION
"LILY ANN"
"CAME"
"LESLEY FAYE"
"ACT III" "CATAtINA"

FABRICS FOR
GOLF, TENNIS, SWIM WEAR

(

••••. •

Young Active People.

Nif.4

The active person can now
create Mr own sports
wardrobe from our large selective el

'

4140;
A

".•

•Perma-Press Piques
•Pique Knits
•Shadow:Proof Knits
•Interloil Wafts—

•

SAILCLOTH FABRICS
76e.,
let •Avondale's New "Moby Dick"
•50% Polyester, 50% Cotton
A
•Penn-Press
t. •Prints - solids - and Rumple - Steel-Skin
4.,
Seersucker
•All ideal for separates in
•—•
sportswear's new look.
1,„

•

All in a maze of white, lime,
yellow and pastel shades.

too

t•CTHE FANTASTIC LOOK OF
Etr

IAISH LINEN
•

MOYGASHEL

40
.
.

$

NOW
EkREFREE1

69
to

,t0

••••,

98
YARD

•Solids, prints, plaids, embroideries

'4?)

•Blends of Polyester and Linen

‘•••"

.5

•New Viscose Rayon linens
that defy wrinkles

4

OPEN MONDAY DOW FRI., 9 A.ht -9 P.M.
SATURDAY 9 A.M..06 P.M.
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Northside
Shopping
Center
10tIl
Chestnut

JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.
U.S. Choice

* No Stamps

* No Coupons
* No Games

Chuck

Swiss

Roast

Forced Purchases

All-Meat

-

Store Sliced

Bologna

Hermitage

89;

vi

Steak

Very Impressive Prices
For
Very Important People

To preserve
dependence we mu
leaders load up wi
debt. We must
election between e
liberty..." Thoma

(our customers)

In spite of th
Congress
has
legislation authl
spending of MOTI
billion ( over whai
spends) over the D
period. It seems ti
feels that it can
wants to on whatev)
and merely raise
for it. We do not kr
the Constitution a
has this authority.

89

One-Quarter - Sliced Into Chops

791

Pork
Loin

FRENCH FRIES

31

53

Del Monte

Tomato

Catsup w
45'

IGA

PINEAPPLE
JUICE
46-oz Can

Del Monte

PINEAPPLE

19'

No. 303
Can

GREEN BEANS
I.G.A.
TOMATO JUICE
Sweetheart
Pink Liquid opETERGENT
Del Monte

46-oz.
Can
22-oz.

SALAD
DRES'NG

25'
37'
19'

Q 39;

No. 21
/
2
Can

Strained
Strained

28-oz Bottle

25'
8'
9'
19'

Pink

APPLE
SAUCE
No. 300 Can

lb.

Lux Liquid

15';
Fresh, Crisp

Ripe, Yellow

SORGHUM
0;
969 BANANAS.
4

PEARS
Concentrated ALL..
Hunt's

Taste-D-Lite

Kraft

•10

Bumper stick
"Mafia Staff Car
Hands Off".
Barber shop
Barbers-Panel

There was an ol
lived in a shoe. Sh4
children her W E
came to $8,472.

In case you do
remember, this w)
show which provic
entertainment for
towns and comn
traveling comc
present a play
lecturer, somec
readings, various
acts, skits, etc. '

The last one w
Paris, Tennessee
auditorium now
play was "Shel

3-1b. 1-oz. Box

t.

18-oz.

-77'
394

One has to rem
those days there a
in most cases r
entertainment pr
Chautauqua wa:
cultural level
entertainment wt
little or none e,
picture show a
mostly westerns.

The We

Sunkist

CARROTS
1-1b. Cello Bag

29'

No 300 Can

DETERGENT
BAR-B-Q SAUCE

A

Earl Wilson sa
two kinds of
Washington: thost
an investigation
those trying to gel

You are middle
. remember the Ch.

2 Gal

PORK & BEANS
Heinz
BABY FOOD
Gerber
BABY FOOD
CHECKER COLA

4-1b. Bucket

Big Roll

Purex Jul
o ups;

No. 21 2 Can

Anthone's Pure

25'
39'
29'

20-oz. Loaf

Bleach

Georgia Boy

•

Which reminds
fellow
who
Christopher Cc
responsible for th
modern governm
know where he wa
he started; he
where he vas
there; and he d
borrowed money.

8-oz.

Reg. Box of 12's

Peaches
Showboat

5

I.G.A. BISCUITS
I.G.A. BREAD
KOTEX
MA. TOWELS

Salad Bowl

At a meeting of
all Tuesday nig
-weaker was Dr. W
He is an inter
provocative speak
may or may not ag
but he makes one
the least.

White, Yellow, Choc.

Cake
Mix

20 oz Bottle

No. 1 Sliced or
Can Crushed

We want to c
Senator Marlow Cx
to uphold Presid
veto on bills whit
crease taxes. St
dleston voted to
veto. Fortunately
failed.

The federal gov
no money except I
extracted from th(
more it spends,
extracted. It is just
and fundamental.

Frosty
11
/
2-lb. Bag

Member of Ass°,

Seen&4
Arour
Mum

U.S.Choice

69
Bacon 79.

* No $5.00

Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

The PHI
Source of
In Murra
Calloway

LEMONS39
Doz.

====mam
Variable cloudi
coming mostly fa
ued cool tonight
Nigh today and
low to mid 50s,]
the low to mid 3
cloudiness and a
day

